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NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
FORTY-NINT- H YEAR SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY. APRIL 4, 1912 NO. 4
vened this morning at the federal
building with Federal Judge William
H. Pope on the bench and Clerk Harry
CATRON GEIS I GOOD ROADSFEDERAL COURT REPUBLICANS ELECT THEIR CITY
TICKET BYGOOO MAJORITIES
F. Lee In attendance. John R. Mc
Fie was sworn in as court crier, P. B,
Otero as bailiff and Juan Ortiz as In I TO BE SCARED CONGRESS HERE
terpreter for the court and grand
Jury. D. J. Rankin of Albuquerque,
Santa Fe System Fined For Celso Lopez Will Head a Progressive and Law and Order
House Will Pats No Bills
Against Trusts at This
Session
,
Fall Will Serve in Senate
Only Until March 4 of J
Next Year
New Mexico Association
Convenes This Evening .
at Capitol
was chosen foreman of the grand Jury.
The following cases were disposed of
thiB morning: United States vs. A
T. & S. F., In which the railroad is
accused of violation of the act ot
Congress approved June 26, 1906 (281
Violation of Hours of
Service Act Municipal Administration .Albuquerque, East .
Las Vegas and Springer Democratic.
ONLY NECESSARY LEGISLATIONhour law). Judgment entered on two
counts and $100 fine and costs assess CONTEST TO BE RENEWED MANY ARE TAKING ACTIVE PART
Manu- -Aldcrman Frank Butt, 125The Republican city ticket, headed
by County Treasurer Celso Lopez for Florida Everglades Investigation
SOBPCN COMMISSI
More Than Nine Thousand
Dollar Turned Over to
State Treasury.
No Time Will Be Lost In Lining
ed on each. United States vs. A T.
& S. F. ' Judgment entered against
the railroad for violation of the safety
appliance law and $100 and costs as-
sessed. There were fourteen ap
Notable Addresses and Interest
ing Discussions Are on
the Program.
Explained by Secretary
Wilson.
Up Legislature by Can-
didates For Toga.
pearances in cases against the A., T.
el B. Salazar, 101.
Albuquerque Democratic.
Albuquerque was swept clean by the
Democrats yesterday. Of their entire
ticket, the Republicans elected only
one alderman, and he Is a Progressive.
The total vote cast was not much
higher than at Santa Fe. For mayor,
P. Hanley, Republican, received 39;
D. K. B. Sellers, Democrat, 1,030; W.
mayor, and which bad upon It Facun-d-
Ortiz tor city clerk and J. H.
Vaughn for city treasurer, Bwept the
city at yesterday's election by a good
majority against a Democratic-Progressiv- e
ticket headed by the present
Mayor Arthur Seligman, and which
had upon It Carlos Creamer for city
clerk and Manuel Valdez for city
XXSSXXSXSiXXXXSXXJkJSJSSXJSS The New Mexico Good Roads Con-gress will convene this evening at 8& 8. F. for violation of the
hourB of
service and twenty-eigh- t hour laws.
R. E. Twitchell appeared for the rall-- j
road. In the case of the United States
Special to the New Mexican.More than (9,000 in less than S
Washington, D. C, April 2.
Senators Albert B. Fall andagainst the Yankee Coal Company ,a(S
hearing was set for Thursday. The P. Metoalt, Socialist, 111. For cityThomas B. Catron took the
oath of office before Vice- -
treasurer. The Republicans elected
two aldermen, J. W. Akers and Ro- -
0 clock 8 harp, In the Hall of Repre-
sentatives at the capltol, the use ot
which was kindly granted by Bpeclal
resolution of the House of Represen-
tatives. Subsequent sessions will ha
h.'d in the supreme court room, by
courtesy of the supreme court of tha
clerk. H. Charles Roehl, Democrat,
received 853; J. B. Newell, Republicanmulo Lopez, and the Democrats two,
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 3.
Senator Fall had a pleasant In- -
terview with President Taft
today. Senator Fall was ac- Si
companled by.. .Representative X
Curry.' A bill was Introduced
by Representative Curry ap- - X
proprlatlng $265,000 to pur- - X
chase a Bite and to erect a fed- -
eral building at Santa Fe. A X
bill was Introduced by Repre- -
sentattve Fergusson approprlat- -
Frank Butts and Nlcanor Baca. The 591; Earl Gray, Socialist, 82. For c.V
President Sherman at 2 o'clock
this afternoon in the Senate
chamber. Senator Warren of
Wyoming presented the creden
X three months is the revenue X
turned over to the State
X Treasurer by the State Corp- - Si
Hi oration Commission. The X
amount turned over today was X
X J9.170.lo, ot which $C;313 was S
X for Insurance fees for the first X
X quarter of the year, and S2.857.- - X
15, Incorporation fees since X
Si January 16. X
Delegates Appointed.
hearing Is on an Injunction to show
cause why the coal company should
not be enjoined from mining coal on
the public domain.
Governor Goes to Carrizozo.
Governor McDonald who has been
ill for the past few days, has gone to
new Republican administration is t treasurer, William Kieke, Democrat, state.
pledged to a continuation of the pro- - received 727; O. A. Matson, Republl
X
The congress will be called to orgresslve policies and the permanent can, 723; J. A. Hansen, Socialist, der by Hon. L. Bradford Prince, presiThe Democrats elected George C.
his ranch at Carrizozo to recuperate. Sheer over W. J. Hyde; J. A. Skinner X
X
X
New Assistant Superintendent. over W. O. Hopping; and S. B. Coea
Improvements which have made the
present administration such a success
and to an enforcement of the laws
which will maintain decency and or-
der In the city. Marcelino A. Ortiz, as
R. T. Dunbar, who came to SantaThe following were appointed dele
tials of Mr. Catron, and Sena-
tor Smith of Michigan, those ot
Mr. Fall. The galleries were
so packed with people that
there was not even standing
room. Among the throng were
high officials of the government
and prominent people of the
capital and country. Most of
the Representatives left '. the
House to witness the cere--
Xgates this morning by Governor W. C Fe on March 18, from Canon City,
Colo., where he was an employe oii XMcDonald: Dr. L. S. Peters, Silver acting chairman; F. P. Sturges as Xthe state penitentiary there, and whoCity, Southwestern Conference
dent of the New Mexico Good Road
Association.
An address of welcome will be made
by Governor McDonald, or In case uo
does not arrive, by Lieutenant Gov-
ernor E. C. de Baca, or Secretary of
State, Antonio Lucero, as representa-
tives ot the state.
An address of welcome to the city
wlll be made by Acting Mayor Thom-k- s
P. Gable. This will be followel
by a suitable response on behalf or
secretary, and J. V. Conway as
ing 115,000 for site for a public
building at Alamogordo. Sen--
ators Catron and Fall will be
assigned to committees in a
few days. Probably one or tw:o Si
extra committees will be ere--
ated to give them chairman- -
ships. Si
Senator Mark Smith of Arl- - X
nan been employed as yard master inTuberculosis at Waco, Texas, April
over M. L. Schutt for aldermen; and
the Progressive Republicans, Ivan
Orunsfeld over W. S. Hopewell, Dem-
ocrat.
Gallup,
At Gallup the Citizens' ticket defeat-
ed the Republican ticket.
Las Vegas.
Las Vegas went Republican, but
treugurer of the City Republican Com
mittee, conducted the campaign.the New Mexico penal Institution since16; William 0. Haydon, Las Vegas,
X
X
X
X
that time. It Is reported is to becomeNational Old Trails Road Convention The Vote.monles in the Senate chamber. 1
The appearance of the New
assistant superintendent on April 1
Escaped Conviot Returned.' The following the total vote in the
city for the ticket:
MAYOR
X
XMexico Senators was a signal NWarden J. B. McManus of the state zona Introduced the first bill of
the four new Senators, approp- - I1 ingress.East Las Vegas, was carried by R. J.penitentiary was in Colorado the lat
at Kansas City, Missouri, April 18.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received thiB morning in the office of
State Treasurer 0. N. Marron: F. W.
Clancy, attorney general, salary fund,
$131.75; Eugenlo Romero, treasurer of
J. L. Zimmerman of East Las Veter part of last week to bring back to
Santa Fe Tomas Armljo. who was
X
X
X
X
gas, the secretary, will then read his
for applauBe.
'
When the drawing was ' an- -
nounced, Mr. Catron was the
first to draw a slip from the old
ballot box, and he did it with
annual report. State Engineer Chas.serving a four years' term for burg
Taupert, Democrat, by 175 majority
over D. T. Hoskins, Republican, for
mayor. Chas. Tamme, Democrat, de-
feated R. J. Floyd, Republican, for city
cierk by a majority ot 194. H. C.
Arthur Seiigman 509
Celso Lopez G15
CLERK
Cailos Creamer 502
Facundo Ortiz 625
TREASURER
Manuel Valdez 494
lary from San Miguel county and madeSan Miguel county, taxes, $715.f8 X
XWilliam B. Stapp, district court fees, that familiar smile that Si
broadened almost Into a grin of X
satisfaction when the old war
his escape on November 23, 1910.
was caught at Pueblo. Warden
McManus ran over to Canon City and
inspected the penitentiary of the
riatlng $30,000 to purchase a Si
site for a public building at No- -
gales. Si
Senate. Si
In session 2 p. m. Si
House.
Met at noon. S
Miscellaneous bills consld- -
ered. X
Secretary of Agriculture Wll- - Si
son told Florida Everglades Si
landB Investigating committee Si
Smith, Democrat, defeated E. J.
for city treasurer by 1G4 ma-
jority. The citizens' progressive tick
X
X
XJ. H. Vaughn G35
$173.05; Charles D. Miller, state en-
gineer, good roadB fund (305.05.
Good Roads Congress,
The New Mexico Good Roads Con-
gress will open on Wednesday even
D. Miller will deliver an address out-
lining the work already performed
with practical BuggeBtions as to fu-
ture operations.
Among those who will take a
part in the proceedings a'9
Colonel R. E. Twitchell of San Miguel
county; Rev. H. M. Shields of Colfax;
Mayor-elec- t D. K. B. Sellers, and A.
B. McMIIlen of Bernalillo; Frank B.
The total vote cas was 1125 out of 1
registration of 1471.
state of Colorado, and also the splen-
did road work that the Colorado con-
victs have been doing in. the construc-
tion of roads.
First Ward.ing next at 8 o'clock, in the Hall of
Mayor Arthur Seligman, 144; Cel
horse noted that he had drawn
the prize long term. When Mr.
Fall's turn came he drew two
slips much to the amusement
ot the visitors and officials.
Judgisg from the comment
heard here, Democratic Solons
realize that two men have come
out of New Mexico who will
stand pat on every party ques
so Lopez, Mil. i i that original excerpt of Major
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Representatives in the Capitol. All
members of the legislature are mem-
bers of the congress, without further
appointment, and it is hoped that, all
who are remaining in the city during
the present recess will be present.
Notaries Public Commissioned.
The following were this morning
commissioned notaries public by Gov
Wright's report had not been
given out with his consent.
Majority Leader Underwood
announced the legislative pro-
gram from now on would be
confined to appropriation and
tweeter of Dona Ana county; W. M.
iBorrowdale, Col. A. H. Hilton," anl
Messrs. Brown and Becker of Socor-x;r-
Solomon Luna and W. M. Berg'--
,of Valencia; R. C. Masters of McKIn- -
ley. Every train is bringing delegatesland the members of the legislature
et elected four councilmen, as follows:
First Ward, D. F. McOuire: Second
Ward, Jerry Qulnn; Third Ward R. F.
Hayes; Fourth Ward, Dan Stern.
Prohibitionists Defeated at Roswell.
W. M. Atkinson, Democrat, defeated
Mayor O. T. Veal, the can-
didate for reelection at Roswell by
a majority of 85. The Democrats also
got the clerk and treasurer, and all
but two out of six aldermen. The
result is a distinct overthrow of the
dry administration.' The fight wis
one ot the hottest ever waged In
Portales Goes Wet.
Porlales went wet by a majority o!
VOODO KILLINGS WILL BE
CONTINUED IS THREAT.
Persons Sacrificed By the Axe Thus
Gain Immortality Is Claim
of Fanatics,
Lafayette, La., April 3. Clementine
tion The Republican members X
X
supply bills. XX
expressed, their satisfaction In
the most hearty manner and
declared that if the new state
has much more of the same
material, It will soon attract
the eyes of the world.
ernor W. C. McDonald: Julian Ortiz,
Nainbe, Santa Fe county; D. Chavez, Barnabet, confessed slayer of more
Clerk Carlos Creamer, 147; Facun-
do Ortiz, 158.
Treasurer Manuel Valdez, ICS; J.
H. Vaughn, 144.
Alderman Nlcanor Baca, 182;
Juan Moya, 124.
Ward No. 2.
For Mayor CelBO Lopez 207; Ar-
thur Seligman 121. '
For City Clerk Facundo Ortiz. 207;
Carlos M. Creamer 124.
For City Treasurer J. Howard
Vaughn 202; Manuel Valdez 129.
For Alderman Romulo Lopez 205;
Felipe Qulntana 127.
Third Ward.
Mayor Arthur Seligman, 113; Cel-
so Lopez, 150.
.s;XSSSSXXSXSi
Democrat! Have Cold Feet.
Washington, D. C April 3 Repre-
sentative, Underwood, majority lead
than half the thirty-fiv- negro victims
of the ('sacrificial axe" in Louisiana.
and Texas, warned the officers that er, raid today the legislative programCatron and Fall Take Oath.the killings would continue as long as
iiieiiiuoro or tne congress and a
number of them will take prominent
part in the discussions.
Governor W. C. McDonald will re-
turn to the capital from his ranch at
Carrizozo tomorrow, It is announced.
Governor McDonald went to his ranch
for much needed rest and was joined '
there by Mrs. McDonald and Miss
Frances McDonald who had been vis-iti-
at EI Paso.
Federal Court
twenty. One hundred and ninety-tw-
votes were cast. .Washington. D. C. April 2. Themembers of her "church'' kept faith
In their "candjah" bags which are Senate today became a body of 98
of the House from now on would be
confined to appropriation and supply
bills, legislation to come ap under
special calendar days and a few spe-
cial bills of Importance.
San Mateo, Valencia county; J. C.
Rex, Albuquerque, Bernalillo county;
Charles C. Henry, Fort Sumner, Gua-
dalupe county; M. C. Logan, Organ,
Bona Ana county; Bartolo Bustos,
Santa Cruz. Santa Fe county.
Wmte Wlll'Speak at Raton.
Alvan X. White, state superintend-
ent of public instruction, has accepted
ii n Invitation to speak at the high
school at Raton on the subject of
"Equal Opportunities for Edu- -
supposed to guard tneiu 1'rom Dexter Is Dry.,The ticket, headed by A.members.
New Mexico and Arizona
contributing the four additional Sena-
tors. Thomas B. Catron and Albert
B. Fall of New Mexico, Republicans,
V. Haire, at Dexter, was elected by aMembers of the cult claim a per- -
vote of about two to one. Democrats Favor the Trusts.The special legislation to have theson "sacrinced py the axe, gains Clerk Carlos Creamer, 111; Facun The federal court met this morningthereby Immortality. She refused to and M. M. Smith, and H. F. Ashurst, do Ortiz, 154. call in the House will Include the j at the federal building with JudgaIsthmian canal government bill, the William H. Pope, on the bench, andtell the
names of other cult members. 0f Arizona, Democrats, were the new
Hagerman.
E. P. Powell, the citizens' ticket
candidate at Hagerman, was elected
by a two-thir- majority. There was
Treasurer Manuel Valdez, 96; J. H.
Clementine Barnabet is rational, members to take the oath on the dlas bill to abolish the commerce courtVaughn, 1C9. arry ie, clerk, In attendance. SeV'iln front of the chair. Alderman J. H. Walker, 90; Ed.and I believe her confession is true
except as to certain details given 'o no wet and dry fight.
cation," April 5. It is the superin-
tendent's contention that New Mex-
ico's children have not an equul op-
portunity and that self government
Two ballot boxeB have been drafted
and one to amend the patent laws. It
is doubtful if any hill relating to the
trusts will be considered before adSpringer Elects Progressive Ticketconfuse the officers aB to her accom-
plices," said the sheriff. Dr. S. Locke, Progressive Republlcannot be a success while this evil can, was elected mayor of Springer
obtains. He will tell of the actual
en Indictments were returned by .ne
grand jury. An. order in bankruptcy
was entered In the case of Juan J.Salazar of Cuba, Sandoval county, amithe case referred to the bankruptev
referees.
District Court.
Judge E. C. Abbott, who has been
holding cnnrt fn- - tha nn u .i- -
Tatoya, 98; J. W. Akers, 174.
Fourth Ward.
Mayor Arthur Seligman, 128; Cel-
so Lopez, 97. ' ".
Clerk Carlos Creamer, 120; Facun-
do Ortiz, 10G.
Treasurer Manuel VaMeSj IOC; J.
H. Vaughn, 120.
conditions in the rural districts nnd
journment.
The Everglades Scandal.
Washington, D. C, April 3. Secre-
tary Wilson testified before the Houie
committee on expenditures In the agri
Into use for the lottery determination
of the lengths of their senatorial
termB, following their induction into
office. Each ballot box contains a
blank and a numbered slip, the Ari-
zona senators drawing in alphabetical
order from one box and the New
Mexicans from the other. The sena
over C. E. Hartley, by an overwhelmi-
ng majority. The other members are
all Progressives and Democratic. Expoint out possible remedies for the
treme efforts were used to prevent the
election of the Progressives. cultural department today In answerto critics of his conduct In connection L, finvi rMrM ,7.7 V, V. .tor drawing number one In each caEe
mill nerve until March 3, 1917. In n T'Z Zll? X . caedtne doet in the district court this morninir.Floridabeen attacked, first for permitting toSXXXXXXSXXSXXXXseparate ballot box will be placed BLOODHOUND8 ON TRAILOF VIRGINIA OUTLAWS.
TYPHOON SENDS OVER TWO
HUNDRED TO SEA'S BOTTOM.
Fifty Passengers and Eighty Men of
Crew of Steamer Koombana
Among the Lost.
Perth, Wefstern Australia, April 3.
Wreckage picked up off the coast ap-
pears to seal the fate of the fifty pas-
sengers and the eighty men of :.u9
crew of the British steamer Koom-
bana, which has been missing since
the disastrous typhoon that prevailed
on the northwest coast of Western
(.A number of cases were set for bearpapers No. 2 and No. 8 wnien tne
two senators draw, No. 2 to
be published departmental reports
which boomed the Everglades lands
serve until March 3, 1915, and No. 3
until March 3, 1913.
and then because he suppressed the
Information.
existing conditions. .
Las Vegas Mica Company.
This morning the state corporation
commission filed the articles of in-
corporation of the Las Vegas Mica
Company a concern that Intends to
do a general mining business. The
principal office will be located in Las
Vegas. Capital stock to the amount
of $50,000 has been issued divided In-
to 5,000 shares and declared to be
worth (10 at par a share. The names
of the subscribers to the capital stock
their postofflce addresses and the
amount of stock owned by each are
as follows: Edward E. Johnson, East
Las Vegas, 250 shares; George E.
Johnson, East Las Vegas, 250 shares;
X Murder In Justice Court.
' At Kenna, Chaves county,
X Walter Orr, who formerly own-S- i
ed the townslte of Kenna, was
V shot and Instantly killed in the
X office of Justice of the Peace
X W. H. Cooper, whom Orr was
trying to whip for assessing a
fine of 15.00 for contempt of
court. The Judge was slightly
Lottery prize No. 3, while for a
term for less than one year, might
prove the luckiest after all. Senator-elec- t
Catron so regards it. This term
Sidna Allen and Wesley Edwards May
Be Captured Any Moment, Says
the Latest Report,
Hlllsville, Va., April 1. With
bloodhounds on the trail ot Sldna Al-
len, and Wesley Edwards, the two
desperate clansmen being hunted to
answer for the assassinations of the
ing tomorrow.
To Adjudicate Land Suits.
Suits against 1668 land owners in
the El Paso valley have been filed In
the United States court at El Paso to
adjudicate the water rights of the
valley land tracts under the ElephantButte dam project. The suits were
filed by Richard Burges, attorney for
the water users' association, and the
cases will be heard before a master
in equity.
Arizona Ranks High.
Australia the last week of March. The
would expire during the same session
of the leglBinture that elected at this
time, thus possibly insuring the re
Mr. Wilson denied that the original
excerpt of the report of Major J. O.
Wright on the Everglades was given
out with his consent. This excerpt
was used for advertising in Florida.
It was obtained In the department
by Henry Clay Hall. Later, Mr. Wil-
son said, he wrote former Governor
Gilchrist of Florida and authorized
the publication of parts of his letter
In relation to the Everglades.
wreckage of the Koombana, which be-
longs to Adelaide, was found in the
vicinity of the Pearl Fishing Station
at Broome, a small seaport in the Kim-berl-
Division of Western Australia.
fullturn of the same man ror tne Carroll county court officers, those in hurt with a bullet. Ha) sell
charge of the search today believed a Smith, brother-in-la- of the
report of the capture would come at dead man lias been arrested
term of six years.
New Mexico Senators Take Oath There are 24 postal savings deposl- -for the murder which took
Si place while the court room was
crowded.
Mr. the opinion ' ""'"""' wlul
rf..,tmi.. deposits amounting tothe had not made , over $177,000.
Washington, D. C, April 2, The
four new senators from Arizona and
New Mexico, were sworn Into office
at 2:10 D. m. today. The credentials
During the typhopn, sixty-seve- pearl
fiBhing boats belonging to Broome
were wrecked, and over forty pearl
fishers lost their lives. The Koom-
bana was-- steamer of 2,182 tons net
She was built at Glasgow in 1900.
that
SXSSSXXXSSXXSXS
nf Senators Catron and Fall of New
Mexico, were presented respectively WOMAN LION TRAINER
LOSES VOICE FROM FEAR.
any moment,
The hounds, which belong to the
state of Virginia, and which were
used In the Beattle cose, were taken
by rail to Mount Airy, N. C, and from
there were brought nonhward on the
Hlllsville road to the Sugar Loaf
mountain and Buzzard's Rock section.
The detectives have the section well
patrolled, especially at Buzzard's
Rock, near where Sldna Allen yester-
day held up Lafayette Ayers and
threatened to kill him.
by Senators Warren of Wyoming, ana
Smith of Michigan, and Smith anil
Ashurst of Arizona, by Senators
SECRETARY OF STATE KNOX
ARRIVES IN HAYTI.
This amount was deposited by about
1200 depositors or an average of $148
per depositor. Since the opening of
postal savings depositories In Arizona
there have been approximately 1700
accounts opened and more than 4500
deposits made or an average of three
deposits to each depositor, and aboui.
1300 withdrawals, or an average ot
less than one to each depositor. Ari-
zona Is the 46th state In the union
complete Investigation of the Ever-
glades project on any of the features
covered In the reports In controversy.
Tbe secretary explained that the
function of publishing bulletins was
regarded as Important In the de-
partment. "
"We take pride In these publica-
tions and try to make them as nearly
accurate as possible," Said the secre- -
Shlvely of Indiana, and Culberson of
Her Husband Was Attacked By Griz-
zly Bear In Shriners' Circus at
Oakland, California.Texas.
Senators Catron ana ash-urs- t
were chosen to serve until 1917;
Fall until 1913, and 8mith 1915.
tnry The secretary denied any by population and has a stand- -
Bunni miu ieup;3 uuuui utnu sum no
Catron at White House.
Special to the Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 2. Sena-
tor Thomas B. Catron was today given
but he was unable to say to what exBROOM CORN TO BERAISED N MEXICO.
Exchanged Visits With President
Leconte of Negro Repub-
lic, Who Gives Dinner Tonight.
Port Au Prince, Hayti, April 3. The
American cruiser Washington bear-
ing Secretary of State Knox and his
party, arrived off Port Au Prince today
from Sen Juan, Porto Rico. Mr. Knox
exchanged visits with the president of
the republic. General Clnclnnat is Le-
conte. The president will give a din-
ner tonight in honor of the American
Secretary of State. ''V.''
tent stories of their operation had In
a cordial reception at the White fluenced him.Mr. Wilson was asked to repudiateHouse by President Taft who ex the excerpt of the Everglades report
It Brings Twelve Cents a Pound and
Hundred Dollars to the Aore
Near Calexlco.
Calexlco, Calif., April 3. Because
pressed pleasure that New Mexico had
elected two Senators who would sup sent to the governor of Florida,
but
he said It was still "valuable as far
Sun Francisco, Calif., April 3.
Mme. Ricardo, lion trainer, known as
the singing girl In the tiger's den," Ib
spcecheless aB the result of an attack
upon her husband by a bear Mondny
night at the Oakland Shriners' Circus.
When the grizzly bore him to the
ground, she screamed for asslstnne
ltlcurdo remained quiet, covering his
head and face with his arms and es-
caped Injury. Jlme. Rlranlo attempt-
ed to sing yesterdiiy but found that
she had lost her voice. Her power of
articulation has gone completely nnd
alie communicates by the aid ot a pen-
cil and writing pad.
port the principles of the Republican as It is useful."
Morris Greenberger, East Las Vegas,
250 shares; Herbert W. Clark, East
Las Vegas, 250 shares.
Matthew Dairy and Supply Co.
The Matthew Dairy and Supply
Company of Albuquerque this morn-
ing filed articles of Incorporation
with the state corporation commis-
sion. As Its name Indicates the com-
pany will supply milk and Its products
to the city of Albuquerque. Thirty
thousand dollars worth of capital
stock bag been Issued and all of it
lias been paid up, the articles declare.
The stock has been divided Into 300
shares valued at (1,000 each. Roy O.
Campbell has been designated statu-
tory agent. The names of the in-
corporators, their postofflce addresses
with the amount of capital stock sub-
scribed by each are: James E. Mat-
thew, Albuquerque, 112 shares; Clar-
ence H. Christ, Albuquerque, 94
shares; Roy 0, Campbell, Albuquer-
que, 94 shares.
Artesia Canning Company.
The Artesia Canning Company of
Artesia, Eddy county this morning
filed papers of Incorporation with the
state corporation commission, declar-
ing that they Intended to conduct a
general cunning and farm produce
business under the charge of S. E.
Gilbert, statutory agent. The factory
is capitalized at $10,000 divided Into
1,000 shares worth $10 each at par.
Five thousand dollars of the capita!
has been paid up. The names of the
subscribers to the capital stock, their
postofflce addresses with the amount
of stock held by each Is as follows:
S. W. Gilbert, Artesia, 100 shares; E.
B. Kemp, Artesia, 100 shares; U, P.
."White, Artesia, 100 shares; J. S.
Clarke, Artesia, 100 shares; Walter
M. Daugherty, Artesia, 100 shares. A
certificate of stockholders
was filed.
Federal Court,
of successful experiments conducted
lust season, the Delta Farm Company, Hearings
Are Over,
Washington, D. C April 3.
Wilson defended the department's
party and the Taft policies. Senators
Catron and Ashurst drew the five-yea-r
term, Senator Smith the three
year term and Fall the one year term. actions In connection with Teports on
will plant this spring between 600 and
1,000 acres ncrosB the border In Mex-
ico, to broom corn of the Dwarf varle-tv- .
An experimental crop grown lastWharton Appointed
Postmaster.
Special to the New Mexican. season brought twelve cents a pound,Washington, D. C. April 2.
Ing of 30th in number of depositors
and 20th in amount on deposit. This
puts Arizona in an exceptionally high
standing.
United Cigar Stores Co.
Articles of Incorporation were filed
this morning with the state corpora-
tion commission by the United Clga''
Stores Company of Montgomery, Al-
abama. The branch of the company
which will be established here under
the charge of Francis C. Wilson in the
l.niighllu block will do a genera retail
tobacco and smokers' accessory busi-
ness. The concern which was origin-
ally Incorporated under the laws of
the state of Alabama Is capitalized at
$50,000 divided into 500 shares worth
$100 a share at par. Twenty-tw- thou-
sand dollnrs of the capital stock has
aerially been issued. The names ol
the Incorporators, their post office ad-
dresses and the amount of stock sub-
scribed by each fo.lows: C. A. Whe-la-
Orange, N. J.; Elllo't Averett,
New York City; Edward Wise, New
York City.
School Elections.
More t..an ordinary Interest seems
t have been taken In the school elec-
tions throughout the rural districts ot
President Tnft today sent to tne or more than $100 an
acre. It Is be-
lieved that two or three cropB can be
Lurvested each year.
WORKINGMEN'S CONDITIONS
ARE GREATLY IMPROVED.
CRACK BICYCLE RIDER
DIES IN BATH TUB.
Joseph Orlando Takes a Plunge While
Overheated and Succumbs to
Heart Shock.
New York, N. Y 'April 3. Joseph
Orlando, a crack quarter mile bicycle
rider, who had hopes of going to Swe-
den with the American Olympic team,
was found dead In a bath tub today.
It Is believed that he became overheat-
ed, took a cold bath and died of heart
shock. He was 30 years of age.
the Everglades. He denied cntegorio-all-
and In detail that nny one had
appronched him either directly or in-
directly with nny proposal to suppress
any department Information on the
subject with nn Improper motive. At
the conclusion of Mr. Wilson's testi-
mony, the Everglades Investigation
hci. rings were adjourned. The com-
mittee now will formulate its report,
Senate the name of Sidney M. Whar-
ton, a newspaperman, to be postmas-
ter at Tucumcarl, Quay county, to suc-
ceed E. A, Carter, resigned. x;x:;s;xxxxJ Sanitary Plumbing, Drinking Foun-tains and Healthful Quarters
for Employes
THIRD FIRE IN
TWO MONTHS.Public Building for Santa Fe.
Representative Fergusson Introduc
ed a bill In the HoiiBe today for the
erection of a public building at Sania )t)(tli'(ltUi(Carlsbad Peach Crop DestroyedFe, at a cost of $250,000.COAL 8TRIKE IN GREAT
BRITAIN IS ENDED.
Washington, D. C April 3. Sani-
tary Improvements in southern
mills constitute one of the most
Important changes In cotton mill con-
struction according to J. E. Slrrlne, of
Greenville, 8. C who addressed the
American Cotton Manufacturers' As-
sociation today. Sanitary plumbing.
EDWARD TERRY, THE
The Melton Hotel nnd the
Riddle restaurant at Clninrron,
Colfax county, were entirely
consumed by tire, the explod-
ing spirits In the saloon In the
hotel building' adding To the
fury of the flames. The loss
is $8,000, partially covered by
Insurance. This Is the third
fire in Cimarron In two months.
ACTOR, 18 DEAD.
London, April 2. Edward Terry
Heavy frosts with a temper-
ature down to 17 dt'grePB, de-
stroyed the peach crop In Eddy
county. Smudge pots were
burned but oould not save the
blossoms.
London, April 2 Albert Stanley,
secretary of the Midlands Miners'
Federation, and members of the House
o! Commons,' practically announced
the end of the National Coal strike in
V drinking fountains and healthful
working quarters are taking the place
S'of unheulthful surroundings, he Bald.
the actor who has been Buffering
some time with neuritis, died today it
Barnes, Surrey, age 08' years.
The United Stales District Court (Continued on Page Four.)
for the district of New Mexico con- - the United Kingdom today.
THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1912.FAGE TWO geBtlons of that sort are dangerous be-
cause they put the ship of state on a
sea of troubles, without a rudder.
WHY KANSAS PROSPERS. I FIGURES THAT STARTLE.
For many vears Western Kansas! The March issue of the New Mexico
rnnirfrAii ss nn arid reirlon. But Journal of Education, Rupert F. As--
legislative number. I They destroy that respect for constifew men halleved that If wells were Plund, editor, is aSANTA FE WEEKLY MEXICAN REVIEW tuted authority that Is essenttul to
liberty. The strength ol
the government and the strength of
the judiciary must rest ultimately on
the confidence of the people In their
Integrity."
THERE WILL BE DISAPPOINTED
PATRIOTS.
There are quite a numher of New
Mexico patriots who are casting covet--oil- s
eyes on the more desirable
and ambassadorships under
the erroneous idea that the two Unit-
ed States Senators at Washington
need only shake the plum tree and
these ripe plums will fall into tbe laps
of applicants wIiobb only qualification
Is that they have made a good politic-
al fight at the polls and had them-
selves elected to the legislature, or
that they hung around the right can
NEW MEXICO'S FRIEND, BEVER-IDG-
Indiana has spoken. It Is an old
saying of eastern politicians that "as
go New York and Indiana so goes the
nation." The Hoosler State was for
decades the pivot of national politics,
the bnttleground of all parties and the
deciding factor In many a
campaign. And this week it spoke
through Its state convention of Repub-
licans In favor of President Taft's
and against Roosevelt and
The President will receive at least
eighteen of the thirty delegates. He
received the four at large choBen by
the convention and there are seven
districts yet to elect their delegates.
The President's friends controlled the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINT INQ COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Dally In the Southwest and Only Dally at Stat Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News.. Goes to Every
Post Office of State.. $2.00 a Year,
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United 8tates, $2.50(Year.
drilled and water pumped to spread Bt it aUo has much that Interests oth-o-
the land, that fine crops could be ers than legislators. In fact, every
ral8e(1 lone who behoves In good public
The experiments made were sue- - schools and education for every boy
cessful beyond the hopes of the farm- - and girl in New Mexico can find food
ors who Irrigated in that simple man- - for thought and reflection in the large
ner and as evidence of the great in- - variety of topics covered. Half tone
terest taken In Irrigation In western,""' of the officers of the Department
Kansas it Is merely necessary to re- - of Education and of the State Board
fer to what Kansas is doing this year of Education, with biographical
sketch-alon-
the same line. More than 5,000 es, are a feature of the number. From
new wells are being added to the irrl- - it the New Mexican reprints the
equipment of the Sunflower lowing facts and figures already re-
state and all of these will be inferred to repeatedly In these columns
this season for the first time.' but which should be emphasized In
order to demonstrate the necessity ofnumberfew aDuring the past years
of wells were drilled but there has substituting the county unit system
heen no aeneral stamnede like the for the present unsatisfactory district
IT 18 UP TO THE BUSINESSSMEN.
Declaring as his profound belief
that the of President Tatt
would best promote the welfare of ev-
ery section of the country and giving
didates for the United States Senate
when the final round-u- p came. Uncle
Sam today requires Very high Qualifi
FRANK STUSGE8,
Vice President
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
General Manager.
PAUL A. F .WALTER
Editor and President
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Secretary-Treasure-
many cogent reasons for that belief
and for having consented to run as a
National Convention dulegate In the
cations for his consular and diplo-
matic service; the successful annllc- -
ont must stand a very rigid examinainterest of Taft, Gener-- convention of .nearly 1,500 membersEntered at Second Class aMtter at the Santa Fe Postoffloe. tion; he must show special qualifica
movements of the present season. As system of public schools:
..i. f t h du nw n-- will Irrleate "During the year ending June 1,Dally, six months, by mall $3.50
Weekly, six months 1.00
by 105 votes; and when the roll call
had demonstrated this fact, former
Senator Beverldge led his Roosevelt
delegates Into a "rump'' convention
and nominated himself and three oth-
ers to maintain a "contest" at Chica-
go. Had the New York convention
19". there were 1,000 school districtswhich40 or 50 acres, the irrigated area
will be added to Kansas this year will including Incorporated cities, towns
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier. .....$ .25
Daily, per month, by carrier 75
Dally, per month, by mall 65
Dally, per year, by mall 7.00
al John Wanamaker has written " A
letter to the American people," ad-
dressed, "To my fcllow-cltizen-
and other workingmen
with whom I have been associated
for 50 years." It Is a document of
much more than passing Interest, be-
cause of the prominence of the writer
tions and sound understanding of In-
ternational law, of export and Import
trade, of languages and customs, of
mercantile law and mathematics; he
must size up In appearance and en-
ergy with a raft of other well trained
applicants and then, If successful, is
Weekly, per year 1.00
Weekly, per quarter 60
been held twenty-fou- r hours earlier
be enormous. When it is considered ana villages, mere io rem.-th-
Irrigated land will produce two or era In these districts and 1,590 schoolThe school enrollment was dthree times as much vegetation as rooms.
that is not irrigated. It Is SRfe to 426 and the, school census taken in
predict that Kansas will show some September, 1911, showed 100,045
child- -
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY. this would probably have never hap
pened. As It Is, the delegates who fol
as well as because his arguments
slow careful study of the present poThe New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New
Mexico. It Is sent to
lowed Beverldge will probably abanwonderful crop records in 1912. ren Detween the ages oi o ana n. ine
n,.i-- w vw Mmlra drv farm-'tota- l expenditures for maintaining litical situation, especially as to Its
every postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest. don their purpose when their senseseffect upon the commercial and indus return.
Of the Roosevelt four delegates-at- -trial Interest of the nation,
ers imitate the farmers of western school In these 1,000 districts was
Kansas, the sooner will added pros- - $997,891.39. If the expenditures for
,M,ri.v mch v.w Mexico. Inew buildings and improvements,
given a chance to make a start In
some yellow fever port like Guayaquil,
or pestilential spot like Zanzibar or
Mozambique, there to earn his spurs
before he le promoted. It was differ-
ent In the days gone by, but today
training In such a school as Is recom-
mended by Dr. E. McQueen Gray, Ib
necessary before securing anything'
that Is desirable either In the consu-
lar or in the diplomatic service.
Mr. Wanamaker boldly admits that large Beverldge Is disgruntled be
conditions are not any too encourag cause he failed to return to the Sen
ing; points out that the Issues Injected ate a Democratic victory (brought
A few farmers have built ponds and $265,765.88, be deducted we find that
lakes and have stored the rain for use the cost of maintenance was g
the dry times of the summer. ,125.51. into the coming election mean to the
country much more than at any time
on by Roosevelt Invading Hooslerdom
in behalf of Beverldge) being the real
cause; Lee Is the ousted state chair-
man, disgruntled because he failed to
We need not think that we will have I "Of the 1,000 districts (counting m
rain this summer Just ss we wish to incorporated villages, towns and cities in the past 40 years and declares It
WHERE NEW MEXICO LAGS.
New Mexico Is at the bottom of the
list, among the states of the Union.
the imperative duty of all businesshave it. No on earth ever as z aismcisi, oa uau uu , io
experienced such a condition and had one month, 45 had 2 months, 207 men to do "any service that Is open to
excepting Wyoming which has less them, whereby they can exert any In
FINISH EL CAMINO DEL REAL.
The Los Angeles Times car making
the ocean-to-ocea- n trip over the his-
toric Santa Fe Trail, rs progressing
eastward leisurely, picking out the-bes-
route for automobiles and at the-
than one-ha- lf of the inhabitants, in
gain the office of United States mar-
shal at Indianapolis; Fred Landis, one
of the numerous Landlses, disgruntled
because he has failed repeatedly to be
returned to Congress as the "boy ora
fluence to conserve the good order
none ever will. Why, even In Florida naa 3 montns, i( nao momns, w
where the normal rainfall Is 60 Inches had 5 months, 117 had 6 months, 69
n- - annum aialnst 14 at Santa had 7 months, 72 had 8 months, 68 had
MEN, GREAT MEN, BOTH OF
THEM.
The hope of the best citizenship of
New Mexico has been realised In the
election of the first two United
States Senators from: the new state.
Out from the virile, wide awake, rough
and ready West two new members
will enter the Senate of the United
States, fully equipped to take their
place in the vanguard of the member-
ship of the greatest legislative body
and prosperity of our country." Again
he says: "We have come to a timeFe, irrigation is being practiced by 9 months and 4 had 10 months. These
when the welfare of the people
the value of manufactured goods
turned out by its mills and factories.
In fact, subtract the product of rail-
road shops and printing offices, and
New Mexico's industrial production is
almost nothing. The total for the
tor;" and Campbell, who is disgrunt-
led recause the rest are.
farmers an dgardeners who find no aistricts, mereiore, naa a mini m
trouble in acquiring riches in this, 4.518 months of school or an average
same time Interesting communities
along the route in tbe good roads
movement. The car will pass through
threatened by strange doctrines end
when the passions and prejudices of But Taft had to fight a wilier andwaT jof 41-- months per district. It Is
The farmer In New Mexico who not right, however, to use the district more sinister foe In the Taggart Demthe people are being appealed to," and Santa Fe and should give Impetus to 'census year was $7,898,480. Wyom ocratic machine, which, under the
wide-ope- n methods of Indiana politics,ing, the lowest, had $6,249:490 to its strongly urges respect
for constituted
authority and the halting of efforts
plans some kind of an irrigation ays-- , as the basis of consideration, ine
tern to use during the approaching unit for all our measurements should
.,,,,,. i. tho farmer whn will have be the school room. A city district
the movement for the speedy comple-
tion of the Camlno del Real, especialcredit, but ss to per capita produc was able to aid the Beveridge-Roose--
"to arouse people to action. New Mexico was by far the low . honk account next winter. Perl with 47 teachers should not be bal- - vclt crowd In the hope of splitting the ly that part of it which will form a
portion of the Ocean-to-Ocea-n Hightion and especially by those who areest, although Its per cent of increase han all of the others will also have anced by the district with one teacher. Republican ranks. Six weeks agoambitious to have place under theIn ten years was 66.4 per cent. Still funds in the banks but the one who In the 1,000 districts of the state, for government." Taggart had his bands full of
a Demo-
cratic fight over state and nationalthat was less than the Increase in To experiment with the sacredhas a supply of water to turn on his; the school year
1910-11- , we touna i,oti
ronton nr field when rain Is scarce Is school rooms to which should be addedpopulation and therefore, the com.
monwealth made no relative gain in
control. It looked as If Taft would
have little opposition In the state. The
promise of a Taft victory In Indiana
rights of the people, Mr. Wanamaker
says, seems like a crime, and one of
In the world.
Santa Fe takes an especial pride In
the election of her most distinguished
cltiien, Thomas Benton Catron. With
her growth and development he has
been most closely associated, and in
her progress, prosperity and renown
be has had always an active interest.
O' his great ability, his never ceasing
activity, his kindly generosity, his
wide open charity he has given In
abundance to the city which he has so
loved and the people among whom he
has so long lived.
Mr. Catron Is 71 years of age. Ex
the one who has a guarantee and no j the 89 school rooms In districts where
wni-r- r no school was taught. Of the total ofmanufactures. Ten years before. It Inhad at least one beet sugar mill, but Trrleate some this vesr If the area '1.590 school rooms, 89 had no school was rosy. Suddenly the Rooseveltthe most significant paragraphshis letter is the following:In 1910 It had none. boom became active and Beverldgehe onlv one acre. Next year it will 23 had 1 month, 61 had two months,
found a calling. Taggart saw hisnot be necessary to urae an Increased 248 had 3 months, 205 had 4 months,
way, and particularly the Buperbest
section of It all, the 150 miles be-
tween Las Vegas and Albuquerque,
via the Pecos Forest and the Clin
Dwellings. It is not like building a
new road, for the greater portion of It
Is completed, and the state would
need only arouse itself to the fact
that the finishing touches must result
In a stream of tourists coming into
New Mexico that by the time of the
great Expositions would number halt
million a year who would prefer the-Ne-
Mexico route to any other across
the Continent.
Nevada, the next highest state in
157 had 5 months, 148 had 6 months change. He placated Governor Mar- -
"It is not difficult to Inflame the
multitude In days when strikes are
popular and the high cost of living is
general. The harpoonery of the ambi
production of manufactured goods,
had $11,887,470 to its credit, while
area of irrigated land. The results ob-
tained from tbe one sere will suggest 86 had 7 months, 142 bad 8 months,
423 had 9 months and 18 bad 10the irrigating of more acres.South Dakota that stood next had
$17,870,460. New York at the top of tious who are willing to destroy themonths. In the 1,590 school roomi
LOYALTY TO PARTY.
The New Mexican prints a communcept
a brief time spent in Dona Ana party of Lincoln and Grant and Mctherefore, a total of 9,087 months were
taught an average for 'each school
the list had $3,369,490,100 or more
than four hundred times New Mexi THE SINS OF
THE FATHERS.
Marriage is to be placed upon a Kinley
ror personal glory; the car- -
room of 5 3 months. The average ex. toonery of insurging newspapers, thatco's production. Even Arizona, with
only s of the population of
county, be has lived in Santa Fe.
a space of forty-fiv- e years.
Here he built his beautiful home, fill-
ed with treasures of this and foreign
lands; here he reared his family;
here he built up that extensive law
ication from a clergyman in which he
takes exception to the views of Sena-
tor William H. Andrews on loyalty to
party organization. The clergyman
belongs to a church organization that
penditures for schools per month have no respect for the office of thehealth basis by those authorities
of
the Episcopal church which are vested
in the cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul counting alt districts, was $109.80 for President of the United States or forj New Mexico, was credited with $50,--
257,420, or seven times as much as
New Mexico; little Delaware, also
shall, made concessions all along the
There are two Senate vacancies s
expiring in 1917. One of these
will be given a New Mexico Senator
In Chicago. "Beginning with next demands allegiance and loyalty from
each school room. Not including the
expenditure for new buildings, the
average cost of maintenance per
line to others of the warrlna Demol,a. Im nnm thai, .4.t. vM. Easter, April 7,'' the dean of the cathe its clergymen and members. The doccratic motions, annealed the whole in
month was $80.55 for each school room, the promise of another conquest of
and the other to an Arizona member.
Which f the two senatorial represen-
tatives from each of the two states, USupposing tbe state were one large Indiana, and turned his forcCB out to
?r 7 r7.riT J ,li 'ess population, produced $52,-an- d84(M10 wch. Rhode Island, the
working with and fightinga century, i, ,tate of the CnIon, wltn onl3-fo- rthe interests of those people and hM tne area o ganta Fe countytheir descendants who are now re-- hid crMt tmUi m
Joiclng with him in the great honor
..,.
trines of that church, in this age of in-
trospection and analysis, no doubt
awaken dissent In this or that minor
particular on the part of more than
dral has announced, "no person will
be married at tbe cathedral without
first presenting a physician's certif-
icate as to their normal soundness of
mind and stating that they have no
help the Roosevelt faction and splidistrict and each school room in town
or county should have tbe same length
of term. 6 months, we find that we
the Republicans. In this purpose Bev--
to receive this long term, will be de-
cided by lot. The other two vacancies
are for a term that expires in 1915,one member. Each member of thateridge has proved the best ally thatincurable or communicable disease."which has come to him and to which church has the right to work for ahave 1,137 months to spare. Suppos Taggart bad.tunlties for manufacturing. It is This decree should have an InfluenceUD I. BO v.....
.HIloJ 1.h.. lll .H In the whole campaign In Indianaing that no terms should be shortened
in any school room, we find that wefar beyond the limits of Its Jurlsdlc-Tom Catron's life has been one of "
change In doctrine so that eventually
the doctrine may represent exactly his
own personal views. Yet, every loyal
against President Taft's renominatlonuun. ii. buuuiu arugso ail jjeupie iu a . . t.a ,nnatllnceaseless activity and with the roar
of the battle about him. In early states have overcome such handicaps searching inquiry Into the appalling " 7 , y, i. hv the Beverldge-Le- e wing has, step bystep, laid the foundation for future church member, every loyal rector willhave made it neces uvuui ". -conditions which
and a term that expires on March 4 or
next year. The Senate Committee on
elections and privileges will award
these two Senatorshlps. .The Com-
mittee is Republican and on first
thought it was supposed it would
award thi 1915 term to a New Mexico
Senator, but some have pointed out
that it may be deemed a party advan-
tage to give one of the New Mexico-
stay with that church even If theyyoung mannooa ne lougnt m vne u- marke(j rf Mm1co uch M New Mm. $80.65 and we find that $112,044.05
would be needed annually In additionsary for the church to recognize mar
contest, Beverldge must control Just
as Roosevelt must. "Rule or ruin" is cannot have their particular views acleaeraie army ana won B . .uuu.u c0 g8e, wthot havng a
straps for bravery. In the West, ... ... . his motto. No expressldh of the votersriage nui merely as a nauraiiieHi to Dresent funds to conduct our schoolsthing of the spirit but as one of the!. . 1U. .t cepted. They
do not go with the Pres-
byterians one week, with the Methowhen he entered it, there was being ;the hoUeBt empIoymeilt the year s true or fair unless it is in bis ormost vital sources of the physical and Br at present conducted without al Roosevelt's favor. Any result not In dists the next, with the Baptists the
third, because now and then a mattermental welfare of the race.
wagea me uerw iruBi. lur "".".-,rom- d; without producing raw pro
tlon, among those who were seeking , . . h, . Limber. their Interest must be challenged'r bul"11s or ""PchildrenThe percentage of born Senators tbe shortest term so thatan Eldorado, and that fast disappear-- ! oreg ,lme eoa, eg8entIa, In s0 many menu." crooked or unfair. In that the egotism of doctrine or of policy crops up on
which Individuals even within the this present legislature In sessionwith hereditary disease or weakness of both Beverldge and Roosevelt Is
church may differ. Why is the same
next spring, might him for
the long term expiring March 4, 1919.paramount.
ing race nau roarneo ai win over u... manufacturing industries; without
vast territory which they called their naving- halt a mHion horsepower of
own, but were even then being driven unutilized water power. Tho leglsla- -
because of the Intemperance or Immor-
ality of the father before or after mar-
riage, is cruelly high. Blindness, Im
standard not the correct one withinIt Is extremely probable that the
party organization that stand b fordelegates who so rashly followed Bevback, step by step, to De at last given ture mi ht Kt ltsef diligently and
RULE OF THE PEOPLE.
"Is there anything in the history of
our country, from the election of
George Washington to the election of
William Howard Taft, to Justify the
their lands In reservation under gov erldge will sober themselves and realbecility, degeneracy
are among the
many fruits of marriages entered Into
by men and women with "incurable or
certain broad principles but which
does not seek to bind the Individual
in every small particular of his con
ize the mistake they have made. Only
in a sobering of this kind can they
intelligently to the task of passing
laws that will foster manufacturing
Industries, It might even offer boun-
ties to help start beet sugar mills. It
might continue the policy of tax ex
cry of Insurgent Republican oratorscommunicable diseases," and who do
not know or who do not care what ef-- duct?discomfit at the polls In November thoand organB that it Is necessary to de
The party lines having been drawn
In the municipal contest, It behooves-ever-
good Republican to vote for the
Republican municipal ticket headed by
Celso Lopez for mayor. It Is the pre-
liminary skirmish for the November
election. Santa Fe county has gained
much in the legislature already, and
certainly won a United States Senator-ship- ,
because it stood firm in the Re
wily Taggart or "Oily Tom," as hefeet their condition may have upon Is best known who has undoubtedly
ernment control. Then came the bat-
tle for the upbuilding of a great and
new commonwealth, then the battle
for legal rights of citizens to lands
and homes and opportunities; then
the battle for statehood, at last mag-
nificently achieved, and through It
all the figure of Thomas Benton Cat.
ron was always seen fighting with
emption for new manufacturing In SANTA FE'S BEST DRAWING CARD.their child.
feat President Taft and elect Colonel
Roosevelt in order to establish the
doctrine that the people should rule? contributed as
much to the Rooseveltdustries, and It might offer liberal In The School of American ArchaeoIn placing Its ban upon this form of
spreading the dlBaBter of disease, tbe strength In Indiana as Beverldge has.corporation provisions for companies Did not the people rule when, with
unanimous voice, .they made Georgethat will engage In manufacturing the highest offices of the Judiciaryare to be greatly deplored In their
old visiting of "the sins of the fathers
upon the children unto the third and
logy is in receipt of a request for
photographs from the Illustrated Lon-
don News with which to Illustrate the
work of the School and the Museum
Ten years from now, New Mexico publican column last November. It
would gain further prestige by remaineffort In weakening the reBpect for thethat tireless will and indomitable should not be found at the bottom of fourth generation," the church has ren
courage for the upbuilding of the Ter--, the list with only 4,143 hands em- dered vital service to the state. New Mexico. It also has received ing firm at this time. The Republican
platform pledging the candidate to therltory which the old warrior loved so ployed in its shops, mills and factories requests of a similar nature from the
Washington the first President of the
republic they bad wrested from kingly
domination? Did not the people rule
when they voted down the federalism
of Adams and Hamilton and voted the
author of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence into the Presidential chair?
Did not the people rule when they elec-
ted James Madison and when they in
Scientific American and the World Towell. and an increase in production less
Mr. Catron sprung from strong an- - than the increase In population,
cestry, with the southern blood which i
law, and for those who have been cho-
sen to execute law."
"It Is the voice of a false prophet
who brings a message that blights and
blisters," the letter says in another
part, "We cannot exist end be content
under laws." As a whole
the letter Is a plea for a safe and sane
WILLIAM J. MILL8.
The loyalty with which the
from most of the northern coun
day for illustrated articles. This
week tot less than four hundred
enforcement of law and order, to per-
manent, systematic local improve-
ments and economy, Mere can be no
object In electing Democrats to muni-
cipal office in a Republican city.
ties and some of the southern and newspapers of the United States ran
articles In their news columns speak
has the fighting strain in It; graduat-
ed from college and attained an M.
A. degree, married a girl of the great-
est culture and refinement, who was
eastern counties, clung to William J.
NEW MEXICO AS A COAL PRO-
DUCER.
In a table published today New
ing of the work of the School whichMills for the United States Senator- - dorsed his action In maintaining our
rights on the seas against the navies campaign, for work that will best con has its seat In Santa Fe.ship disproved conclusively that theto prove companion and helper In the Mexico is credited with a production of Britain? Did not the people rule The 'State and Its capital are thusand Justice wasannually of 3,500,000 tons of coal valstirring years ahead, and thus receiving free of cost for their attrac
serve the business Interests of the
country and allay the unrest that ex-
ists In Industrial circles. There is
not much of comfort in it for the
not a factor in the Senatorial game. when they elected andJames Monroe, whose doctrine that tions an amount of high grade pubued at almost $5,000,000, the industry
giving employment to about 3,500 Receiving more votes than any other
New Mexico has had an echo of
recall methods of Virginia, in
a Justice of the peace court at Keana.
Chaves county, A defendant not
pleased with a fine of $5.00 Imposed,
laid his hands on the Justice of the
peace. The court room- was crowded,
and the brother-in-la- of the defend
equipped be started out to carve his
way to success and fortune in the
new, promising land where he had de--'
the Americas shall be free from for licity that could not be purchased for
Kooseveit Doostera or pro enormous sum of money, Theeign absorption has kept the clutchmen and boys. While these figures
are gratifying, yet, In comparisoncided to stake his chance. of emperors and kings from the throat gressive and It constitutes the most
interesting and instructive campaignThrough all the succeeding years, with other states with far smaller of western republics for nearly a cen
connection of Director Edgar L. Hew-et-t
with the Panama-Californi- Expo-
sition, which proposes to make the his-
torical and archaeological attractions
coal deposits, they merely Indicate document that has yet been issuedtury? Did not the people rule when ant began shooting, but only slightly
Republican candidate on the first bal-
lot his candidacy loomed up large.
Like Senator William H. Andrews, he
could have tied up the election of
Senators Indefinitely awaiting a psy-
chological moment when a combina-
tion with some other strong man would
have elected him. The great possi-
bilities of the Mills candidacy lay in
they kept Old Hickory In the
' White I believe that existing conditions at wounded the Judge, while a bullet
the present time call on business men
In all the progress of New Mexico,
T. B. Catron uas been a prominent
figure. He became district attorney,
member of the legislature, attorney
general, delegate to Congress, mem-
ber of the constitutional convention,
of the Southwest one of its most
prominent features, means the con
that a Btart has been made In
coal production in New Mexico. The
total production In the United States
exceeds five hundred million tons
valued at more than $629,000,000 and
House for eight years? Did not the
people rule when In successive elec-
tions of Abraham Lincoln they assert tinuation of this advertising for at
least four years, for Director Hewett
killed the defendant. No doubt pop-
ular fury would have recalled the Jus-
tice of the peace right then and there,
but would Buch vengeance by a mob
be conducive to law and order and
would It produce upright and fearless
Judges?
the fact that he had no real enemiesemploying more than 725.000 people.held preliminary to statehood, and
to think, speak and act in view of tne
danger threatening mercantile busi-
ness and the manufacturing business
dependent upon good times, as well as
the working men, if employments are
rtduced by less work.
There Is now not enough employ
In the legislature, while most of the
ed that slavery should die and that
nation should live? Did not the
people rule when they elected William
McKinley and declared in favor of
proposes to administer not only the
work of the School and Museum from
Santa Fe as usual, but also his depart
with all his public activities, he built Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Illl-,,-
nola Produce than 65 oflw nracttc. cr,n,i to non. in more per cent other candidates did have bitter an
ho w.. ..h .ihiiv,H M,r,.if a. the cal "lined in the United States. sound finance and of retention of thai ment of the Exposition, including the
many expeditions that will be sentTbe f coal In the D'0Da truly great lawyer, sought by cli--1 ?t0??fn
tagonists who would have seized any
pretext in order to defeat them. Mills
having no such opposition, was there-
fore a favorite compromise candidate
territory where American valor had ment for all who are willing to work, Both In Albuquerque and in Santa,of all of the classes and giving ua". U"U",BU ,u le" rB' more lnanents planted the American flag? Did not thu and whatever hinders prosperity aluuuuieu in new mexico, mere are
out. It Is obviously up to New Mexico
now to capitalize its climate, history
and archaeology and romance in an
to all the best of his experience and people rule when they reaffirmed theirand It. was certainty nplf.anrlflra nnri ways shouts down looms and lessensfifteen states that exceed New Mexico
In coal production. However, this ievo ' the doctrine of protectionpatriotism that caused him to retire to American Industries and electedfmm ih floiri whn ir.tr,rv
.mri adequate and lasting manner.state mines more coal than Missouri
within reach. FortunntAlv Mill. I. . President Taft?or Montana; more than Oklahoma or
Fe, political committees fell in line
for the new method of campaigning,
that of publicity through the newspa-
pers. In Santa Fe, the Democrats
bought advertising space in the New
Mexican; and in Albuquerque, both
committees bought space In the oppos-
ing newspapers. New Mexico politi-
cians are waking up to the necessity
man in the nrime of life, and with the ,s 11 nBary now, In order to re--Texas, more than Utah, and Its prox
the opportunities for labor.
The world's markets Invariably nar-
row In uncertainties. There are few-
er purchases and, per consequence, a
reduction of production, and either
less hours or fewer days' work are
required.
A Presidential election always hurts
lmlty to the markets of Mexico, Ari clean record he has made in the past lteratfl
and reaffirm the right of popu-m.i.-
ho rcinneii with t ... ,1 lar rule, that we should stab the Con-
Those who hastily advised the
abandonment of the New Mexico
School of Mines at Socorro, or con-
solidating It with some other instltu- -
linn n Q n n tr a r Via Intow.
ihr ha . Hr.irt. m tr,m hi. hot stitution In the vitals, insult the mem- -
knowledge of the lew.
One cause for rejoicing, now, in
this hour of his victory, and honor, is
that the reward is one of merit. It Is
untainted and unpurchased, and when
Mr. Catron's credentials are read In
the Senate Chamber, there will be
no motion for a committee of Investi-
gation, nor review of the methods of
his election, for it came as it ought
to come, because he was wanted as a
Senator by the people of his state.
New Mexico will need offer no apol-
ogy to Eastern states for the Senators
who will represent her, and to our
Into the'politlcal ring once more. He or of the fathers, and leave tbe broad
. ..,. r.' ' iv.. ot tak'ns-- the public into their conflhighway along which our nation hasandhas deserved well of the people business, but the conditions Injected uouw iu tutu, tiiruugn me newspaperthey will not forget him. marched with swelling cohorts while
star after star has been added to our
zona and California give It an Im-
mense advantage, for Arizona mines
no coal; California and Alaska togeth-
er only 12,164 tons a year; Idaho only
4,448 tons; Texas less than 2,000,000
tons. In one particular, the United
States lags far behind, although New
Mexico has made an enviable record
In that respect;
Into this next election mean to the route,ter nl Illinois has a bill pending that
may result In state schools ot minescountry much more than at any timefloo- mH1 npn I... .... V l ....... .1.
In the pas' forty years.J?.. I' .!!th a:" weaUb noTI being as richly endowed by the fed-eral government as colleges of agrithe Battle of Glorieta, and It Is to be It Is the duty of all business men The New Mexico Odd Fellow, pub-lished at Naravlsa, Quay county, byregretted that there has been no for ress foremost among the nations? Canwe more effectually secure the right under the peculiar conditions that ex-ist as we approach the PresidentialThere were during the year 2.838 mal observance of the day. Fortu culture and mechanic arts. The NewMexican believes that all educational
Institutions of New Mexico should be
of the to rule by wandering Intonately, a movement has been started r"7h. T vbeloved commonwealth must comehonor and advancement and future election to do any service that Is openfatalities In mines throughout thecountry. Of these, 601 occurred In
the anthracite mines of Pennsylvania
and 639 In the bituminous mines of
glory as the result of Wednesday's
to them, whereby they can exert any
influence to conserve the good order
to mark suitably the battlefield, which 7' 7,'"" u '
saved the Southwest to the Union. !" V,,,?,T.
Nothing le.s should be done in the ,'7 I??f'h e rule, theypublic schools today and tomorrow, """j rule wrongfully, rulethan to read to the by ca
Major Arthur W. Jones, Is printing
a history of Odd Fellowship in New
Mexico from the pen of PaBt Grand
Master A. C. Sloan that has the per-
sonal and reminiscent flavor which
makes such a history most interesting
reading and which must awaken many
fond memories In the minds of old
timers.
Senatorial election.
managed by one board, should
and correlate, should not over-
lap In their curriculum, but Is not in
favor of giving up any of them. Each
and prosperity of our country,
Every state In the Union can well
pattern after the example set by New
Mexico in the choosing of Senators.
that state. West Virginia was Becond
In the list with 326, Colorado third,
with 323 and Alabama fourth, with
238. The death rate per thousand
persons employed in coal mines, com-
pared with the rate In foreign coun
pupils tbe Incidents
of this spirited battle and of the skir-
mish at Apache Canon that preceded
it on March 26. It forms an Interest-
ing page In the history of New Mexico.
price, rule In defiance of the princi-
ples and practices of a
ivllizatlon? Th people always have
ruled and always will rule, In accord
will grow stronger, morn Important
and more useful each year. By eli-
minating the preparatory department,
and by eliminating courses in mining
cnglneeilug for Instance, from all
It was an animated fight while It last
There are thousands of acres ot
lands In the Santa Fe valley favor-
ably located for Irrigation but which
are lying uncultivated for lack of a
steady water supply. The past few
weeks, a large volume of water has
ed, but there Is no taint of corruption
tries, follows:
Tbe annual report, of Samuel G.
Cartwrlght of the Chamber of Com-
merce printed on another page, is
well worth careful consideration
Thtre Is no doubt that the organiza
schools except the School of Mines,
irony econcmi.'.s might be Introduced
The ATtzona Seantors did not beatUnited States 3.91
about the senatorial togas finally be-
stowed. The cry often heard that
(money Is needed to win a senatorship
and that none hut millionaires can
run to waste In tbe Santa Fe river as
ance with law. President Taft tersely
and aptly stated the situation when
he said:
"This Is a government of law, not of
changing economic and political theo-
ries, of Judicial or executive officers
the New Mexico Senators to It afterGreat Britain and Ireland 1.43
France 1.17I all. All four were elected yesterday. it practically does every spring, for and other studies strengthened, butlack of reservoirs to store It. Is San- - tt,er room for each of the Instltu-t- a
Fe. In view of that fact, maktn the tlons already established and each
tion has accomplished much for Santago to the Senate, has been effectively Austria i 04 Fe and that to President Cartwrlght41 proved and that by one of the new-
est states in the Union. tho when those theories are In - conflict most of the riches with which nature should be most liberally treated by
Prussia
,1,98
Belgium 95
Post mortems are the order of
day. and Secretary Harris belongs muchwith the express letter of the law. Sug- - has endowed It? the legislature. ot the' credit.
suspension of the rules, caused con - 1 have finished their work by January
1. 1914, and turn over the grounds to
the gardeners and the landscape ar
WITHOUT BLOT T
ments In Santa Fe Is s well conceived
and planned system of sewers. We
are fortunate In being so situated that
a gravity system can be Installed at
a minimum expense for cost of build-
ing and upkeep. Only the magnificent
natural drainage and climatic con
Frisco Oil Co.of Albuquerque
and Columbus State Bank
Chartered
WILL BE A GREAT
Bryan Boru Dunne Writes
His Impression of San
Diego, California
6000 ADVICE FOR NEW MEXICO
New State Should Have Credit'
able Exhibit at Big Fair
in 1915.
(By Brian B. Dunne.)
(Special to the New Mexican.)
San Diego, California, March 26
Great Interest Is being manifested
here In the dispatches from Santa Fe
telling of the efforts being made In
that city by Colonel D. C. Collier to
have New Mexico well represented at
the San Diego Exposition In 1915.
While It does seem a long way oft
this year 1915 still It. is close
enough to make all San Diego's fifty
thousand Inhabitants, including many
millionaires, bustle right now In pre-
paration for the great event. The rea
son Is plain: San Diego wishes to be
prepared months ahead and be sure
to open Its exposition doors on sche-
dule time. There Is to. be no year's
delay with this exposition at was the
case with the World's Fair at Chi-
cago and the St. Louis Exposition.
When Colonel Collier was In Santa
ADMINISTRATION AND CALIF
pXPOS
Fe last winter he said many fine
things about San Diego. Coming
from a man who Is president of the
San Diego Exposition and one of the
largest real estate owners in San
Diego, a person might think that tho of
worthy Colonel was prejudiced. Bjt
few day's sojourn here shows that
the beauties of San Diego have not
been described as yet b the Colonel.
They really beggar description.
Wonderful Climate, to
In no other part of the civilized
world, perhaps Is there such a cli-
mate
on
as that of San Diego, varying
scarcely more than eight or ten de-
grees the year around, with the ex-
ception perhaps of one or two days
each Bummer. So the people here tell
me people who have resided all over
the world before finally locating In
this city. Certain It is that all through
this month the people here are dressed I
their summer togs and many live
tents without any heat other than
III r i F i
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING,
that furnished by the sun during the
day.
Here Is the home of the palm and-It-
broad green leaves give a tropical
air to the place without threatening
terrific heat 'n the summer months.
7o the west Is the ocean, the Pacific of
ocean discovered by Balboa and It is
Balboa park that the exposition
will be held. Hundreds of workmen
are already In the park, grading and
A
starting work on the buildings. Al-
ready the great wide building at the
entrance tells that the offices of the
of
officials are ready. Into these offices
the officials will move their desks this
week and direct the work of the great
affair from the very grounds where it
to be held.
And why all this rush ror an expo-
sition to be opened three years hence?
Because San Diego wishes to moke
the most beautiful and positively
the most original ever held In the
world. Millions of plants are being
propugateo now in me nuge nursery
slderable debate and objection and
the bill was ordered to take Its reg
ular course, especially after Mullens
declared that he objected to making
out of Santa Fe, a criminal cemetery.
It was by a vote of 31 to 13 that the
House refused to suspend the rules
for the passage of the bill.'
House Bill No. 35, by Carter, an act
defining lobbying end providing pun-
Ishment therefore, Referred to the
committee on rales.
House Bill No. 30, by Cooney, by
request, an act providing for the pun
Ishment of letting annlmals nn loose
In cities. Referred to the committee
on livestock.
House Bill No. 37, an act to prevent
the running at large of hogs and
swine In New1 Mexico. Referred to
the committee on livestock.
Houbs Bill No. 38, by Mullens, auth
orizing Incorporated municipalities to
make permanent Improvements, and
to assess abutting property and Btreet
railways therefore. Referred to the
committee on public property.
House Bill No. 39, by Toombs, an
act relating to the powers of incorpor
ated cities and villages. Referred to
the committee on judiciary.
Llewellyn Introduced a House Joint
Resolution providing that the gover
nor appoint a commission of not
more than three to select a site for
New Mexico Bullolng at the San
Diego Exposition, the commission to
serve without pay and to pay Its own
expenses. Referred to the committee
on finance.
Messages from Governor McDonald
announced that be had signed Senate
substitute for for House BUI No. 10,
the Perjury Act; and House Bill No.
providing for the pay of legisla
tors and legislative employes.
The following communications were
received: From the Good Citizen
League of Albuquerque, asking that
House Bill No. 30, providing for the
enjoining of houses of assignation be
passed, and that John B. Hammond
be granted the use of the Hall of Rep-
resentatives to address a men's meet-
ing on Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
The request was granted.
A petition from the Good Roads As
sociation for the use of the Hall of
Representatives for the opening ses
sion of the State Good Roads Associa-
tion on Monday evening, 8 o'clock,
April 3, was granted.
Senate Bill No. 31, providing for
the printing of bills and resolutions
and mailing to newspapers, was tak-
en, up by a vote of 36 to 6 under sus-
pension of the rules. The bill was
passed 42 to 2.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 17, was
taken up under suspension of the
rules. The resolution provides for
the adjournment of the legislature
from Friday (tomorrow) to Thursday,
p. m., of next week, and was passed
unanimously.
Senate Bill No. 2, providing for the
time for the holding of district court
in the Fifth Judicial District, was re
ferred to the committee on judiciary.
The bill is to go Into effect on Decern
ber, 1, 1912.
The committee on rules reportea.
The printer was ordered to furnish
proof sheets to the members, before
the rules are taken up for adoption.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 2, to
provide each members with a copy of
the Compiled Laws of 1897, was
passed unanimously.
Catron presented an Invitation from
Senators Catron and Fall to a farewell a
banquet at the Palace Hotel this even
ing at 9 o'clock. The Invitation was
accepted with thanks.
-
Adjourned to Friday forenoon at iu
o'clock.
Senate Afternoon Session.
The bill to change the method and
place of execution of those condemned
death was taken up this afternoon,
discussed, amended and passed, hav-
ing been made the special order.
Senate Wednesday Afternoon.
A new seal for New Mexico, Is the
object of a resolution presented in
the Senate late yesterday anernoon
Senator Ilfeld. The resolution pro-
vides
In
that Senate and House name in
committees of three members eaca
and that these committees confer
with Governor McDonald and wltn
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero for
the purpose of agreeing upon Borne
seal which will fit the needs of the
new state and which may be adopted
thlB legislature.
The Senate also adopted senate
Joint Resolution No. 14 defining the
form of report to be made by the pres
ident of the council and the speaker
the House In certifying to the gov-
ernor, the election of the two Sena-
tors. This resolution was passed by
the Senate under suspended rules.
Senators Hinkle, Hartt and Romero
were named as a committee to confer
with a like committee from the House
arrange for a recess of both houses
for three days.
The Last Vote on ths 8enatorships.
In the confusion, excitement and
hurry of getting the Btory of the last
vote on the U. S. Senatorship into
type, a few errors crept into the record
the final vote. Senator Pankey, 101
Instance, voted for Catron and tan,
and that had been his real choice from
the beginning. Conrad Hilton voteu
for Fall and Catron. Representative in
Llewellyn changed from Catron to
Raca. and then back to Catron. Sen
ator Laughren voted for Fall and Cat
ron. Jose Lohato voted for Catron
and Full. Tho complete and corrected
vote follows:
REFINED 8UGAR TAKES
DROP OF TEN CENTS.
is
New York, April 1. All grades of
refined sugar were reduced ten cents
hundred pounds today.
It
A MOTHER'8 CARE.
A careful mother will not give her
child a medicine without knowing-I-
pure, contalnB no opiates, and has
healing and curative qualities. Sucn In
medicine Ib Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound for croup, whooping cough,
bronchitis, and all affections of the
throat, chest, nnd lungs, Best and
safest for children and grown per-
sons. Contains no opiates, tor sale
by all druggists.
j
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Chamber of Commerce Hat
Accomplished Much and Is
Planning More
T HOTEL IS NEEDED
Samuel G. Cartwright Makes
Number of Recommend-ationi- .
The Chamber of Commerce has
completed its first year of work.
During the first , months or its exis-
tence the Chamber was greatly handi-
capped by the serious Illness of Its
secretary, C. J. Ritchie, which finally
culminated in his death.
J. S. Harris was elected to fill the
unexpired term of Mr. Ritchie. Dur-
ing the time of his service the finan
cial affairs of the Chamber have been
regulated and we are now out of debt
with a small surplus In the treasury.
Beginning with the drat of January,
a Bureau of Information has been
conducted under the auspices of the
Chamber. Permanent quarters have
been furnished the Burenu by the
School of American Archaeology with
heat and light in return for a guaran- -
ee of such a part of 1300.00 as may
be necessary towarda the mainten-
ance of a summer session of the
School of American Archaeology. Al
most $150.00 per month has been sub-
scribed by the citizens of Santa Fe
for the maintenance of the Bureau
and for advertising matter.
During the year a committee was
sent overland to Farmlngton with a
view to the establishment of an auto-
mobile road between Santa Fe and
that city. Plans have been considered
which, It Is believed, will result In
putting the road between Santa Fe,
Espanola and Taos In such repair as
to make it passable for automobiles.
The task of repairing the road to
the RIto de los FrIJoles was under
taken by the Chamber through its
committee on roads. Considerable
money, raised partly by subscription
and partly contributed by the Terri-
torial Good Roads Convention, was
expended but the road was not com
pleted. The committee reports that
arrangements have been made for
finishing this work very Boon.
The city authorities during the last
year have done good work on the
streets. For the first lime permanent
Improvements have been in adj.
Three kinds of paving have been
used, brick, macadam and asphaltum.
Is believed that this work will be
extended In the future so as to Include
all the most traveled streets.
Hotels.
Several committees on hotels have
been appointed. While nothing de-
finite has been accomplished, It is
hoped that within a short time Santa
Fe may have an adequate tourist
hotel. It Is Imperative that our hotel
facilities be increased if we are to
have the tourist and convention
traffic which our attractions warrant.
Convention!.
The Democratic State Convention
for the nomination of candidates for
state offices, the Territorial Teachers
Convention and the Regular Progrei- -
sive Republican State Convention for
the selection of delegates to the Chi-
cago
al
Convention were held In Santa
Fe during the past year. These con-
ventions were all entertained by rem
ittees appointed Jointly by the
Mayor and the President of the
Chamber of Commerce, but citizens
contributed liberally for this pur-
pose. These large gatherings demon-
strated our utterly Inadequate hotel
facilities. The rooms In private houses
were finally put at the service of the
Committee on Accommodations.
The most Important convention so
far secured by the Chamber for the
coming year Is. The Ocean to Ocean
Highway Association.
DeVargai Pageant.
The Chamber In conjunction with
the city authorities Inaugurated this
year what it is hoped will prove to be
annual historic pageant. The In-
terest of the neighboring Indian pueb- -
was aroused and It Is hoped by
this meana to awaken a real Interest
civic afflalrs among this element of
our citizenship.
Industries and Manufactures.
An successful steam
laundry has been placed among our
Industries, thus filling a real need and
keeping a considerable amount of
money at home which In the paBt has a
been sent to neighboring cities.
The secretary is in correspondence h.
with the owner of a knitting factory
Ith a view to his location here. Our
pure water, cheap labor, and the!
proximity of the raw materials
ould seem to Insure the success ot
such a plant at this place.
Transportation.
Railroad rates, both passenger and
traffic have been chanced but slightly
during the past year. Efforts to secure
mmer tourist rates have not aa yat
been successful. All the roads have
shown a willingness to make special
rates for such occasions as conven-
tions and reunions and have done
during the year past.
Not long ago the D. & R. O. an-
nounced that there would be only a
service on the Santa Fe
branch. This was at onre taken up
your President and by Individuals
with the result that the order was not
put Into effect.
Complaints as to service on the
Lamy Branch were common some
weeks ago. The matter was taken up
with the Santa Fe authorities with
the result that the service is miirii
Improved,
The matter ot lower freight rates
has been taken up by your Com-
mittee on Transportation. Nothing
has been accomplished except to
prevent some proposed Increases. It
probable that an appeal to the
Inter-Stat- e Commerce Commission
would be the only means of accom-
plishing needed reforms.
One of the most needed Improve
chitects who will put on the "fine
touches."
Mission In Style.
A feature of the exposition which
ought to delight the heart of every
Santa F'ean and In fact of every
citizen of New Mexico, the land of
Spanish romance and heroism, Is th
fact that all architecture and ensem
bles of architecture and landscape at
the San Diego Exposition Is to be of
the Mission style. The Exposition
to be a mission city In white cement
construction throughout Bet In a Ca
lifornia landscape, and Is not that the
mOBt beautiful that can be devlBed?
Ten Million Dollars.
It Is estimated that the Exposition
will handle ten million dollars before
the gates are thrown open and already
a quarter of that huge sum Is In the
treasury. The board of directors who
are backing Colonel Collier In the
project are men of great wealth con
trolling an aggregate sum of sixty mil
lion dollars.
There Is every Indication right here
today that San Diego is going to put
up an exposition which will draw the,
thousands and hundreds of thousands
and draw them twelve months In the
year nineteen hundred and fifteen
The fact that the exposition will be
kept open all the year Is a tribute i
the mild climate of this part of Cali
fornia.
Let New Mexico Aid.
It is but' natural that New Mexico
the new state which has figured In
the past three centuries so conspicu
ously In the history of the southwest.
to be represented at the San Diego
ORNIA BUILDING, SAN DIEGO
ITION.
Exposition. Those who love New
Mexico hope that the new state will
not only be represented but WEiL
represented, displaying to the world
some of the reasons why It Is the land
romance, and of history and of
opportunity.
It will be a splendid advertisement
for New Mexico and will show the en-
tire world that us Miss Agnes Laut so
well wrote, one does not have to go
Egypt to see the ancient and the
wonderful as long as New Mexico is
the map.
H. McGowan, 1218 W. 2nd St., Lit-
tle Rock, Ark., says, "I suffered with
severe pains across my back and the
kidney action was Irregular and very
painful. - After taking Foley KIdnev
Pills for a few days the pain left my
back and the kidneys became normal.
can gladly recommend Foley Kidney
Pills for I know they helped me."
For sale by all druggists.
an
SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION.
ARMED BANDITS STOP
BANK MESSENGER.
Paris, April 1. Several bandits
armed with revolvers unsuccessfully
tried to rob a messenger of the Bank
France of $600,000 In a crowded
street In the center of Paris today.
They were arrested.
H, SHEFFIELD AT
LAST PLACED ON TRIAL.
Houston, Texas, April 1. The trial
A. H. Sheffield, charged with the
murder of five persons was begun
here today. Just two years ago the
body of Gus Schultze, his wife and by
two babies and Walter Eichman, a
boarder, were found In the Schultze
residence. Sheffield denied the kill-
ings.
M. D. Boardman, 573 W. Main St.,
Helena, Mont., gives an interesting ac-
count of his Improved health through
th(( UBJ Foey Ku,nev pm Mter
is
clnes. runner particulars sent on
request.'1 For sale by all druggists.
A
Legislator Rejoice That the
Senatorial Battle Wat
Clean Cut
WILL TAKE FIVE DAYS RECESS
.Session Will Probably Not Last
the Maximum of
Ninety Days.
What a strain the legislature has
keen working under, was not realized
by many until It was lifted yesterday
afternoon by the declBlon reached tn
the senatorial battle. There Is self- -
congratulation, because the election
was concluded without even the sus-
picion of taint on either of the two
senatorial togas and because the gen-
eral Idea was dispelled that money had
to be spent to reach the United States
Senate, and that It was an ambition
that only millionaires can entertain.
This has helped to heal quickly the
woundB that had been struck, and the
legislature now feels It can get down
to the much needed legislation, but
will first take a lengthy recess next
week, so that members may attend
the city elections in their homes and
sIbo observe Holy Week. There is talk
that the legislature may cut the ses-
sion to sixty days from the statutory
ninety days, as it meets again next
January. As one result of the disclo
sures In the bribery investigation, It
seems almost certain that the state
mounted police force will be abolished
by the assembly. Two bills have also
been Introduced, and are likely to
pass, to curtail further the number of
political places at the disposal of tho
governor, one abolishing the office of
territorial librarian and the other plac-
ing the custody of state buildings in
Santa Fe in tho commissioner of pub-
lic lands, who is a Republican. How-
ever, this it Is declared, must not be
construed as an attack on the execu
tive, because he Is Democratic while
the legislature is Republican, but In
the Interests of economy and more ef
ficient government. The commission
er of public lands heretofore has had
charge of the capitol and the executive
mansion, but could neither hire nor
discharge employes, or make any rules
except through the board of capitol
custodians, appointed by the governor.
Similarly, the State Law Library has
had a board of managers but these
had no say so in the appointment of
the state librarian, who is appointed
Tiy the governor. These two defectB 3
are remedied by the proposed law.
cenate Forenoon.
After preliminaries, Senator Holt
rose to a question of personal privi-
lege. He referred to an editorial in a
Las Cruces paper, which he said In-
timated that during the last campaign,
In return for votes for himself, he had
promised to vote for William H. An-
drews for United States Senator.
"That statement 1b not true. I desire
to go on record In the Journal of this
body on this matter." He similarly
denied that he had joined forces with
certain corporations to defeat candi-
dates for United States Senator.
Senator Barth also had a grievance
m'd ventilated It. He declared that
newspaper criticisms do not bother
him, but he does want It understood
that there is no animosity between
him and Senators Walton and Hinkle.
The resolution to adjourn from to-
morrow to next Thursday afternoon
at 3 o'clock carried unanimously.
Ilfeld Introduced by unanimous con-
sent,
toSenate Bill No. 42, providing for
the place end manner of Inflicting the
death penalty. An effort to pass the
1)111 under suspension of the rules
of requests from Socorro coun-
ty and also from several Judges, fall-d- ,
Mabry asking one or two days to ty
study the measure.
McCoy Introduced Senate Bill No.
41, to provide for the study In all pub-
lic educational institutions of the ef-
fect of alcoholic stimulants on the hu-
man system.
McCoy introduced Senate Joint Res-
olution No. IB providing for a vote
on a constitutional amendment to by
prohibit the traffic in Intoxicating
liquors.
Also Senate Resolution No. 16,
amending the constitution to prohibit
the manufacture of intoxicant!. of
The Senate took a recess until this
afternoon.
House Forenoon 8esslon.
After the preliminaries, Speaker
Baca called Representative Toombs
to the chair.
On motion of Catron, the rules were to
suspended and Senate Bill No. 28, fix-
ing the time for holding court In the
Fourth Judicial District, at Las Ve-
gas, at Mora, at Santa Rosa, was
passed unanimously. It has the emer-
gency clause attached.
Representatives Downs, Vargas of
nd Goodeil were appointed a commit-
tee to confer with a Senate Commit-
tee to draft a resolution for adjourn-
ment for more than three days.
The following bills were Introduced:
House Bill No. 81, by Gage, an act
oreuting the county of Hinkle. U
tnkes In the Penasco country
o; western Eddy county and fixes the
county seat at Hope. Referred to the
committee on counties and county
lines.
House Bill No. 32 by Rogers, an
artesian well act. Referred to the
committee on Irrigation.
House Bill No. 33 by Skldmore, an
act to enable voters to cast their bal-
lots
a
on election day at other places
than the precinct In which they re-
side. Referred to the committee on
state nffulrs.
House Bill No. 34, by Cooney,1 an Is
nmnns convicted of capital crime. It
i modeled after the New York stat-ut- e a
and substitutes electrocution for
hanging, and execution at the state
penitentiary for execution at county-Jail- s
by sheriff. The emergency
clause is attached.
An effort to pass the bill under
ditions of Santa Fe make It at all pos-
sible to maintain our record of health-fulnes-
I recommend the co-
operation of the Chamber with the
I city officials in this matter.
Publicity.
Owing to lack of funds not as much
has been done along this line as
could be desired. Two small pamph
lets to the number of 5,000 each have
been printed and are being distributed
A large number of special editions of
the New Mexican; several hundred
copies of "Old-Ne- Santa Fe,1' issued
by the Santa Fe road, and a number
of pamphlets Issued by the Terri-
torial Bureau of Immigration have
been and are being sent out In re
sponse to Inquiries. In addition we
have secured a large amount of pub
licity In magazines and newspapers at
little cash outlay, aggregating In all
several million copies. An order has
been placed by the Bureau of Infor
matlon for 6,000 copies of pamphlet
Santa Fe" which Is without
doubt the finest piece of advertising
ever gotten out for our city.
Tourist Travel.
Our manifest destiny Is to serve
as a residence city for the State of
New Mexico and as a point of interest
to and other tour
ists. We have more objects of his-
torical and archaeological Interest
than any other city In the United
States. In order to secure this busi
ness we must have hotel facilities.
Every energy of our citizens should
be directed to that end.
Membership,
The membership of the Chamber
should be increased. Every person
In Santa Fe who is eligible to member
ship should be personally approached
and urged to join. This should be
done by a committee appointed for
this purpose, preferably of volunteers.
The Chamber now has ninety mem-
bers. I believe that with an energetic
campaign this should be Increased
to one hundred and fifty.
I wish to thank those who have co-
operated with the officers and com-
mittees of the Chamber during the
last year. I have enjoyed the work
and only regret that more has not
been done to advance the Interests
of Santa Fe. However, I feel as
though a good beginning has been
made and have no doubt that the off-
icers elected at our annual meeting
will carry on the work to the end that
Santa Fe may occupy the place
which her attractions should ensure
her.
SAMUEL G. CARTWRIGHT.
President Chamber of Commerce.
April 1st, 1912.
NEW MACHINERY INSTALLED
FOR DEMING POWER PLANT.
Sheriff McGrath Had Twelve Prison,
ers In Tow Training Boys for
Citizenship.
Deming, N. M., March 28. Chief En-
gineer A. W. Haller of the Federal
Light and Traction Company Is here
this week superintending the installa-
tion of new machinery for the Dem
ing power plant. The first car load
of machinery arrived yesterday, con
sisting of condensors and piping. The
remainder of the machinery for the
temporary 1.000 k. w. installation will
arrive this week. The company nas
shipped In an automobile for use of
the local manager. L. C. Gary, gener
auditor for the company, is in Dem-
ing now superintending the installa-
tion of a new system of books.
Sheriff McGrath, of Grant county,
with deputy and one guard, passed
through Deming this morning with is
eleven male prisoners and one Insane
woman en route to Santa Fe and Las
Vegas. One prisoner Is sentenced to
the penitentiary for ninety years, and
the sentences of the others range
from two and a half to twenty-fiv- e
years. These prisoners were sen-
tenced at the Silver City court during
the term Just closed.
Superintendent .1. B. Taylor, of the
Deming public schools, recently ad-
dressed a letter to the various busi-
ness men of the city, stating that It
was his business to train boys In be-
coming effective citizens, and request-
ing that each businessman state in a
letter to him the principal qualifica-
tions which a boy should have In or-
der 'to become a satisfactory employe.
Mr. Taylor states that the answers
to these letters were very satisfactory.
The following qualities were stressed
particularly in the replies: honesty,
industry, Intelligence, manliness, am-
bition,
Is
good health, sys-
tematic habits, a sense of order, and
love for good work. as
Robert Manning today received a 23
p. gasoline engine and a No. 6 cen-
trifugal pump for Installation In his
well twenty miles south of Deming.
Mr. Manning's well has a capacity of
1.000 gallons of water per minute and
his lift is 35 feet.
W. M. Ward and R. D. MrBriden
came from Santa Rita to Deming In
the Chlno Copper Company's big 40
h. p. Packard In one hour and twenty-fiv- e
minutes. They report that the
road Is In excellent condition except
for the crossing on the Mlmbres near
Spauldlng. They met here Mr.. A.
Chester Beedy whom they took to San-
ta Rita this afternoon.
Louis Chong, manager of the Jan
Gee grocery, leaves Deming for Can-
ton. China, Saturday, where ho will
visit relatives for several months.
J. H. Clark, of Cnmbrny, is in Dem-
ing on business.
There was a regular meeting of the
board of directors of the Deming
Chamber of Commerce this morning
at eleven o'clock. Aside from routine
business transacted, Messrs. R. H,
Case, John M. McTeer, R. Bedlchet
and V. S. Hlllls, were appointed as a
speeial committee to Investigate and be
report on the number and location of
pumping plants in the Deming coun-
try, and also upon the ncrenge under
cultivation. The secretary's report
showed somewhat In excess of $500 In
the treasury, with all bills paid up to
date.
Wm. Whalen and Thos. Inmnn, both
of Colorado Springs, Colo., are here
prospecting.
REVIEW OF CANAVAN DECISION
Court Defines Proper Uses of.
Habeas Corpus
' Action- -
The Frisco fll Company of Albu
querque yesterday tiled articles ot
ucorporation with the state corpora
tion commission. The object of the
new concern is the conduct of an oil
production and sales business with E.
W. Dobson, statutory agent. The cap-ita- l
authorized Is 460,000 divided in- -
10 the same number of shares worth
11 each at par. The amount of capital
stock subscribed iy each of the in-
corporators with their oddresses fol-
lows: R. D. Yoakum, 1,000 shares,
Portales; J. S. Eldrldge, 1000 shares,
Laguna; E. W. Dobaon, 500 shares.
Columbus State Bank.
The Columbus State Bank of Co-
lumbus, Luna county, yesterday filed
papers of Incorporation with the
state corporation commission. The
bank will do a general banking busi
ness under the charge of W. C. Hoov-
er, statutory agent. The capital of
the concern is given as $15,000 divid-
ed into 150 shares worth $100 each at
par. The names of the incorporators,
their post office addresses and the
amount of stock subscribed by each
are as follows: S. 8. Waterbury, vice
president, Columbus, 20 shares; A. J.
Boyd, Columbus, 5 shares; P. C.
Hoover, secretary and treasurer, Co-
lumbus, 20 shares; W. C. Hoover, presi-
dent, Columbus, 20 shares; W. C.
Hoover, president, Columbus, so
shares; I. L. Hoover, Columbus, 15
shares.
Stephen Canavan Decision.
In re Stephen Canavan, habeas cor
pus. Opinion by Frank W. Parker, as-
sociate justice. This case having been
argued by counsel, submitted to and
taken under advisement, the court an-
nounces its opinion discharging the
writ ot habeas corpus.
The petitioner, Stephen Canavan,,
represented that hia confinement by a
warrant Issued upon the filing of
petition in a suit lately pending
in the county ot McKinley and entit-
led Kate Canavan, plaintiff, vs. Ste-
phen Canavan, defendant, was illegal.
This case was a divorce proceeding In
which the plaintiff was granted a div
orce and alimony of $20,000 and $1,500
counsel's fees. The defendant alleged
that the imprisonment for failure to
pay the Judgment was a violation ot
the federal constitution which pro-
vides against confinement for debt.
Mr. Canavan was arrested on a war
rant charging contempt for the viola-
tion of an order of court restraining
him from disposing of certain proper-
ty held to be personal and charged
with contempt.
Following the plaintiff's motion for
Judgment on the petition for attach-
ment for contempt the petitioner
brought the habeas corpus action
which the supreme court dismissed In
sustaining the Judgment of the lower
court.
In regard to habeas corpus action
the supreme court gave the following
opinion: "The writ of habeas corpus
not designed to take the place of
writ of error, or an appeal. It Is only
when the lower court has exceeded its
Jurisdiction that the writ is available.
No matter how Irregular, or even er-
roneous the Judgment may be, It can-
not be reviewed on habeas corpus."
DARROW EXPECTS HELP
FROM THE OUTSIDE.
Asks His Friends to Raise a Fund
for His Defense In Los Angeles
Trial.
Los Angeles, Calif., April 1. Chica-
go friend s of Clarence S. Darrow, in-
dicted for Jury bribing in the case of
James B. McNamara, dynamiter, have
been asked to assist him In defraying
the expenses of his trial here on May
15. Earl Rogers, chief counsel for
Darrow, made this statement today:
"Mr. Darrow authorizes me to say ha
not 'broke' In the slang sense of
the term. He regards the fight upon
him being certain of his Innocence
part of the war upon the cause to
which he has devoted his life. Hia
defense will be expensive, because of
the vast amount of money being used
against him. On account of that fact,
and, since he is attacked more be-
cause he represents something than
because he has done anything, he has
taken the position that he should be
aided financially to make hie defense.
He has said as much to his friends in
Chicago."
NEW MEXICO CLUB
WOMEN MAKE DEMANDS.
They Want Law on Community Prop-
erty, Prize Fighting, Bill Boards
and Education,
Roswell, N. M., March 30. The sec-
ond anniuil meeting of tho New Mexi-
co Federation of Woman's Clubs ad-
journed last night. The federation de-
cided to petition the legislature to
enact a law against holding prize-
fights; that all property held In com-
mon by man and wife be disposed of
only by the signature of both; that a
woman be placed on each educational
and reformatory state board; and that
bill boards and unsightly advertising
prohibited In cities.
Mayor James C. Dahlman, Omaha,
Nebr., often called the "Cow Boy
Mayor" writes of the benefit he de-
rived from Foley Kidney Pills and
says, "I have taken Foley KIdnev
Pills and they have given me a great
deal of relief, so I cheerfully recom-
mend them." For sale by all
lllilfiMi
the park which covers fourteen glv,ng a detanea account of his case,
hundred acres, and these plants will ne Bliy8i .. aln nlmost 79 yenrs old
afford a tropical grandeur which will Rmi mlVe spent hundreds of dollars
delight the eye especially of the per- - lor medicines, but find that I have
son who has not seen much vegeta- - received more benefit from Foley .
Palms, ferns, vines, and. flow- - ney puis, than from all other medt- -
ering pianis win ue seen uu aruunu
the buildings, for the carpenters will
THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1912. BEST ROAD
FROM
DEMINQ THROUGH ARIZONAPAGE FOUR
Highway to Solomonv.llla and 8afford
SANTA FE WEEKLY MEXICAN REVIEW it Something Awful. PumpingWith Gasoline Engines.
Doming, N. M., March 29. The fol
lowing letter dated March 23 from a
Motor Car Company of Detroit baa Just
been received by W..B. Holt of this
at any time after it aiay have gone
Into effect.
All treaties and commercial conven-
tions sought to be entered Into by the
Philippine government with foreign
powers during the eight years of qua-
lified independence shell be submitted
to the President of the United States
and by him to the Senate thereof for
its action.
The establishment of a qualified In-
dependent government for the period
of eight years answers the purpose of
giving the people of the Philippines
an opportunity to practice
before finally assuming all the
responsibilities of a wholly Independ-
ent nation. It also offers (he only so--
lution to the contention regarding the
ability of Urn Filipino people to govern
themselves, for, during these eight-
place, and Is of great Interest to
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
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,
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boosters for the All Year Borderland
Route
A SOLOMON COME TO JUDGMENT.
The suggestion Is made of a com-
promise at the Republican National
Convention by which William H. Tatt
would be renominated unanimously
for the presidency and Theodore
Roosevelt for the
The theory 1b explained by a Harvard
man who writes as follows from Cal-
ifornia:
"Why don't they compromise the
matter, and instead of a third term as
persident (which the American peo-
ple will never stand for, and should
he by any chance get the nomination,
the Democrats will surely win): offer
him a second term as
Really he hardly had a chance before
'to show what he could do-l- that po-
sition. An all round man should be
able to listen as well ras talk; and
think what a discipline it would be for
!him to have to listen for four years to
Uie ceaseless flow of senatorial elo-
quence, without the slightest chance
to talk back. If he got real desperate
of course he would be allowed to
'boil over' through the Outlook.
"In the present line! up of affairs.
"Possibly you will recall that In th--
early part of February a camp car
went through your city and you asked
GIVE THE PHILIPPINES INDEPEN-
DENCE.
Representative Jones, of Virginia,
has introduced in the House of Repre-
sentatives a bill to bstabllsh an Inde-
pendent Philippine government, and
alBO a resolution requesting the Pre-
sident of the I'nlted States to secure
the neutralization of the islands and
the recognition of their independence
by International agreement.
In a few words, the bill provides
that on and after the 4th day of July,
1913, and for the period of eight years
thereafter, there shall be established
for the Philippines a indepen-
dent government, and on and after the
4th day of July, 1912, 'ho full and com-
plete Independence of said Philippines
shall be acknowledged by the linked
' '" 'States. ''''.The terms and conditions precedent
under which such acknowledgement
Is made, and after 'compliance with
which on the part of tie government
and the people of the Philippines, said
acknowledgement takes place are as
follows :
First. That the United States are
to have and retain control, ownership
and complete sovereignty over such
lands and harborage waters as are ac-
tually necessary for coaling and naval
us to write you concerning the road
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west or Denver,
., .i '
'"We went as far west. as . Bowie,
that Is, through Lordsburg and Stein?.
POLITICS ANjPOLITIGIANS
Buraum
At Socorro, Holm O. Bursum was:
mayor without opposition.
For a New County
A committee of Ar'tesia citizens will
be sent to Santa Fe to make an effort
to secure the location of the normal:
school at ArteBla. Artesla Advocate.
,'
' Artesla In Dry Column.
Artesla, Eddy county, will remain
in the dry column and elected tho
following town. trustees: J, J Clarke,
D: ' W. RunyanVjQepnjaytori, Will-la- m
Crandallantf' JdspV:Rlchards.
Carlsbad Remains Dry.
Carlsbad decided to remain dry at
yesterday's election and as a result
may land the normal school!'"' The of-
ficers elected are: Mayor; Scott Et-te-r;
8. Brown, Will Purdy and W. W.
Dean for councilmen; Carl Gordon for
marshal and Frank Ross for recorder.
Will Lobby for Medical Bill
Dr. J. H. Wroth and Dr. H. B. Kauff-ma-
were named by the Bernalillo.
County Medical society at a meeting
in the Commercial club at Albuquer-
que as a legislative comm'ttee to go-
to Santa Fe in connection with tho
proposed medical practices act which
will have a hearing Friday before th
house Judiciary committee,
,
The almost stolid Indifference with
which in many school districts the-
Entered, at Second Class aMtter at the Santa Fa Poitotfloe.
years,, the Plllplnos wl(l have ample''
Th roads, while rough In spots, were
on the whole very good, and no one
need hesitate to try to go from Deming
to Bowie, ' In fact, T would considerDally, tlx months, by mall ......$3.30
Weekly, six months. ...... ....... 1.00
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION,
Dally, per week, by carrier. .25
Dally, per month, by carrier.. U', ,.7i
Dally, per month, by mall 68
Dally, per year, by mall 7.00
that the roads were better west of
'
Deming than east.
,,.!,..Weekly, per year 1.00Weekly, per quarter B0 "From Bowie we went north into
Solomonvllle and Safford, Ariz., and
the roads are something awful. TheyOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY. I am Inclined to be a Yale man rot
opportunity to show whether they can
wisely manage .their own affair or
not.
Further, it gives ample time for the
American and other foreign business
in the Islands to adjust Itself to the
new conditions that will be created
there by the establishment of an
Independent government.
On and after the fourth day of July,
1921, the full and complete independ-
ence of the Philippines shall be ack-
nowledged, i On and from that date
and forever, thereafter the Filipino
the time being, as Taft is making are- - very rougn ana lull oi arroyos
eobd in almost every particular, andThe New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent
to
every postofflce In toe Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
of all kinds of depths. From what wo
learned in Bowie and Safford, jvdeservea second term, and I have
no use for Roosevelt's lads and freaksamong the lntel'lient end progressive people of the southwest. convinced that the proper way to get
to Safford Is to go from Lordsburg to
Duncan and then from Duncan to Saf
of legislation,1' .
- vi i istations, and convenient terminal
points for cables, at such places, and
within such boundaries as shall be se
lected and designated by a commis
sion sitting on behalf of the United
The annual report of Jo' E. Sher-
idan, mine inspector for New Mexico,
has been sent out from the govern-
ment printing office and furnishes the
moat compendium of j the
coal mining Industry in the state.
Every mine Inspected It described.
NO COMPROMISE WITH VICE tlon. Nature will see to It that the
place is blotted out in due time like
States of America compined of the
Picsldent of the I'n.tod States, theThere are good arguments for and
people shall have a government of
their own unhampered by any foreign
Intervention. On and from, that date
the United States will have no respon-
sibilities in the affairs of the Islands,
and will not be called upon to defend
them against foreign Intervention or
internal disorder. '
This relieves the United States of
Scretary of State tumor, and the
'lectlon for school directors was reagainst prohibition; fnr and against
things that In themselves are not Secretary of the Navy thereof.
Sodom and Gomorrah, or that good
men and women will shun it as they
would a city where smallpox and
Asiatic cholera, instead of being
tarded on Monday, furnishes anotherThe report shows that despite unusa- -Second. That the government ofevil but through abuse become a men powerful argument for the county unitHy adverse conditions, the produc
ford and along by way of Bowie. From
Safford we went north from ' Ft.
Thomas, Oeronlmo, San Carlos, Globe,
Roosevelt and then to Phoenix. The
roads from Safford to Phoenix by the
route we followed are for the most
part good, In --fact, from Globe to
Roosevelt and Roosevelt to Phoenix,
one could not ask for better roads.
From Phoenix we went north to Wick-enbur-
Congress Junction, Prescott,
Ash Fork and Grand Canyon, then
back to Phoenix and over to Yuma
by way of Agua Callinte. (Signed)
H. H. Hills.", ,,,, ,
It is thought here that a much bet-
ter route is via Douglas,, .Arizona,.
While a considerable detour Is neces
the Philippines shall , assume andace to the public, but there can be no plan. But comparatively few votersstamped out, are tolerated and licens tion of coal In New Mexico during' the
fiscal year ending June 30, 191ti wasargument that will Justify any com carry Into effect the treaty obligationsed on the theory that It is useless to
munlty or any authority, to tolerate
turned cut and although the franchise-wp.-
given the women by the constitu-
tion it is certain that of about 60,000stamp
out these diseases as they are of the United States with the King-dom of Spain.natural and always will exist. Third. That the government of the
the burden of maintaining a large
army in the Philippines and of the
danger of any possible entanglement
in an international war in the far
East on account of the Philippines'.,.,,
The resolution requests the Presid
wen en voters not s thousand were at
or shield or regulate or license, vice
or crime. Even though there have
been thirty murders In New Mexico
thus far this year, that 1 not a rea
Philippines shall, by legislative act, the polls this week.
AMERICAN RIFLES IN MEXICO. and by treaty, guarantee that no high
2.56 per cent greater than the preced-
ing year, the total amount being
3,378,018.97 tons and the production uf
coke.3635,ltonB,.,A1 totaL.iOf 3,563
persons, were, employed, .Relations be-
tween producers and. miners were har-
monious, and there was a decrease of
fatalities In. vthe mines. A. number of
new mlneB were jor. opened
during the year, while two mines sus
son that will Justify the argument: The sending of" 1,0 0 rifles and er tax shall ever be levied upon the
property, merchandise or business of
Election at Estancla. '
At the school election at Estancialarge quantity of ammunition into"Prohibition of murder cannot be
enforced, therefore let us segregate sary, still every foot of the route bycitizens of the United States residingMexico, to be distributed by Ambassa op. Monday only 34 votes were cast and
9 of these were women. HM. Rnhomnn
ent of the United States to open ne-
gotiations with such foreign govern-
ment as, in. his .Judgment, shall be
parties to the .compact, including
those of Great Britain, Germany,
Douglas Is Interesting, and after' alldor Wilson to American residents, IsIt, regulate It, license it. as there at
ways will be murder we might as well
or doing business In the Philippines,
than shall be at the same time levied there' are few transcontinental tour-- 1 who was .elected school director ro.step which indicates pretty clearly
upon like goods, wares, merchandiseprescribe regulations
under which it
' ts to be permitted, and thus derive
ists who are out to make a speediceived 28 votes; Mrs. Jtames Walker
record they are more generally look--u utR- - p. a Snv,.n .- -a t
pended operations. .Mr. Sheridan, as
is his custom in his annual reports,
makes a number of sensible recom
or business of the citizens of the Phi
that the Government at Washington
has had exact Information as to the
character of the disturbances In oursome revenue from those
who mur- -
France, Russia, Japan and 4 Spain,
whereby the neutralization of the Phi-
lippine Islands shall bs guaranteed
lng for entertainment The Douglas Tuttle, Sr., one vote each. At the townlippines, and that no law shell be en: der. Prohibition of murder does not Chamber of Commerce has made' an
neighbor republic. and their independence recognized elaborate and accurate map of the BortoSuch action, taken In relation
mendations that might be adopted
with profit by the state legislature in
formulating Its laws to govern the In-
spection of mines.
acted and no treaty or commercial
agreement or convention entered into
with any foreign government by or un-
der which the citizens thereof are
through international agreement. derland Route, and the Deming cham
seem to decrease the number of mur-de- r
cases at all. Those who want to
kill, will kill whether killing is pro-
hibited or punished or not."
any other nation, would be inconceiv The purpose of the resolution is to ber has subscribed for one. This mapable. It would be a species of vicari insure the independence of the Phi should be on display in every townous Intervention most certain to InThere is a world-ol- vice that has given any trade advantage over the ci-
tizens of the United States. included on the route for the informaThe voters of Arizona- believe Increase rather than to diminish the tion of travelers.
M. G. Elghmey has Just receivedflames of discontent.
lippines and save them from being
a prey to land grabbing countries.
Just such neutralization treaties as
this have preserved the integrity and
Fourth. That the government of the referendum, the initiative, the
recall and all similar beautiful ideals,In the case of Mexico, however, It Is the Philippines shall, by legislative act 30 h. p. gasoline engine for pumping
and by treaty, guarantee to American water for irrigation on bis farm a fewclear that the menace to American
citizens and other foreigners is due to independence
both of Switzerland and
Belgium, countries much smaller thancitizens for ell time, freedom of ac miles southwest of Red Mountain. He
killed more men and women than
murder: than war; than all the other
agencies that cut off life before Its
time. False modesty as well as cra-
ven ielflshness have cast around that
vice a veil of secrecy, so that many
men and women speak
of It only In whispers; It Is so hideous
that It must not be mentioned before
Innocent children who are taught
and the Democrats are enthusiastic
In pledging themselves to the voters
to carry Into effect these Ideals. But
this week, lt was discovered that some
fifty saloons would be put out of bus-
iness in Arizona unless remedial legis
the presence of an unusually large out has already Installed a three-stag- e tur-the Philippines.
flection yesterday; J. L. Stubblefleld
was elected mayor; E. W. Roberson
and Julius Meyer, trustees and Eduar-d- o
Ulibarri, town clerk.
Wilson Club at 8ilvr City.At an enthusiastic meeting of Dem-
ocrats held at Silver City, the attend-
ance being large, a strong Woodrow
Wilson club was organized, with
Wayne MacV. WIlBor chairman. A
letter was read from E. D. Tittman, of
Hillsboro, saying that the Democratic
sentiment in Sierra and adjoining
counties was undoubtedly overwhelm-
ing In favor of Wilson. Judge Bell, of
Santa Rita, who attended the meeting,.
!u a brief address, declared that the
Democrats in that place and surround-
ing country were practically unani-
mous for the New Jersey man. Roy
Bedlchek, of Deming, who came up to
Silver City and was at the meeting. .
law element As a representative of the Filipino mne pump capable of delivering 500
gallons of water per minute. PaulThis Is the burden, rather than 'he
cess to and of travel In the Philippines
for business or for missionary pur-
poses, and shall protect and give the
same advantages to all citizens of the
United States as shell be furnished to
the citizens of the Philippines.
people In this country, Delegate Ma
nuel L. Quezon has given his hearty Heermans, a neighbor to Mr. Elghmey,fault, of the new administration atMexico city. It Is an inevitable result has a pumping plant about ready to in
lation was passed Immediately. Under
the constitution of Arizona, all laws
must be submitted to the voters for
about every other crime or vice. nt tha nine arhpmj nf envArnment bv stall, and Mr. Jordan, whose plaoe lies
adjoining that pf Mr. Eighmey is now.But of late years, the study of. -- nd hy nartnershio with Some people in this country allege
approval and to both the
bill and the resolution. Moreover, the
Speaker of the Philippine Assembly
has cabled to the effect that the Fili-
pino people have hailed with enthu
eugenics has done more to arouse na. that the United States, through the
possession of the Philippines, gains
pumping about 500 gallons of water
per minute and reclaiming a consider
Hons to the living death that ts tnei criminals. It was the Dlas way
their approval or rejection unles. a
great emergency require, immediate
action. The plight of the saloons was
such, that the Democratic Soloiw de-
clared that a great emergency had
arlBen, forgot all about the referen
able acreage. The district southwestcertain strategical, commercial and
to set
a thief to catch a thief; to set a mur-
derer to catch a murdererw .When he
was strongest, he had an army which
Inevitable consequence of Indulgence
In that vice; to the terrible menace to
future generations, than all moralis-
ing and preaching have thus far done.
of Red Mountain is progressing rapidother advantages. From the reading
ly.of the preceding paragraphs lt Is
siasm the news that said bill and reso-
lution have been introduced. The bill
and the resolution offer a just and
wise solution to tha Philippine pro-
blem in the .nost favorable terms to
the people of the United States, as
would have cut a pitiable figure inIf hm been recognized that murder plain that the object therein sought is
not to deprive the United States 6! declared sentiment In Deming favored
Messrs. Hoffman & Hillls, who are
in charge of the construction of the
road east from Deming to Carne by themight
be permitted by law, and ho- - any fight along modern lines. Hit
offl
m.nwv wnnM .till survive: that al-- ckls. down to local "Jefe .politlcos,' WilBon, and Wayne Wilson and H. J.
dum and the dear people, and attach-
ed the emergency clause to the law
that will Bave those fifty saloons to
the commonwealth and even passed
lt over Governor Hunt's veto.
any of these advantages through the BurgeBS went aown there to organized nverv other crime and vice were chosen from the tyrannical eie- - withdrawal of her sovereignty over well as to the Filipino people. Mimnres bridge route, have orderedfrom EI Paso four culverts 25
feet long for use in culvertlng the
a big Wilson club. The meeting, after
appointing an executive committee ofthe Philippine Islands.The alleged strategical advantage
mlght be licensed and yet men and ment who knew nothing about Justice:
women would eventually work out who had no affection for their country,
their physical, mental and moral sal- - but who might be depended upon to
fifteen members to look after Wilson sTHE GOOD ROADS MOVEMENT.
The Good Roads CongreBS"for NewIs not impaired with the Independence
arroyos. The work of grubbing and
grading the road is under way at the interests in Grant county, adjourned.of the Islands, owing to the provisionvation. but that this vice unless cnecK- - rule with an Iron hand. He took the
This will be a splendid opportunity
for Mayor-elec- t Celso Lopez and the
city council that will support him, to
Sentiment of Grant county Democratspresent time, and will be completedMexico that Is to convene this evening
at the Capitol, should suggest some
' ed and eradicated, will blot out all outlaws from the hills and put
within measurable time, and forms on them. in a very few weeks, appears to be overwhelmingly In fa-vor of Wilson.
that the United States "shall have and
retain control, ownership and com-
plete sovereignty over such lends and
rise above mere petty politics and to Mrs. Sarah E. Wooten has been heregive the capital a model administrathat between the present and thatj when the progressive element
blotting out, increased sickness, the Mexicans recognized the tor several days making preparationsharborage waters as are actually
definite plan for the building of state
highways. The Tight Little Isle of
Great Britain has 750,000 miles of Im-
proved roads; the State of New Mex
Ich und Gott.
Col. Roosevelt, In a letter to Maga
tion. It must be admitted that there
are some people who scoff, who do ior moving here permanently,ecessary for coaling and naval staferlng and degradation are inevitanie. neceSgity for a new order of things, Mrs. E. C. Wells Is visiting friendstion and convenient terminal pointsAt first, eugenics could trace oniy the DiaI macnlne crumbled, because in m raso this week.for cables, at such places and within zine Munsey expresses his opinion ofthe New York newspapers. In thesuch boundaries as shall be selected
not believe it possible or likely, that
the coming administration will do as
well as the one that is about to close,
but let the new officials show that
they intend to carry out the pledges
f rame m. Kimball and W. N. y
have received a new well-ri- g letter he uses the pronoun "I" exactly
ico many times as large, has not 750
miles' of Improved road that would
pass muster anywhere In England. It
is extravagant) to' demand that ' tha
state shall expend Its road funds in
and designated by a commission com-
posed of the President of the United
171 times. Even kings and emperors.ior putting down irrigation wells.
States, the Secretary of Slate thereof,
and the Secretary of the Navy there--.
ia an auger outat capable of drilling ahole from 12 Inches In diameter to 36
inches, and will go to a depth of two
use the pronoun "we", conceding tho
existence of God. Roosevelt is the
champion egocentric of all time. El
Paso Herald.
some of the physical defects or tne lt Iackd prncpe and expertness,
present generation to this vice, but 0(her than for cru,lty and bushwack-a- s
the gathering of reliable statistics
increases; as more dependable rec- -
,ituation ,n MeJc() today ,,
ords secured: as the effect ofare cIeflr denlontriton of the fact thatthis particular vice are traced from product of civilization,generation to generation the porta barbarlsm, a. of ourtous fact begins to dawn on tne nu- - soma,would have believe Itu.canker- -man mind that there Is the
worm to which may be traced most of will take Mexico many years to form
the moral defects, most of the lack even the nucleus of a modern army. It
ef physical and mental stamina, wit ft will take many more years to educate
of the Republican platform - for the
strict enforcement of all laws, for
Improvements and for a Great-
er and Better Santa ,Fe.,
of." nunarea teet. As soon as MessrsThe commercial advantage, will con
little stretches of road scattered over
twenty-si- counties. Each county
should do itB own local road building
and each community directly benefit-
ed should help. The state should de-
vote all of Its funds to a state system,
Kimball and McCurdy have nut anviltinue to exist after independence of
the Philippines has been acknowledg
wells on their own places, the rij Match 'Em. 'With considerable glee eastern pawin oe turned over to Ed Keaton.ed, inasmuch as the bill requires that A. H. Childs went to El Paso thisa trunk system, such as El Camlno del
Roswell will lave a second rural
delivery route on June 1. Santa Fe
still has Its first route to get, although
settlements like Agua Fria, Cienega,
the Philippine government shall gua pers are holding New Mexico up toridicule on account of the recent demorning on business.Real that will open new lands, newrantee by legislative act and by treatywhich so many people are curBea;
a peupie woo were neiu in practical
that there lies the cause why some slavery by Diaz, and who ere how J. A. Mahoney is in El Paso todav nouncement at Santa Fe. May we re-
spectfully call the attention to thepeople are criminals, are defectives, groping in the dark. uii uuBine8s.
scenery, new attractions to tourists as
well as to local pleasure seekers. SuCh
projects as the Scenic Highway from
Tesuque, are entirely without mall
facilities. Both of the Roswell routesare sufferers all their life, are hand!- - American rifles in the hands of The following registered today at quartette now representing as at
capped In the contest for success and American residents in Mexico do not toe cnamner of commerce: Frank L.Las Vegas to Albuquerque via Pecos are between 23 and 24 miles long,
and
together serve something like 275 Washington? And while you are si
"that no higher tax snail ever be le-
vied upon the property, merchandise
or business of citizens of the United
States residing or doing business In
the Philippines, than shall be at the
same time levied upon like goods,
wares, merchandise or business of
citizens of the Philippines, and that
Reserve and the Cliff Dwellings, must rtoimes, YpsIIantl, Michigan; C. S,White, Albuquerque; Dr. Wm. R. Mun-
zing 'em up, gentlemen, show us four
men from your state or states thenecessarily be built by the State, their
can never achieve anything worm constitute an evidence of "Invasion."
while; that there Is the vital drain, jhey are merely a means of helping
the one sin that Is synonymous with tne people of Mexico, and
death. The hideousness and Insidl- - of bepng a,0, to tide over an evil
outness of the whole thing is that na nour
families. Two such practicable routes
could be laid out from the Santa Fe
postofflce, one to the north and the oth-
er to the Bouthwest.
ser, aausDury, N. C; J. F. Kellogir, equal In statesmanship, cleanness andcompletion would result In bringing
to the commonwealth thousands of anjumure, mo.; w. A. Knapp, Malone, the "go get it" spirit to Messrs. Fall,a.; w. E. Livingston, Lakeland,tourists and pleasures seekers, whono law shall be enacted, and no treaty, Catron, Fergusson and Curry. Raton
Range.one
can protect himself or his child. rrn-- i u. i. ivenog, Skldmore, Mo.
or commercial agreement, or convenWHY NEW MEXICO SHOULD BE tion entered into with any foreign gov.
Public sentiment favors the passage
of an advisory Senatorial Primary
law and this ought to be a good op-
portunity to give it a trial, before the
POLICE 8UPPRE8S 8ANernment, oy or under which the citi-
zens thereof are given any trade ad
GOOD ROAD8 CONGRESS HERE.
(Continued Ftera
, Page One.)
rcn and children's children against
the effects of this vice. Innocent lips
may touch the cup that has Just been
touched by some individ-
ual and forthwith the Innocent one's
blood becomes tainted; the children
of a family that has been pure for
DIEGO INDUSTRIAL PAPER.
REPUBLICAN.
The Democratic House yesterday
passed the wool tariff bill which,
should It become law, will make hard
times still harder in New Mexico, and
would In turn be followed by
and Investors. Southern Cal-
ifornia dates Its prosperity from the
coming of the tourists, and New Mex-
ico will not come' into Its own until
the world recognizes that here is the
Nation's most wonderful playground,
that here may be found the greatest
tourist attractions in the world. But
these attractions must be made ac
present legislature adjournes, so thatvantage over the citizens of the United
States." Publication Contained Inflammatorythe legislature may by. June 1, carry the state Monday, and in a number ofThe missionary work, already in out the edict of the people and name
generations may marry into a family will destroy the greatest Industry of
Article on Gag Law Vetrsua
Free Speech.
San Diego, Calif,, April 2. The po
for United States Senator the Republi-
can who is ndorsed at the polls.that has had Its black sheep, ana the commonwealth. No wonder, that
towns ana villages yesterday, where
separate polling places were main-taine- d
for the school elections. Mes-
sages and long distance phones toState Superintendent White indicate
that the women of the state were ex
cessible by great state highways, and lice have confiscated numerous cop
augurated by this country In the Phi-
lippines, because the ' government
thereof Is also required to "guarantee
to American cP'zens for ail time free-
dom of access to and of travel in the
Islands for missionary, pleasure or
business purposes, and snail give such
immediately another source of flltny Congressman Rucker of Colorado, al-
contamination has been created. And though a Democrat, lifted his voice
jet, there are some peo- - aganst tnig iniquity. He foretold
pie who say that this vice ought to ruln fcr ae Colorado ,heep ownr,
It seems the part of political wisto that effect every effort should be ies of the San Francisco Bulletin ofdom to elect a successor to Unitedbent, InBtead of each county trying to States Senator A. B. Fall at this t ercising their right to vote at schoolsee how much lt can grab of the state
March 80, which contained a full page
article headed "Gag Law vs. Free
Speech in San Diego." Fifteen men
be tolerated, ougnt to oe segreKmi, and denounced as fallacious the argu Islon of the legislature. Should byfunds to fix up patches of local roads elections very generally. Many dis-putes arose over the poll tart question,any mischance, a Democratic pre
si- -
that the county and each community
just as It rattiesn.aes can ment thttt tn. bm glve, thfl Amerl(,an
r.,ade household pet, without having the heBheep owner a protecton
thlr..'.a"g.".,?.ra,?k' vn.i. . needs and deserves. It seem, strange
h. .lontAj tn Vn.nW that
citizens the same legal protection and
advantages as shall be furnished to
the citizens of the Philippines."
While on the one hand, with the in
tnat ib, wnether the payment of polltax was a requirement for voting in a
..u.u uure iU. ..
"""SW0uld he no telling what sort of aDUHt many yeer ago. I.l.tlnn wn.ilH mnfrnn th TUmnhM.Indeed, that there should be a single
thinking man either in Colorado or
school election, and also over,
were arrested late yesterday while
engaged In selling the papers. Four-
teen of them were released later.
Chief of Police Wilson said the bulle-
tin had been placed by the authorities
here In the same category with two
other publications, the sale of which.
can party next January when thedependence of the Philippines, the
these facts !b spreading rapidly. Phy-
sicians speak more freely. Intelll- -
.A. nMn1a lSatvtrt in roftfl thfl lTlftrkH
The thirteenth edition of "Ho! to
the Sunshine Slate!" has been issued question of the registration of womenNew Mexico who would knowingly legislature convenes. ine state superintendent held that
the advantages above mentioned, on;"' """v. " '" payment of poll tax was not a requirebe relieved of " " -"-
'l,.
"jrSI -the other hand, lt will The United States Senate now con- ment and that no registration of womuicuu ill uib lien gniu nuu ic.iimuu uithe of maintaining large and 43 Derac--expense a the llttle .Ists of 61 RepublicansThe 200 000 copIe( flf en was necessary. It is believed by had been forbidden. Both are organsof the International Workers of the
World, one published at Newcastle,
Pennsylvania and the other at Seattle.
m u bi. ib, . neumui auv i.uu vu.u- -D00kiet printed the past few years,the of involved Tado and from vacant,cape danger being In flav8 no doubt brought more settlers one Kentuckytneir account. ... This comfortable majority toany war on tn VfiW th.n anT n(hBr gives a
the department of education that ex-
ceptionally good directors were cho-
sen and that quite a percentage of
those elected were women.
a ballot for the candidates of aofthat this vice leave. Id the face
recognize the is bent on ruining the verymen and women, and to
other signs which stamps those who, Industries upon which the prosperity
indulge as plainly a. the mark set on of these two commonwealths is built,
Cain proclaimed him a murderer, or, for the Democratic program in hides
as the leper's cry: "Unclesn, Un- -' not only destruction of the wool ''
warned those who approach-- ! try, but also of the beet sugar, the
ed More and more, even the most lead and zinc mining, the cattle and
corrupt city governments muBt bend other Industries that produce the raw
to the popular demand to eradicate material that keep mills and factories
this vice, the leaat effect of which is supplied.
to break up families and to kill those "
Bulletin Protests. .
San Francisco, Calif., April AThe government for the Philippines v.n,in h,- - .., tt, new the Republicans, sufficient to preventto be established during the eight LHin h k..i,1o. th fprtorai and any serious onslaught, on industry by
year, of their qualified independence 8tate land and mining laws, a brief de- - the ,ree '"ders. The two new Sena-- CALIFORNIA LABOR LEADERS
Bulletin of today commenting on 'the .t
confiscation of issues of that paper of
March 30, by the San Diego police
says: "The copies of the Bulletin ...
snau oe vesiea in a uongresa tne gcrlptlon of each county, the latest """' yV'"V"
senate ana House or Kenresentat vea ,.,. M. .mi,. .intiin nrt oi mm mnjuiuj..
being elected by the people of the . eood nostofflce mao of New Mexico
who Indulge in lt, for if the conse-- f The senatorial fight which lt Is
which were confiscated at Bsq Diego'-,,-
contained a story written for the &
per by one of Its staff writers, who "1
ARIZONA MAN OUT AFTER
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATION.
Philippines the President of the Secretary H. B. Hening Is to be
government who shall be eratulated -- pon the latest of the
ACCEPT EXTRADITION.
San Francisco,' Calif., April 2. Olaf
A. Tveltmoe and E. A. Clancy, Cali-
fornia labor leaders, indicted in In-
dianapolis on a charge of complicity
In a national dynamiting conspiracy,
will not fight extradition. They ap-
peared before United States Commis
quences stopped there, the world thought had been settled, will at once
reopen with fury as Senator A. B. was sent specially to San Diego to inappointed by the President of the bureau of Immigration publications.
Chicago, 111., April 1. ChairmanUnited States with the advice and
might be able to bear it.
New Mexico cannot afford to be
the last to give the people laws with
which they may protect themselves
Fall today drew the shorteut term, the
one that expires in eleven months.
vestigate conditions there. He was
Instructed to make a fair and ImparCharles H. Jones, of the ProhibitionTo the young man in Santa Fe, who., . . . ... B .The hat of W. H. Andrews is already
consent of the Senate thereof and
the Supreme Court and other inferior
tribunals of the Philippines.
sioner Krull here today and gave bond tial report thereon and the Bulletinhas lvason to believe that his mis
sion was faithfully performed."
for their appearance for trial in Inagainst tnis corru puou, lu, )n he &monstrous of evils If an evil Is to be '
whines that he has no opportunity to 'L,nb ference of party leaders to meet at At- -for the ,manything hlmaelf, ...L r . .. iim.,i p..inn'l'"'o City, May 13, to completefollow and the fedora of Felix Mar dianapolis the first Monday in OctoDuring these eight years the Continez is expected poco pronto. Therecuasured by Its consequences. The
legislature should not hesitate for a ber.gress of the Philippines shall have all' who few rangements for the parW .invention,mmgranti mlght D8 clt,d, ftthe legislative powers usually posses- - mo. nohi
.i, which will be held In Atlant'c City Inare merry times ahead politically forthe bill now pendingmoment to pass th(j pre8ent leglllature sed by legislative bodies, but the Pre-- ' Hah hut on hi flftv.atrth hlrthdav July.' The name, of two prolilbl-.lo- nwnicn gives evcrj- uuiii wiw hb.i-
enjoin through a court of equity anv
den of Inloulty that may menace his Santa Fe has
DELAWARE 8TATE CONVENTION
CALLED FOR APRIL ' 30.
Dover, Del., April 2. The Demo-
cratic state committee today : issued
sioent of the United States shall have ja8t week, was admitted to the Mnssa. Party candidates for president, will go
again demonstrated the absolute veto power over any bill chusetts bar. However, in passing, It on the presidential prefeHnc ballot
ARIZONA MAN OFF
FOR OLYMPIC GAMES.
Globe, Ariz., April 2. A 0. Palen,
assistant superintendent of a smelter
here, left Globe today for Stockholm,
Sweden, to Join the Swedish pistol
home, his children, the city and the that lt is a Republican city and that passed oy saia uongress or the 1'hl- - might be remarked, that, be did not in Illinois to oe voiea tor iv tn ins-
tate. If any community renl'v wo- -i it remains true to the party that llpplnes, and the Congress of the have time to be gallivanting in the marlea on April 9. The are Charles
to tolerate this sort of a thing, its stands for the protection of New Mex-- , United States may annul any bill pas- - Red Light district or to hang over the Scanlon of Pittsburg, and Eugene W.I
people need not retort to the lnjunc- - Ico's industries. aed by the Congress of the Philippines bar at saloons. Chafin of Tucson, Ariz,
a call for a state convention here on
April 30 to select six delegates to
the Baltimore convention. ' team at the Olympic games.
business Ib entirely prohibited by the MARCH FLOOD IN MIMBRE8
IS OF GREAT VALUE
reason to believe that an offense
agulust Federal law has been commit-
ted within this Jurisdiction, he m let
town, I believe your proper positionTO &C3 GOOD ROADS would be to sttempt to punish the of
c.tizens of Luna County Organizedeclare the same to his fellow Jurors,
who must thereupon Investigate they Telephone Company to BuildLlns to Demlng.
Demlng, jr. M April 3 The citl
fender for violation of the city ordi-
nance, and not to take any proceed-
ings to revoke his license, as that
would seem to admit that he had a val-
id license.
As to whether a Judge from another
ULLLUniLUsame.The culmination of your Investiga
GANAVAN LOSES
CONTEMPT CASE
Writ of Habeas Corpus Was
Dismissed in the Supreme
Court To-da-y
zens of Carne and surrounding countion Into any particular matter will bethe finding of a "true bill", otherwise
Health Is the foundation ot all good
looks. The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the pe-
riod of child bearing. She remains s
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
try have organized a company for tha
purpose of building a telephone line
district holding court In a different
district from your own, In your dis
culled an "Indictment," or In caBe you
full to find a true bill In cases held
Acting Mayor Gable Ap-
points Five to Represent
Santa Fe
Federal Judge William H.
Pope Makes Noteworthy ,
Address
from Carne to connect with the Dem-
lng exchange. A lease has beentrict, would
have Jurisdiction to grantfor your consideration by a commit
an Injunction against a person In your
county, I incline to the opinion thatting magistrate
then you will report
"no bill." I charge you further that
signed between this company and the
Mountain States Telephone Co., al
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's he would not have auch Jurisdiction.Section IB of Article VI of the Consti lowing the Carne company to connectLAND ENTRIES INCTEASINGFriend, s remedy that has been so long FEDERAL GRAND JURY MONDAYwith a Demlng line at the Van
Sickle ranch four miles east of Demin use, and accomplished so much
good, that it Is In no sense sn experi
DUTIES AREJELL DEFINED
Honor and Distinction to Serve
,'
,h j at First. Session of Federal
lng. There are fifteen phones to be
put in in the neighborhood of' Carne.ment, but s preparation which always
you should find an Indictment ,when
all the evidence taken together is
such bb In your Judgment would, if un-
explained or uncontradicted, warrant
a conviction by the trial Jury. You
are not bound to hear, evidence, .for
the defendant,, biit it Is your duty to
weigh ul the, evidence submitted to
you and when you hav reason to be
Opinion by , Attorney-Genera- l
Respecting the Sale of ,
'
"; Intoxicants.
tution provides that any district judge
may hold district court in any county
at the, request of the judge of such dis-
trict court, I assume that under this
clause,, Judge Abbott Is holding court
in Curry county at the request of the
Judge, of ,your district court, That
ill'W
,.) produces the best results. It Is for The line runs due east from the Van
Governor Pardons Petty Thieves
Because of Their Excessive
!', ..'! Punishment.
...
Sickle- - place to Lewie Flat and then'Court. xternal application and so penetratingIn Its nature as to thoroughly lubricate due north to Carne. Jack Smyer Is
president of the company and J. Lot
A requisition on 'the ' governor oftls Is secretary and treasurer. Thedoes not seem to confer Jurisdiction onjudge Abbott holding court in Curry
very muscie, nerve ana tendon In-
volved during the period before; baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender
The llouse "Bribery Investigation
Committee has adjourned until Mon-
day, April 'j."' No vote has been tak
lieve that other evidence will explain Colorado was this morning issued byaway the charge so that there is noth
j'
' Federal' judg? 'William H. Pope lie-j-
",: , llvered.taei following charge ,to ,tbe
'
; grand jury yesterday:" ' '
'
Gentlemen of the Jury:
You have been chosen, . empaneled
and sworn as the Grand Jury (or the
en by the committee, but one or two
uovernor w. c. .McDonald (or the ren-
dition of Tomas Armljo aa escaped
convict from the state penitentiary
ing for the petit jury to try, you
should order such evidence to be pro-
duced, and for that purpose may re
reports will be formulated (or submis
ness and soreness, and perfectly pre-
pares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and Its use will prove s com-fort and benefit - - .
nere two years ago. Armljo Is undersion to the committee.Good Roads Delegates. arrest at Pueblo.
county, to adjudicate as to matters In
Roosevelt county, especially when
your own Judge Is anywhere within
the district. I can see no reason why
your town authorities may not main-
tain a suit tor an injunction against
the would-b- e saloon keeper.
Yours truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
funds are all raised, the material or-
dered, and a contract for construc-
tion work is let. The line will be in
operation In thirty days.
Another car load of material has
been received by the Luna County
Telephone Company, and Sara T.
Clark has been employed by this com-
pany as secretary and to draw up
plans and specifications (or the line
from Demlng to Hondale, lola and
quire the United States Attorney to
Issue process tor the witnesses. :
Your foreman is authorized to .ad
Acting Mayor Thomas P. Gable thisfirst term of the United States District U. 8. Commissioners Appointed.
The following appointment o( Unit- -morning appointed the following as additional delegates' from Santa Fe tuminister the oath to any witness ap States Commissioners were made bvthe Good Roads convention to be heldpearing before you, and In your inves Judge William H. Pope yesterday:in this city In the Hull of Representatigation you can receive only such evi Mrs. Louise Moulton, Lucia, vice K.
remedy. Mother's
Friend Is sold at OWfflW
drug stores. Write tor free book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
tives April 8: Do. C. A. Wheelon; J. Ddence as Is given by witnesses pro U Moulton, resigned; W. M. Wedding-ton- ,
Vaughn; Charles A. Scheurlch.Sena; J. Wight Giddlngs; H. P. Dor-
- FORMER 8ANTA FE WOMANduced and sworn before you or by le-
gal documentary evidence. You can
Court (or the District of New Mexico.
Upon this (act I desire to congratulate
you, first, as citizens, in that by res-so- n
of our now being a state of the
American Union It becomes possible
to hold a session of United States
District Court for such state. Such
a step marks a beginning of our ex-
perience as a commonwealth, and to
you, gentlemen. Is given the honor to
serve as the first Federal Grand Jury
for such commonwealth. I desire-t-
congratulate you further, as indivi
man and Dr. J. A. Rolls. .
Good Roads Congress.
Clovls; Irby L. Falrless, Tularosa;
Mrs. A. Hawkins. Montoya.
much valuable Information.
MADFIEID HCULATOR CO., Atlas., C.,
ADDRES8ES EL PASO CLUB.
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett Tells Story of
receive none but legal evidence and
Columbus, and side lines to various
subscribers. There are over a hun-
dred phones on this line, already sub-
scribed (or.
The first regular meeting of the
new board ot county commissioners
la being held today, John Hund, chair-- '
At the New Mexico Good Roadsthe best evidence In degree, that is Frank N. Page of Puerto de Luna.trongress which convenes next Wed-- j and Lee 'B. Chase of Carrizoso.Pueblo Indians and Their
Dances.
to say, to the exclusion of hearsay or
secondary evidence.
FINAL ACTION ON
ROAD ACROSS 6ANDS. nesday evening, April 3, Rev. H. M Requisition.Shields of Dawson, Colfax county, willIn your Investigations you are en man, J. W. Phillips and C. L. Hub-- )deliver an address entitled: "Roads' The regular meeting of the Art deApril Term of Court Convened attitled to free access, at all reasonable uaru, an ueing ureaeiu. mere m
A requisition for the rendition of
George W. Reeves of Roswell was
this morning drawn on the governor
o' Colorado, charging the man who is
partment of the Woman's club was much routine business to be transactduals, upon the fact that you have Straight and Nqt Narrow." He Is agood roads enthusiast and his address
is looked forward to with much in
ed at this meeting which will likely
Carlsbad, Eddy County, This
-
' Forenoon.
Carlsbad,- N. M April 1. The Com
been chosen to serve upon this Grand held Wednesday afternoon at the club
rooms, Mrs. A. P, Averlll, the chair-
man, pres.ded, assisted by Mrs. S. H.
last two days.
times, to the prisons in which United
States prisoner are confined, and to
the examination without charge of
the public records in the district.'
I charge you further that you are
Jury. To my mind no higher duty
Clifton L. Childs and Miss Pearlmercial Club met yesterday and tookcomes to a citizen than a call to Jury
duty. To sit as arbiters upon ques Holstein were married at the home o(
terest. -(
Department of Education.
The attention of high school princi
Sutherland, who was In charge of the
program tor the afternoon, the sub the groom'g mother, Mrs. Sldey, in
now a prisoner at Greeley, Colorado,
with obtaining money under false pre-
tences. Together with Delia Raplee,
alias Lucille S. Megnenat, hi was in-
dicted by the oistrict court of Chaves
county for cashing a worthless check
for $1,000 at the First National Bank
final: action on building a good road
across the Fouss sands on the plains.
The state engineer, C., D. Miller, in-
formed the club that the state was
Demlng Saturday afternoon. Rev. H.pals Is called to the meeting called by
M. Bruce officiating. Mr. and Mrs.
ject of which was. "The Indian and
his art." The club room was unique
with bright Indian blankets on the
the state board of education for Aprl
30 In Santa Fe for the purpose of go- -
at liberty at ell reasonable times to
ask advice of the Court or of the
"'United States Attorney, and when-
ever required by the Grand Jury, It Is
the' duty Of the United States Attorney
t, attend you for the purpose of fram
Childs will reside In Demlng.wllling'to build the' roan" 'arid pay half
C. H. and Leroy Hon filed Saturdayof the cost, provided theother part of lng over bids from the publishers o( floor an d walks, and on the ' tables of Roswell two years ago.
were Interesting collections of Indian
tions affecting the life, liberty and
property of a fellow man is a lofty
responsibility. To 'discharge that
duty well is one of the highest1 of
earthly distinctions. ' Jury duty Is In-
deed to be shunned by the unworthy,
for to such the jury may 'mean
simply an opportunity (or the1 gratifi-
cation of private spltp. But to the
minded man, regardful of the dignity
of the law and of the rights of the In
the'motiey was raised. The club read-- school text books and adopting a
to'' raise-$60- In case the form system of state books for all the
8uprems Court.
The State Supreme Court todaying Indictments or of examining wit-
in the county clerk's office tax sales
certificates Nos. 723, 8 Inclu-
sive, on lots in Hondale, N. M.
There is a school election being
pottery, baskets, scarfs, Indian dolls,
strings' of beads, moccasins and ar-
rows. :'v '
'
- ' -- "' "'
handed down a decision in the appli- -nesses In your presence, but no Dis- - vvr"'lmlm
cation for writ of habeas corpua ofvuiuuiiorjiuuvi YY 1 . VJUU Wt3Utrlct Attorney, Marshal, Bailiff or
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett gave an In held in Demlng today for filling the Steven Canavan and bis appeal from
vacancy caused by the expiration of the district court for Bernalillo coun-th- e
term of J. A. Mahoney. The vot- - ty. in which the lower court Is Bus
public schools of the state. State Su-
perintendent Alvan N. White will be
glad to receive suggestions in regard
to high school courses and books for
the common schools. Representatives
of all the schools of the state are invit-
ed to attend the meeting.
structive talk on "The Religious dra
other person shall be permitted to be
present during the expressions of your
opinions or the giving of your votes
agreed that' the county would assume
its share.. The club appointed a com-
mittee consisting of Frank H. Rich-
ards and A. J. Crawford to secure
the money. ' The committee had the
ma dance of the Pueblo Indians." Mrs.
Bartlett has visited the Pueblo In ing Is light, only 60 votes having been tained. Canavan had been sentenceddividual,
a call to this box or to the
petit Jury box is a summons for dut
which no good citizen will seek unne
polled at 1:30 p. m.upon any matters before you. You
must keep secret what you or any one
to two years for contempt of courtdians In their villages and made a W. W. Curshak, of Saragosa, Texas, arising out o( his failure to obey thestudy of tneir customs and religiousof you may have said or in what man Homestead Entries.The following homestead entries
were recorded the nast week in tha
money pledged in a few hours and
the work can be started at once. This
road put 'into good condition will
bring, much business to Carlsbad,
ner you or any one of you may have beliefs. She spoke ot the largest and
most important of the Pueblo Indian
tribes, "The Zuni and the Mokl," Shelnrnl land nfflrA- - d W QcarahnpniiDrn '
voted on any matter before you, and
any Juror who shall, either during the
session of the Grand Jury or at any
that now goes to other places.
' District Court. said the Dramatic aanccs are miracle
and mystery plays, which are strangeThe April term of the district court
is prospecting in the valley. mandate of the court in a divorce case
Wm. A. Lawrence of La Salle, Colo, 'in which be was to pay certain sums
is looking over the Demlng country of money to his wife,
with a view to locating here. The writ was dismissed and the low- -
V. S. Hlllis and Dr. R. C. Hoffman er court sustained,
today received a telegram from C. D.I Pardons Issued by Governor.
Miller, stating that the state good Benito Segura, Frederico Segura
roads commission had set funds and Pedro Gutierrez of Fort Sumner,
aside up to $600 to match dollar for Guadalupe county were yesterday
the subscriptions for building doned from a Jail sentence and (lnes
the road trom the grade road a mile aggregating $200 which were received
north of Demlng direct to Carne, a for tne theft of $4.50 worth of aKalfa.
for Eddy county will convene Mon and weird.
Mrs. W. L Crockett read an Interestday with Judge John T. McClure pre
Mountainalr; G. 8. Black, Thoreau;
Vincente Chavez, Palma; S. W. Ham-
ilton, Estancla; H. C- - Keen, Estancla;
M. J. Aurnheimer,-,,uxton- B. W.
Means, Buxton; Mazarlta Sanchez, Los
Tanos; Francisca Alarld, Riddle; W.
S. Kirk, Estancla; Lura Cantwell.
Stanley; H. E. Byers, Belen; J. H.
Cantwell, Stanley; Pedro Gallegos y
Salazar, Stanley; J. B. Asbcroft, Ram- -
siding. The new District Attorney
time thereafter, violate this injunction
of secrecy, shall be subject to punish-
ment by the Court.
I charge you further that you can-
not be questioned for anything yon
may say or an" vote you may give In
the grand Jury relative to a matter le
ing paper on "Indian Art in the South-
west," and said; "Some Indian tribes
cessarily to evade. Communities too
often forget that, the functions of the
jury in its particular line of duty are
as high as the courts, and the honor
which comes to you in the proper per
. formance of that duty is as high as
can come to any man In the discharge
of any public duty be his sphere of
duty even the highest executive or
judicial station: I trust that as we
enter upon our work as a state our ci-
tizens shall learn to regard more and
more jury duty not aB a burden to be
evaded, but as an honor to be ceer-full- y
and proudly accepted. '
With these preliminary remarks up
' on our new political conditions and up-
on which this call to Jury duty con-- 1
K.- K. Scott will also be In attend-
ance. The docket Is the heaviest in
the history of the county. The civil
business especially shows a heavy
Increase. The coutr will take recessgally pending
before the Jury, except distance of 8 and miles. Since
the subscription money is forthcom-
ing, the committee In charge ot this
In issuing the pardon Governor W. C
McDonald reviewed the case and con-
cluded that the penalties Inflicted on
that should you testKy falsely before
make articles of pottery from clay
and others, construct household uten-
sils with great skill, such as baskets
of graceful shape."
Mrs. S, H. Sutherland spoke on
"The American Indian" and said:
"The most p.cturesque and pathetic
picture today Is that of the Indian and
ah; R. C. Buford, Ramah; F. C. Will-lam-
Ramah; Espiridon Olivas, Cuba:your (ellow Jurors you are, cf course, on Tuesday to give every one an op-portunity to vote at the local elec-
tions in the various towns. The Jur
E. R. Boettcher, Cherry vale; Frank C. road win nave at least at tneir the three men were "excessive and
disposal, quite sufficient to put this ' unreasonable and would work hard
as any other witness, subject to prose-
cution for perjury. i Williams, Wizard; J. A. Mlnner Farm- -
Important stretch of road 'n first class ship on the tax payers of the county.'lngton; Mary Seaman, Moriarty; Julia
Allen Smith, Otto; R. E. Pearsons,! niB W 'We 'ei we die. there is no The following committee appointedcondition.
Mrs. F. G. 8axby has joined her hus- -fers upon you, It becomes now my hope, by tbe state board of education is nowMoriarty; R. S. Ballbu, Moriarty; Jesduty to outline to you some of your
ors will report to the court Wednes-
day at 2 o'clock. The grand Jury will
have much business before it, many
offenders having been bound over
since last term. Among the cases to
be considered by the grand Jury is the
ease against W. A. Woods of Loving,
band here, coming from their homelDUBiiy employed revising and compll- -
I charge you further that an Indict-
ment cannot be found without the con-
currence of at least twelve (12) of
your number, and If such number do
not concur the charge must be dismis-
sed' from' youf consideratlon. Whta
an Indictment is found it is endorsed
powers, privileges and responsibilities sie Cantwell, Stanley1; J. B. Boom,
Wil-lar-
Graham S. StaCk, Tharon: L. W. at .uxnard, calir. Mr. saxny is g the school law of New Mexico:
ployed by the Demlng Ice and Elec- - County School Superintendent, Dr. M.
trie Co., as engineer to help In the ln-- nesmarias. Las Vegas: City School
Terrlll, Wagon Mound; Walter Kraul.
Mrs. S. J. Fennell spoke on Indian
current events and Btvowed and ex-
plained some Indian curios, among
which was a pelican robe and a won-
derful piece of Indian pottery from
Corralltos, Mex., which is 500 years
old. Mrs. W. H. Bartlett closed the
program with a recitation, "A Prayer
In this present public service. a
'' A4 distinguished from the petit Jury,'
which determines issues of fact, you
gentlemen constitute the Grand Jury,
which determines, among other thingB,
Santa Fe; Edward H. Weldon, Aztec;
Hugh Seaberg, Raton; David J. Jones,charged with murdering James W. stallatlon of their new machinery fori superintendent J. S. Hofer, Tucum-thei- r
new power and Ice plant. c&rl: Dr. M. D. Taylor, Aztec. The ex- -Donaldson. Mr. Woods has been ina tnte bill. Such endorsement mustbe signed by your foreman and the Bluewater; W. A. Williams, Venus; C.Jail since his arrest, being bound over Mrs. W. H. Wright is visiting her officio members of the committee are
without bond.whether a member of society shall or parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Hare, at state Superintendent Alvan N. White
shall not be tried for crime before such
W. Fisk, Moriarty; Celestlna Garcia,
Las Vegas; J. C. Garcia, Las Vegas;
Luisa Garcia, Las Vegas; Lewis Turdy,
Santa Rosa; Agaplto Mestas, Chamita;
Francisca Alarld, Riddle; J. A. Sando- -
for rain," after which a general disPetit Jury. To you on the one hand
is confined the protection of the com
names of the witness examined by you
must in all cases be inserted at the
foot of the indictment or endorsed
thereon before It 1b presented to the
Court. Such presentation to the
Court must be by your Foreman, in
their home in Webb City, Mo. and Governor W. C. McDonald. An- -
George W. Wright, of Harrlsonville,0ther meeting of the state board will
Mo., Is expected here In a short time be called for a conference when the
to Investigate Demlng a8 a location WOrk is completed and the code will
cussion on the Indian curios followed.
Questions were asked and answered
munity, in that upon you depends the
be laid before the legislature.
val, Galisteo; L. A. Mock, Moriarty; ,Dy Mrs. Bartlett, who explained the
J. W. Willis, Wlllard; Santiago. Vigil, meanlng of many of the decorations
Wagon Mound; S. W. Ball, East LasiaI1 of wn!ch w-- ra ,ymbollcal. El Pa- -
STRONG PLEA FOR
ABOLISHING "RED LIGHT."
J. B. Hammond, 8poke on the Curse
and Curs of the Social
Evil.
The men's meeting at the capltol
for a pump factory.
MrB. A. B. Carter, who has been vis-
iting her parents in Grand Rapids,
An opinion by the attorney general
states that under provisions of the
your presence, In open court, there to
be filed by the Clerk and remain In
his office as a public record.
vegas; Annur Moniguiiit:ry, uhiuuum; 80 nerai,j
presentment (or prosecution of of-
fenses against Federal law; to you,
on the other hand, Is given the protec-
tion of the good name of your (ellow
Citizens, In that you are to constitute
a barrier between him and an un-
founded or malicious prosecution. The
Mich., for several months, returned constitution, the state board is e
yesterday. Mr. and Mrs. Car- - thoriztd and empowered to adopt a
j. u. urignt. Hyer; . a. Aaay, mcin-tosh- ;
J. T. Kendall, Cuervo; 8. M,At the conclusion of these instruc
yesterday afternoon was largely at DULLNES8 FOLLOWS
ACTIVITY ON STOCK MARKET.
tions you will retire and inquire into
the matters cognlrable by you. Your
Mann, Mountainalr,
Opinion By Attorney General.tended by the
men of the city and
ter have moved onto the Swing place uniform system of text books for high
two miles west of town, Mr. Carter schools, and the board will meet Tuej-havin- g
leased a large acreage here day, April 30, 1912, (or purpose of re-(-
seeding to alfaHa. The Irrigation ceiving bids, and Superintendent
those of the legislature who did notForeman has already been appointed.
Upon retiring you will appoint one cf tT New Vork- - 2. Dullness foi. . r, . i xt mreturn to their homes to spend the
recess. John B. Hammond was the U wu""us """'' ""'let Mowed activity of the first hour on the White Is todny notifying high schoolplant consists of a 40 horse power enDear Sir I have received your
principal- speaker. State Representa
your number as Clerk, who will keep
minutes of your proceedings, but not
the votes or expressions o opinion of
gine and No. 6 pump.
Prof. E. L. Enloe of the Silver City
principals and all book publishers.
The department Is busily engaged in
arranging county institutes in every
stock market today. By midday prac-
tically all of an early rlBe was lost,
but before this Reading Union Pacific
tive W, H. Chrlsman presided and
Normal returned today from Alamo- -made stinging remarks about localthe individual members on any mat-
ter pending before you. and amalgamated copper had estab"red light" conditions, following the
grand jury system, which Is a most
ancient one, is In terms perpetuated
by our Federal Constitution. It 1b
provided by the Fifth Amendment
that in no courts or territory o( the
United States shall any person be
held to answer for a capital or other-
wise Infamous crime unless on a pre-
sentment or Indictment of a grand
Jury. You are summoned and em-
paneled to comply with this constitu-
tional guarantee. You are summoned
from the body of the whole State of
New Mexico In order that by ac
ter of the 23d lnst., and hasten to re-
ply. The Important question which
you ask 1b for my opinion as to wheth-
er the town of PortaleB, Incorporated
before the passage of the act which Is
printed as Chapter 117 of the Laws of
1909, has the power given by the eigh-
teenth subdivision of Section 2402 of
In concluding these Instructions I address of Mr. Hammond who is em-ployed by the World's Purity Federa-
tion with headquarters at La Crosse,
lished new records for the movement.
Later amalgamated copper and United
States steel began to feel the weight
of steady pressure, much of which
probably originated with the short In- -
need hardly add, gentlemen, that in
the performance of this high public
duty you must Ignore all questions of
Wisconsin. The Interest of the people
in the old-ne- problems of the social the Compiled Laws of 1897, to prohibitpersonality of partisanship, of politics.
the sale of intoxicating liquor wltbln terest. That element became more
the limits of the town. I entertain no aggressive on the theory that recent
Let your sole Inquiry be "Has there
been a violation of the law?" If you
evil was evinced by the running fire
of questions which Mr. Hammond an-
swered to the seeming satisfaction of
gordo where he delivered an address county, plans for which were consld-befor- e
the teachers association of ered at recent meeting,
that county last Saturday afternoon.! The department has taken up the
Prof. Enloe addressed the citizens ot matter of securing large delegations
Alamogordo Saturday evening on the' of educators to N. E. A. meeting,
of Civic Education. cago, July with the educational
W. J. Wamel states that the March director of New Mexico, Dr. W. E. Gan
flood waters of the Mimbres were o( rison, of Agriculture College. It
Incalculable value to the farmers un- - hoped arrangements will be made for
der the flood ditch of the Mtmbres lrge representation.
Valley Irrigation Company west of' The following list of persons was
Demlng. He savs that at no time drawn from the Jury box to constitute
Blnce the ditch was constructed has the grand Jury for the April term of
there been a thorough Irrigation as the United States district court within
and for the district of New Mexico toearly as March, and as a result of
this Irrigation the whole cultivated me' the ,edral ng in Santa
area has a thorough season, and the a next Monday:
doubt that that power still continues events Justified a reaction, particular--
in any towns except those incorporate ly in the metal stocks. An additionalthe questioners.His speech was apropos the bill ed under the act of 1909. The act of incentive (or selling United States
1909 repeals only Sections , 2476 to steel was found In the trade reports of
find that there has been such pre-
sent the violator by indictment even
though he be your warmest personal
friend. If, on the other hand, the evi-
dence does not justify a belief of guilt,
let no fact that he may happen to be
upon terms of personal emnlty with
2492 of the Compiled Laws, and by the last few days, which point to a
now before the legislature for the
closing by injunction the places of
vice and prostitution in all of the
cities of tbe state. The that repeal, the new act In no way
Im-
pairs the status, authority or power of
shrinkage of. operations for the cur
rent month. Of the railway ISBjes, Il
the towns already in existence."Red Light Injunction Law" has been
adopted both In Iowa and Nebraska As to the other question about who
either of you, cause you to deprive
him of tnat imperial consideration ot
his case, which the law Insures to
quaintance with local conditions you
may be In position to inform your
fellow Jurors of any violations of law
within your knowledge.
You are to Investigate offenses
against the laws of the United States,
that Is to say, the acts passed by Con-
gress sb distinguished from those
passed by our former Territorial Le-
gislature or our present State Legisla-
ture.
You are to Investigate offenses
against the elective franchise and the
civil rights of citizens, offenses against
the operations of the Government, of-- ,
tenses against neutrality, offenses
against the currency and coinage, of--
Is to issue retail liquor licenses, I amand the talk of Mr. Hammond, the au-thor of the law, yesterday afternoon
was In favor of Its adoption by the equally
clear that the- - legislation In
every citizen. Only by this course o(
grasB of the pasture land Is well start-- ! Ham"no Harrison, Anion v...,
ed. Mr. Wamel raised last year under D- - J' Rankln' Albuquerque; Ramon
this ditch 400 tons of maize and Martinez, La Cueva; Francisco Sando- -
sorghum and 600 tons of native hay, vaL R'vera! A. Elchwald, Cuba; W. W.
all of which was marketed for from le' J' Jordn' R??1e?1:
til . . Macarlo Gallegos, Mora; H. P.
Chapter 108 of the Laws of 1901 superlegislature of New Mexico. He point
linois Central was weakest with a de-
cline of three points.
Bonds were steady. Selling stopped
when prices of the Important stocks
had reached an average level of half
a point under yesterday's close. Litt-
le- recovery followed although there
was a renewal of the bidding up of
special stocks for general effect. Amer-
ican smelting also rose briskly and a
conduct can your conclusions, when
announced, be In truth, no less than ed out the failure of segregation, con
trol and regulation and made a pleaIn name, a "true bill." I trust and
sedes Section 4123 of the Compiled
Laws, so that It becomes a matter of
course for the county clerk to issue a
license upon the report of the applica-
tion to him by the assessor. I think,
that you will agree with me In this up
for the absolute prohibition of the sobelieve that your attention to the pub n.w putng7n cent WdX, 'and Vegas; W. J. Morgan. Rooseve,t;Sanchez Ocate; Jose O. Chavesotherwise repairing and strengthening P? Merced Montoya, Monticello;its ditches. Belen;cial, evil,lic business will be such as to furnishan example for those who will come n T n i in. LOnneu, iuiniu;few low priced specialties developedFLOOD CONDITION" AREafter you as grand Jurors during thetenses against the postal service, of-- on examination of Chapter 19 of the bles. Las Cruces; Wm. J. Doering, Car--strength. The market closed heavy. Hoffman and S. J. Smith are the dele- -fenses against foreign and inter-stat- history of New Mexico as a State. Laws of 1901, which relates only to rizozo; Susano Montoya, Las Vegas;llnimr on,l fnmln Hnpnooa Rv Sec. uwl W'vvn Ul Ule uay were ncoreu bo mr io uie guoa ruaus conven- - ..,,, . n Tok Rlnh.You may retire.
' " ' REPORTED IMPROVING,
Central Iowa, Missouri and Kansas Is
r lltlln 1UIIUI SUO xtlon called by Gov. McDonald to meltlon 7 of that act, it Is provided that!1'1 tne ,tt8t hour Unite(l state Lordsburg; Frank Lucero, Gibat Santa Fe April 3. Each civic or enB'I ARIZONA MEXICANS son; A. E. Macey, Dexter; Rafael ko--all applications for licenses shall be "eel. un' racmc, Keaaing ana
as required by Section 4156 of e" lB8Ue displayed marked weak- -
8aid to Be Out of Danger of
High sWter.
commerce, offenses against the laws
intended to administer the public
main, offenses against the bankruptcy
statutes, in short, offenses against any
and all Federal law.
It is hot deemed necessary at this
ganizatlon is entitled to five, however,PROTE8T JO GOVERNOR. and all mero. Mora; Ben Marlines, diuul-u-
,
organizations are appointing ,,.. n p. nnn.Des Moines, la., April 2. Blood conRay, Ariz. April 2. Two thousand the Compiled Laws of 1897, and thereis nothing In the whole chapter toMexicans attended a mass meeting Roswell; Thos. E. Owen, Folsom;
Al-
exander Gusdorf, Taos.show any Intention that Its provisions You will look a good while before
should not cover saloons and gaming you find a better medicine for coughs
delegates today, 5 being appointed by
the chamber of commerce, 5 by the
city council, and 5 by the board of
county commissioners. The Deming
delegation there will be, at least 20
ditions In Central Iowa were reported
to be greatly Improved earl ytoday.
The Des Moines river had dropped be-
low the stage and was still
time to point out In detail the provl- - here last, night to protest against the
slons of these several statutes. These, '.fan ''.pending in the Arizona legislature
however, will be presented to you by J that would exclude speak- - houses
In cities and towns as well as and colds than Chamberlain's Cough PROHIBITION ADVOCATE TO
RETURN TO CONGRESS.outside thereof. This act was adopted Remedy. It not only gives relief Itfulling.the United States Attorney in con-- . ing workmen from engaging in under- March 9, 1901, and Chapter 108 was cures. Try It when you have a coughnectlon with any matters wnicn may ground labor in this stte.. The major- - No Damage at Kansas City.Kansas City, Mo., April 2. Both adopted twelve days later, and by Sec- - or cold, and you are certain to betlon. 6 of the latter act, a new Section pleased with the prompt cure which
The publicity committee of the
chamber of commerce met this morn-
ing, and attended to considerable rou-
tine business. -
Mrs. R. M. Perry has resigned ber
the Missouri and Kansas rivers con-
tinued to rise here today but the gov 415fi created, and
as It takes the It will effect. For sale by all dealers,
place of the old section ot that num
ber it follows that this provides the PERSISTANT RUMORS OF
ILLNESS OF GENERAL GRANT
ernment weather forecaster said that
they would become stationary before
night and Soon afterwards would be-
gin to fall." There has been no dam
Richard P. Hobson Is at
Primaries Alabama for Under-
wood for President.
Birmingham, Ala.', April 2. Delayed
returns from yesterday's state Demo-
cratic primary election Indicate that
Congressman Richard P. Hobson of
the Sixth District and Congressman
William Richardson of the Eighth,
were re nominated. The contest for
exclusive method of applying for li-
censes and (or their issuance.
position as stenographer for District
Attorney James R. Wnddlll, Miss
being now employed in her
place.
. .. . . . .
1 uu 11UI irei rai, l""M Wn.hln,tnn n P A ni-l-t OThoroit. is the duty of the county clerk to
nQ offlolaI thfl w De. Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Wells returned
age except to flood the basements ot
a few buildings In the west bottoms
With back water from sewers.
ie a license 10 a ueiauii iu uu uuai- -
,.
..uhi. h limii. f iM partment of the reported Illness of today from El Paso where they have
become material at your present ses-- ny of the Mexlcana were born In Arl-sio-
" ' J zona and they denounced the proposed
In yo'jr deliberations It will be your treasure as being contrary to the pro-dut-
first to examine Into cases of par visions under which Mexico ceded
ties held by committing magistrates this section of country to the UnlteJ
to await your action. Where parties states. They sent a petition for mod-ar-
in custody their cases should so eratlon In the measure to Governor
tar as practicable, be first disposal of, and the legislature,
tn be followed by Investigation of , ,,
those under bond to the grand jury, wm.
t
L. Cooy, Prop., the Bee Hive
It will be your duty next to examine
..Drug Store, Nelhart, Mont., says the
into cases not heretofore considered Belt Canon running from Belt to Nel-b-
a committing magistrate, but j hart Ib the most picturesque spot in
which may come to your notice by all , Montana. He writes, "I
of outside parties or npo V mend Foley's Honey and Tar Com-th- e
oath of one of your number, based pound to all my customers and am
upon his personal knowledge. As to never disappointed. It gives the best
the latter I charge you that It Is- In results for coughs and coldi of any-term-s
provided by law that if any mem- - thing,,!, sell.': For sale by all drug-be- r
of the grand Jury knows or has' gists. ,v ..
Gpnern fsserlck D. Grant.rated town which has prohibited the Is close betweenWells will open a real estate office congrcssman-at-larg-MINNESOTA REPUBLICANS " ' u" u" 'nsry ul u- -carrying on of that business, but as to; here this week, the old firm of Patt- -this, I am not now prepared to exTURN PRIMARIES DOWN.
St. Paul, Minn., April 2. The pres
John W. Abercromble and V. B, At-
kins. In the second district, Congress-
man Dent defeated O. C. Wiley. The
Bence and the surgeon general's office
has not granted or recommended sick
in i. t . . ,
berg & Wells being dissolved.
idential preferrential primary plan
press a positive opinion.
As to the power of municipal
thorltleB conferred by Section 4 returned practically
tinanl- -
Don't be surprised if you have aniB'eLl , ,, '.,,.
was turned down at a meeting of the
Qlj. u ib It iuui, nuwvver, tutii lui
of the last, fortnight, rumors have been
to circulating here, coming from New attack of 'rheumatism this spring. mous """"" luChapter 115 of the Laws of 1905,State Republican Central Committee
here today. On a motion to table a Just rub the affected parts freely with delegates to support fong
m
Liniment and it will rwood for the presidential nomln-
-
which you make reference, that, relates York, General Grant's headquarters,
Only to the revocation o licenses for that ha li suffering from a serious
specified' reasons, but. If a ment of his throat. soon disappear. Sold by all dealers. atlon!, , .....
reSolutloB' for the plan, ' the ' vote
BtoddiiAye 28n.' Nay 7. Not voting 2.
w.Vf i '. '"' " ." ,:
,',itj... - '"""' '.''"
tiwrnmsmmsmitum
sold his water color "The Indian andTHURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1912.PACE E!X His Altar," the picture of the blauket-Date Muffins
A New Way of Using Dates
CURES
OLD SORES
I proportions, the end forming a music
alcove, was partitioned off witu bright
red tarluton draped with wreaths and
garlands of smllax in the colonial
ed Indian that has been hanging In the
Palace for aome weeks, for Ave hundBy Mrs. Janet McKeusie Hill, Editor of
red dollars to one of the officials of thestyle of decoration. Red shaded
lamps diffused a soft light over the irtah Comver Conniany. who was aPersonal Mention. Spanish orchestra dimly seen throughthe transparent screen. The orchestra
the Boston Cooking School jiiagazxne
The value of dates as a fowl is hardly
appreciated. They are wholesome,
nutritious, and when used In K C Date
Muffins, makt a recipe that is
by the entire family.
played Spanish and American airs
The dining room was a bower of
beauty and delight. The walls cover
ed with artistlo and beautiful china,
priceless heirlooms of colonial days';
It an old sore existed simply because ths Seah was diseased at that
particular spot, it would b an easy matter to apply some remedy dlreatly
to the plans that would kill the germs; or tha diseased flesh might be
removed by a surgloal operation and a ours effected. But the very fact
that old sores resist every form of local or external treatment, and even
return after being out away, shows that back of them is a morbid oausa
which must be removed before a cure oan result. Just as long as the
pollution continues in the blood, the uloer remains an open cesspool for the
deposit of impurities which the circulation throws off. S. S. S. oures Old Sores
by purifying the blood. It removes every truce of impurity and taint from
the circulation, and thus completely does away with the oause. When
S. S. S. has cleansed the blood, the sore begins to heal, and it is not a
surface ours, but the healing process begins at the bottom; soon the dis-
charge ceases, the inflammation leaves, and the place fills in with firm,
healthy flesh. Under the purifying and tonto effects of S. S. 8. the system
is built up, and those whose health has been impaired by the drain and
worry of an old sore will be doubly benefited by its use. Book on Sores
and Uloers and any mediool advice free to all who write.
TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1912.
U. 8. Commissioner Earl Scott is up
from Estuncla. ,
Mrs. Ralph C. Ely of Demlng, has
Joined her husband at the capital.
Arthur Ringland with the forest
service at Albuquerque, is at the Pal--
tor the San Exposition,
and Mrs. Pox, left the city last evening
for New Orleans.
M. C. de Baca, former state super
intendent of public Instruction, arriv-
ed in the capital from bis home in Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. A. B. Renehau, and Mrs.
visitor in the city.
Now that the spring weather is com-
ing Snnta Fe motorists are beginning
to enjoy the good roads from here to
Albuquerque again. Mrs. A. B. Ren-eha-
Mrs. James Sellginan and Mrs.
Francis C. Wilson went down to Albu-
querque Thursday In Mrs. Renehan'B
car aud are expected to return to-
day.
a a
Mrs. Clarence' Chase, MIbb Jouett
Fall, Senator A. B. Fall and Jack Fall
left Friday evening for El Paso. The
FallB are a delightful family Bnd have
so many friends in Santa Fe that we
hope they will build a summer home
ropes of smllax extending from the
center of the celling to the corners of
the table forming a canopy of crim-
son under which a perfectly appoint
ace. ed table was set, the precious china
and silver accentuated by crimson and.rrivrt w .raiine' Francis C. Wilson, wives of well
while carnations and greens, togetherknown Santa Fe attorneys, are visit-Riofrom bis home at Alcalde, Arriba,
ors In this city. Albuquerque Journal. forming an ensemble as elegant as tt
was attractive. The guests entered by
the main door and went out through
Attorney J H. Crist and J. 8. Can-- Mr. and Mrs. Powell Stackhouse
returned to their home in Carthage,Hoi.Hn have returned from a trip to
.,. N. M., today after visiting in here o that when It grows warm in
ni.tHM Attorney Charles W. 0. querque and Santa Washington they may come to the cool
n-.,- returned to Las Vegas this fore- - Herald.
the cosy little conservatory which was
decorated with flags, that give the key-
note to the color scheme, even the
"dulces" being red, white and blue
mints in star and flag form.
city In the mountains.Representative Cooney planned go--uoon
u'innid n Cobbett. the ranchman ing home to Mogollon this afternoon
ranchman ot Pojoaque, is a guest at
the Coronado.
Solomon Luna arrived in Albuquer-
que last night from Santa Fe. Albu-
querque Journal.
Mrs. Catron and Mrs. Lavan will
of Tesuque, is a guest at the Monte--
, but feared he could not get across the The placlta. a dream of starry New
una on account oi tuu uj apiuis, Mexico nights, had a display of flags
finv.mnr William J. Mills left the freshet. not be at home tomorrow, but will be
tne following Tuesday.
W. J. Doerlng, has gone to Santa
Fe. He has been Bummoned as a
member of the federal grand Jury,
which will convene at the state capi-
tal Monday. Carrlzozo News.
MIbb Eugenia Manderfleld, of Santa
Fe, who haa been visiting friends tn
this city, loft yesterday to spend the
week end at Los Lunas, with Mrs. So-
lomon' Luna. Albuquerque Journal.
S. B. Davis, Jr., United States at-
torney, arrived in the Capital last ev-
ening from his home in Las Vegas, for
the opening ot the United States court
af the Federal Building today. He is
city for his home in Las Vegas on a Mrs. H. W. Kelly, accompanied by
late train. fler daughter. Miss Helen Kelly, left
I C Data Mulllaa
d cup butter; K cup sugar;
I egg; 1 cup mitt; 2 cups Jiour; 3 level
teaspoonuls K C Ming J'owder;
teaspoOHjul salt; scant pound dates.
Cream the butter, add the suptr and
the egsr, beaten li(tlit. Sift toother
three times, the flour, baking powder
and salt; add these to the first mixture,
alternately with the milk; beat
thoroughly and add the dates, stoned
and cut in pieces. To bake, have a
slow oven nntil the muffins double in
bulk, then increase heat to bake and
brown quicklv. Muffins baked this way
will be light, appetizing and more
easily digested.
This is only one of the many appetiz-
ing recipes found in the K C Cook's
Book.
The wonderful K C Cook's Book Is
substantially bound and printed in nine
colors, contains ninety tested and easily-ma-
recipes by Mrs. Janet McKenie
Hill, of the world famous Boston Cook-
ing School Magazine.
You can secure a copy FREE bv send-
ing the colored certificate packed in
cans of K C Baking Powder to the
Jaquss Mho Co., Chicago.
Be sure to write name and address
plainly. 80
a
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Doran entertain-
ed at dinner Thursday evening as
celebration of Master Frank Green's
third birthday. Those who helped lit-
tle Frank to celebrate, besides Mr.
and Mra. Doran were Mr. and Mrs. H.
F, Clunn, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee, Mr.
and Mrs. Karl W. Green and Colonel
D. C. Collier.
t
One. would almost have believed that
of all nations with a large American
banner most conspicuous under the
strings of red, white and blue electric
bulbs suspended" from the corners of
the court. The thin crescent of the
rr T A. Wroth, the Albuquerque this afternoon on a trip to Kansas
Dr. and Mrs. E McQueen Gray of
Albuquerque, are In Santa Fe on their
return from Kansas City.
Earl Scott, the lumberman of Estan- -
City. Topeka, Chicago and otherphysician, returned to his home yes
new moon overhead, vases filled withpoints In the middle west. Las Vegas
ereens that also covered the shrub cla, Is a vlBltor In the Capital and Is
stopping at the Montezuma.bery, the distant strains of music,
and
Optic.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Peterson of Den-
ver have rented the residence of Mrs. It did not need much imagination to Francis C. Wilson, attorney for thethey were In a metropolis ThursdayMax Frost, 232 Palace nvenjf, for the conjure up visions of Andalusia. The
men passed to and fro over the placlta
to the smoking room from the museum
evening if they were at the theatre
and ill Santa Fe was there, I think.next two months. Mrs. Frost will visit
terday afternoon.
J. Smith Lea, of the state peniten-
tiary board, departed for his home In
Roswell yesterday.
Frank Ballard, the Roswell stock-
man and county clerk, left Santa Fe
for his home yesterday.
Martin McHugh, private secretary ot
Senator W. H. Andrews, came up from
Albuquerque yesterday.
Mrs. C. C. Chase, Miss Jouett Fall,!
Senator A. B. Fall and Jack Fall will!
leave the city tomorrow for El Paso.
for a time in Kansus City and other Kacame Sherry" was presented by a
eastern points. and the path became a well-wor- one
during the evening. apjjndid company and was enjoyed byFelix Martlnei, one of the unsuc-
cessful Democratic candidates for a The sumier served was a most ela
r.a audience that was as well dressed
as any city crowd. There were many
senatorial toga from New Mexico borate one. Mesdames Page and Holt
noured coffee: Clancy and Jaramillopassed through the city last night
served ices; McCoy and Dunleavy offrom Santa Fe on his way to El Paso.
small theatre parties and box parties.
In one of the boxes to the right one
saw Mrs. Gregory Page, Mrs. Vences-
lao Jaramillo, Mrs. Kate Hall, Mrs. C,
D. Miller. Mrs. W. G. Sargent, Mrs.
Ain.intninair. served punch in tneDr. F. L. Blackmar, the physician oi Albuquerqe Journal.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy museum, while the Misses Mayne, Fall,Espanola, arrived in the city last
eve--
son Davis of San Diego, Secretary and
Mrs. Antonio Lucero, Mr. and Mrs.
Venceslao Jaramillo, Dr. and Mrs. J.
M. Diaz, Mr." and Mrs. C. D. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert B. Holt, Mr. and
ai u,.nt, i .... no on.l fa Wr!
, l J lU. llnntatlllTIII rarroll McGlbbon and others served
Pueblo Indians arrived last night from a guest at the Palace.
Santa Fe. Albuquerque Herald. tr. George Currelly, curator of the
Rafael Romero, the merchant of Royal. Museum of Ottawa, Canada,
arrived in the city last evening rived In the city yesterday from his
and Is registered at the Montezuma. home In Toronto, Canada, and Is a
Holm 0. Buroum, of Socorro, was guest at. the Montezuma. Dr. Currelly
In the city for several hourB between will speak In the lecture room of the
trains last night. Albuquerque Jour-- , School of Archaeology in the Old Pal-na- l.
ace tonight on "The ExoduB of the
F. W. Schneider, of Chicago, re- - Hebrews."
turned to his home after visiting his Sheriff Mansker made a trip to
friend, Dr. F. S. Blackwell of Espan- - Santa Fe Saturday of last week with
0ja the prisoners who were sentenced
Reginald G. Cobbett, the TeBuque to the penitentiary. His pretty
ranchman, arrived in the city Satur- - daughter, Miss Helen, accompaniedhim for a few days' visit to friendsday and registered at the Montezu- - in the capital city. Clayton Citizen.
came' Attorney C. de Baca, of Las Ve-
in
State Senator Louis C. Ilfeld ln the city yesterday on hislast night from Santa Fe. and will .
way to Santa Rosa to attend thebo in Las Vegas several days-- Las
ct court- - wnlch convenes there to--Optic District Judge D. J. Leahyw pm, . oii unnwn mem. morrow,
ulng ana register t u.
.
left for Santa Fe this morning alter
punch in the dining room. A number
of Santa Fe ladles moved through the
C. H. roung, wjn " M" several days in Albuquerqjewell, srrlved in Santa Fe yes erday rf
F. Doepp, Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Page, rooms lntroaucmg strange. a .ofatternoon aim . - Bu. 8u Farah Uj. c,ancy wa
"To .. f an T.U. Colorado.! 'he co"118' 'he plaintiff. Dr. and Mrs. Edgar L Hewett, Mr. and
' other ana neiping guest a -
Th mnnv antiques, o.uMrs. Earl Iden, Mr. and Mrs. 0. L.
Owen, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Esslnger, books, autographs of men and
women
famous in history, of course, were the
admiration of every stranger and serv
Taos ""tee Clarence J. Roberts expects toCostilla,and C R Mascarenas of
move his family to Santa Fe this week
coumy. .re vUitmg Representative, er 1 me niay nearert i R Montoya
Felix' H. Lester, attorney and former
'his work, which now demands his con- -
Mr. and Mrs. Peterson, Mr. and Mrs
Fred Doepp, Mrs. Hugh M. Gage, and
Mrs. Herbert B. Holt. There was a
long line of machines and limousines
(the plural looks so much better)
along the brilliantly lighted street
waiting for the after-theatr- e crowd.
(Now doesn't that sound Just like a
city?)
a a
The members ot St. John's guild
held the final Lenten Bewlng gather-
ing at the home of Mrs. W. Y. Wal-
ton Wednesday. All work 1b finished
up for tbe Easter bazaar to be held
the Wednesday after Easter Sunday,
I n,n,nntnn n.lll. ha
Karl W. Green, Mr. and Mrs. Francis
ed as an onenlns: to many an interestC. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Clunn.
. f Aih.iniiornim. arrived n San-- , ''
" !"" ' "
uiajui i......., ... - . ing conversation among those who
met, perhaps, the first time, or learnedta Fe yesterday afternoon and regis
state supreme court. Raton Range.
Captain William Nelson, United
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee, Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin T. Dunlavy, Mr. and Mrs.
Lavert, Mr. and Mrs. Small, Mr. and
Presiding and District Attorney 0. W,ber of the s ute mounted police, cametered at the Palace. G. Ward representing the state asu..i,r. w rirk. secretary of the States army, with headquarters In
to know each other mucn oetter man
they had before they came, and that
after all. was the object of the hostMrs. Thomas Doran, Mr. and Mrs. Nor up
last night from Belen. Albuquer-
que Journal.
Duncan McGlllivray, of Santa Fe, ar- -and hostess who for many years havelrt nnaeinshlv in giving Santa e that
prosecuting attorney. Albuquerque
Journal.
Mrs. Robert P. Ervlen is expected
to arrive Saturday night from Santa
Fe with her brother, Howell Earnest,
who has Just been appointed travel- -
man L. King, Mrs. Carrie Otero, Mrs.
Clarence Chase, Miss Jouett Fall, Miss
Mary McFie, Miss Amelia McFie, Mis3
Ruth Laughlin, Lieutenant Governor
E. C. de Baca, Colonel Dobson, Ralpb
speM7n perfecting pl'a and mg'rtved -l night from tbe capital and
final arrangements. The tea will be will spend a few days here.-Al- bu-
Republican state central committee, Denver, came in this afternoon from
and assistant U. S. sttorney, left the Santa Fe to hold inspection of Com-cit-
for his home in Las Vegas lastjpany H, New Mexico National Guard,
evening. Iat the tonight. Las Vegas
Mrs. Wallace Hesselden. who has. Optic,
been a guest in the home of Judgej George R. Craig, city magistrate,
John R. McFie for the past two weeks who was at Santa Fe the past few
left the city yesterday for her home days, has returned to the city. He
social tone which has made the capi-
tal of New Mexico the surprise, de-
light and admiration of every cultured
visitor who tarried long enough to be
ot th. hnmo r,f Mr. Aninrin. querque journal.
Neblett left Silver Cityriiaves. Albunueroue Journal. - Judge ColinEly, Frank McCane, Theodore N. . auditor for the State. Mra. Er--
for Clovis to hold a special session ot - will spend severalvlen weeks In the
court for Judge McClure", and relievDinner for the School Boarwitnessed the making of two Senators
Espe, John R. McFie, Jr., E. E. Meier,
Frank Butt, Robert Butt, Paul Butt,
John A. Young, Conrad N. Hilton, John
Ervlen, Dr. Frederick A. Bishop and
city visiting her parents, Mr. and
MrB. John M. Earnest and her manying Judge E. C. Abbott who goes toIt is certainly an unusuai accom- -to represent New Mexico in the up-
per House of Congress at Washington. rlishment for nine pretty school girls Santa Fe to hear the Carrlzozo c0""" triends. Clayton Citizen.
in Albuquerque.
Miss Laura B. Martin, a public
of this city, left last night
for Santa Fe, where she will be en-
gaged In stenographic work for sever
al of the legislators for a few days.
Albuquerque Journal. to cook a delicious e dinner, ty seat case. j ceto Abeyta. who is contestingCharles A. Spiess return- -and serve It and act as charming Attorney 8f,natoria, Mat of Socorro county,
hostesses and yet that Is what the d last night from Santa Fe where occunied by Abelino Romero, ot
Dr. J. H. Wroth and son James, the
Junior and Senior girls of Miss Hut-'h- e had been several days on business. gan Marc,al paS8ed through the city
come acquainted.
The roast beef dinner given last eve-
ning by the ladies of St John's Meth-
odist Episcopal church, was well at-
tended and proved to be a most en-
joyable affair.
a
Mra. Prince's Tea.
To wander through a reception room
full of rarest treasures and valuable
antiques, to handle stone hatchets,
gaze at old masterpieces and read
documents signed hundreds of years
ago, and then to turn suddenly and
find an Indian with a blanket over his
head standing close beside you and
ias vegus upuc. ..,,,. hl. , hm- - tn Sncnr.
latter a prominent young mining en-
gineer, returned last night from a
brief trip to Santa Fe, where they wit-
nessed the scenes incident to the elec-
tion of two New Mexicans to the Unit
Jean Lujan.
The Clubs.
The Wallace Club will meet with
Miss MacGlbbon this atternoon. The
meeting will be devoted to business
and the election of ofllcers for the
coming year.
The Saturday Card Club will be en-
tertained by Mrs. 8. G. Cartwrlght
this afternoon. The guests of the
State Senator John S Clark came 8)ending several days at the
son s Domestic Science Class did when
they gave a dinner to the city school
board Thursday evening. The dinner lu Inst night on the Chicago Limited
Albuquerque Journal.
Mrs. Neill B. Field, Mrs. Nina Otero
Warren and Miss Anita Bergere, the
latter two of Santa Fe. left yesterday
for a severs, days" visit to Mrs. Solo-
mon Luna, at Los Lunas, where the
Lunas maintain a fine country resi-
dence. Albuauerqie Journal.
was given as a farewell to Senator from Santa Fe for a short visit withed States Senate. Albuquerque Her his family. Las VegaB Optic.ald.
capital, looking ai er his Interests.
Albuquerque Journal.
Mra, A. B. Renehan, ot Santa Fe,
motored down from the Capital city
Thursday, accompanied by Mrs. Jas.
Seligman and Mrs. Francis Wilson.
Dr. McQueen Gray, president of theMax Nordhaus of Las Vegas, is vis
T. B. Catron before his departure'
for Washington. Senator Catron has
been a faithful member of the school
board for many years and the girls
club are Mrs. Edward R. Wright and University of New Mexico at Albu-
querque, arrived ln Santa Fe last ev- -Mrs. J. A. Rolls.Winfleld H. Hogaboom, manager of wam nrniiH in ova thia rilnnpr In h R anlnv anA la a iriiaat nt thA PnlnnA.
iting his father-in-la- A. Staab. He
has Just returned from California with
his family, his health being completely
restored. He went to Lamy this after
watching every movement youveThe Thirteen Club will meet at thethe San Diego expositions depart-
ment of publicity and Jefferson Davis,
secretary to D. C. Collier, left the
honor. Edna Lutz, Clarlbel Fischer o. F. Murry and T. A. Johnson of Tne7 "fJ yesterday. Mrs Selig.
and May Bergere drew the short' the Santa Barbara Pole and Tie Com- - man was ue8t ot Mrs- - Ama4 Cna"
and acted hostesses, while ves and Mrg- - nehan and Mrs. Wll- -strawB as pany of Hodges Taos county are vis- -
noon to accompany Mrs. Nordhaus and
children who spent a day with rela
made is, to say the least, Btartllng.
Yet there he stood, silent, Ironical
and so that he frightened
our Kansas friends from the effete east
so badly that their hair curled. But
h was undisturbed although he was
city this morning for Phoenix, Arizona,
in the Interest of the exposition. Mr.
home of Mrs. Lavert on the south
side. Mrs, Thomas A. McCarthy, Mrs.
L. G. Collins and Mrs. Coggelshall
will be the guests of the club.
The Scribblers had a delightful frol-
ic Friday night at the home of Mr.
Hazel sanford, Anna Dorman ana ltol.g In tne city and guests at the BUU ",,c"tives iu Albuquerque, home to Las querque Journal.Miriam Cartwrlght were the waitresses Montezuma.John Fox, commissioner at large for
and Dorothy Hay ward, Dorothy Safford c F Judklns of Green Forest, Ar- -' Mrs. W. C. McDonald, wife of thethe big show, will leave for New Or
kansas, went to Estancia after spend- - governor of New Mexico, with herleans tonight.
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and Mrs. John W. Mayes. The pro-
gram consisted of several short
stories written by the Scribblers
and Lola Mlchaelson superintended
ln the kitchen.
Mr, and Mrs, Hersch Eentertaln at
Dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hersch were host
alone at a Lenten tea and In a crowd
of fashionably-dresse- d ladles; silent,
sarcastic and sphynx-lik- e he remained
but his ever moving eyes followed you
always for you see, they were work
E. L. Goft came up from Lamy last
Vegas.
Judge D. J. Leahy, who has been
sitting on the bench of the district
court for the past two weeks, in the
place of Judge E. C. Abbott, left the
city yesterday lor his home in Las Ve-
gas. Judge Abbott is expected back
from Clovis, where he has been hold-
ing court, next Monday.
Martin Romero, a farmer of Espan-
ola, is in the city trading with the lo
evening. which were read by Mrs. uerald Cas- -
Senator E. C. Crampton will go
ing a day In the Capital. Mr. Judklns daughters. Miss Frances McDona.U
is looking for land Investments in the and Mrs. A. J. Rolland, of Carrizozo,
Estancia Valley. are visiting Mrs. McDorald's doughter
L. Helfrich, auditor for the Wells Mrs. M. B. Parker, 601 upson avenue.
Fargo Express Company, with head-- It is not expected that Gov. McDonald
quarters in Albuquerque, arrived ln will be able to Join the family house
the city yesterday, and is stopping at Party.El Paso Herald,
(he Montezuma. ,
sidy and Miss Barton, songs by Mr. ed by a nice little mechanical device and hostess at a dinner
at their home on Washington avenue,home to Raton thia evening. ins'de his wooden head.Hall and Mrs. Hall, a monologue by
Miss Barton and en Indian dance byW. L Bishop, a prominent resident Thursday evening at 7 o'clock. TheThis frightful sensation occurred In
guests of honor were Judge and Mrs.the wonderful reception room of Mrsof Artesia, is a Santa Fe visitor.H. B. Roeder, of the Texas Oil Com-
pany, is a guest at the Montezuma.
L. Bradford Prince last Wednesday
cal merchants.
afternoon while she was giving a teaCharles Persans, a ranchman ofRepresentative A. S. Goodell was for the benefit of the Episcopal churcn
Juan Pino and two squaws from
that rivaled the famous danc-
ing by Madame Sherry the night be-
fore. After Mrs. Mayes had served a
delicious lunch, Mr, Hall led the com-
pany in singing rousing college songs.
Miss Laura Wood Is a new Scribbler.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayes' guests were
FERRY'Sbound for Silver City this afternoon. Stanley, is in the city on business. The dining room had been convertedAttorney John Morrow of Raton, a Attorney General Frank W. Clancy Into the most attractive of tea rooms,
returned from a business trip to The warm sunshine poured in upon theDemocratic leader is a Santa Fe vivItor. CE E? CGood gardeners I. n,uo inose wnofour or five small tables, where tea
and sandwiches, raspberry sherbertRepresentative R. H. Boulware leftfor his home at Silver City last even
Conrad Hilton and John A. Young,
members of the state legislature, will era and vegetables.
GoodJudge and Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Mr. and
Mrs. Addison Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Llew and cake were served by Mrs. Prince,
Juan Navarro a Mora county repre-
sentative ln the state legislature, ar-
rived last night from Santa Fe and
left this morning for his home ln Mo-
ra. Las Vegas Optic.
R. E. Twltchell, the solicitor for the
A. T. and 8. F. and well known
whose home Is ln Las Vegas,
arrived ln the city lst evening and Is
a t'uest at the Palace.
J. A. Young, a Wb.i known Gallup
attorney, member of the legislature,
was in Albuquerque last night on his
way to the Carbon Uty for a brief
stay. Alouquerque Journal.
tiowersanuvegetaDiescome
from eood seeds. We proMrs. Karroun, Mrs. Katine and Mrs.ing.Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Mar ellyn Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Cassl-
-
leave the Capital for Albuquerque to-
night from where they will return to duce gooa seeas tne imer--Laughlin. The beautiful room, tne
Edward A. Mann of Albuquerque and
Miss Bessie FeniB of Macon, Miss.,
who have been house-guest- a of Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Barth during the past week.
The e of the dining room
was red and white, red carnations
being used as the centerpiece. Those
present beside Mr. and Mrs. Hersch
were Judge and Mrs. E. A. Mann, Miss
Bessie Ferris, Governor W. C. Mc-
Donald, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Barth,
Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie and
Miss Mary McFie.
Albuquerque Alderman Indicted.
Alderman Henry Auge has been In-
dicted at Albuquerque on the charge
of tampering with water pipes to de-
fraud the Water Company.
Died of Appendicitis.
William Wade died at Albuquerque
of an attack of acute appendicitis. His
remains were taken to Little Rock,
ence is oovious. sawtinez left Santa Fe today for his home dy, Mr. and Mrs. B. Z. McCollough,Mrs. Oscar T. Toombs, Mrs. Brum- -their respective homes in San An unshlne and the groups of s everywhere.
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in Taos.
Harry W. Kelly of Las Vegas, mem
tonio and Gallup to spend the legisla-
tive recess. Fre an Bequest
sed women chatting cozily over their
s was touta-fal- t francais. One
wonders why some one doesn't open an
attractive on the Plaza. It
back, Mrs. Robert H. Boulware, Miss
Toombs, Miss Palm, Miss Harvey,
Miss MacGlbbon, Miss Barton, Miss
ber of the constitutional convention, Colonel D. C. Collier, president of D.M. FERRY A CO.is in town.
Felix Martinez, the Democratic lead.
the San a Exposition,
who has been here for the past three would Burely be profitable.
er, left Santa Fe for his home In El weeks laboring with the legislature,Paso yesterday. returns to San Diego tonight. The
Hickman, Miss Canny, Miss William-
son, Miss Laura Wood, Miss Clara
Mitchell Wood, Miss Laughlin, Judge
A. J. Abbott, P. E. Carter, J. G.
E. E. Meier, Harold MacGlbbon,
Eugene Harvey and H. G. Well.
In Honor of the Solons.
T0WI1Mr. and Mrs. Ellas Clark of Plaza
del Alcalde, RIo Arriba county, are 17AIITED-- A RIDER AGENTS district togood natured promoter of the big showhas won many friends during his stay
in Santa Fe and he takes with him the ft M TV.nam. ample Latest Model "Rannrer" bicycle furnished by ua, Our agents everywhere artfluking money fast. Writ for full particulars ami sieeial offtr at one.Santa
Fe visitors.
Squire Hartt, state senator from good will and best w ishes of everyone.Taos county, left the city today for More to the Colonel's liking perhaps Killarney roses, lustrously white,
fragrant, exquisite garlands of sml
his home in RanchOB de Taos.
Miss Estella Bergere Is visiting Mrs.
Edward Otero In Albuquerque.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett will leave Santa
Fe Sunday for San Diego to be away
a week. Dr. Hewett has charge of the
archaeological work for the San Diego
Exposition In 1015.
Mrs. W. C. McDonald and Miss
Frances McDonald left El Paso today
for Cnrrlzozo where they will spend a
week at their ranch, before returning
to Santa Fe.
Mrs. Edward A. Mann and children
and Miss Bessie Ferris have returned
to Albuquerque. They have been the
HunuNKX KKUlJlliuuumilyourecetveandnuproveofyourbicrcls. We shipto anyone, anywhere in Uie U . S. without a ctttt deposit in advance, Prepay frtirht andHow TKN DAYH' FItKK THIAL during which time you may ride the bicycle and
put It to any teat you wish. It you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to,
keep the bicycle shin ft b.irlc to us at our expense undyouwill net bt out on cent,
FACTORY PRICES W" furni,h, fi highest Bade bicycles it Is pouible to male
at one amall profit above actual factory cost. You aave tto
to jj middlemen's profits by buying direct of ua and have the manufacturer's guar
sBfitn a voiir hitiutla. Iltfk KllT III IV a n ;. f ...
Is the concrete expression of New
Mexico's interest in the exposition
H. P. Warnner, a civil engineer of
Arkansas, for Interment.
Emma Crollott After an Illness of
but a week, due to heart trouble, Em-
ma, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick R. Crollott, of
Albuquerq-ie- , died laHt night at the
family apartments.
8ult for Divorce,
William C. Beall filed suit for di
evlncc-- in the passage today of a reso
lution authorizing the selection of a
site on the exposition grounds for a
state building to contain the state's
t any Prict until you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard of factorfricet and rtmarkaoU ipecial ojftn to rider afrunts.
mWILL BE ASTONISHFII whp,ri you receive our (""(itul catalngnt andfldlUnidnCUitudy our superb models at the wonderfullyImPrtttt we can make you this year. We tell the highest grade, bicycles for less monefexhibit at the '11)15 celebration of the
opening of the Panama canal. vorce at Albuquerque, against Eva 0. niCVCm DKALKIIS. vou can nil our bicvclu undu v, ,,, W ..our Drlui. Order, filled the rlav rtreiveit.i mm i i ftm ooudibBeall to whom he was married in tKCOND HANI JUCVt l.KS. We do nnl renilarW lunula unnut k.-- J kl,t.. h,.Senator T, B. Catron, left Santa Fe TP, Miwlly have a number on hand taken In trade by our Chicago retail .tores. These we clear oilsrnmnt v at nrir.es ranirinfi frnm Kli In tttt nr Mill. t.,,.ln li... m.iU ithis afternoon for Washington, D. C,
slna-t- wimeli, iuipnrtod roller chulna and pedals, parti, reiw'lri miItUASICK-DIIHIlL- efluinraent ol all kind, at Mat Ihi tuial rtltU iriai.over the A. T. end S. F. The regimen
Albuquerque, Is a visitor In the city
and a guest at the Montezuma.
George A. Kaseman returned last
night from a brief trip to Santa Fe
and to Madrid. Albuquerque Herald.
W. D. Murray, the Silver City bank-
er, arrived in Santa Fe from his home
last evening and registered at the
Palace.
A. M. Bergere, well known insur-
ance man of Santa Ke, came down
yesterday for a brief visit. Albuquer-
que Journal.
J. F. Ortiz, the merchant of Ortiz
Colorado, arrived In the city last even-
ing from his home and is a guest at
the Montezuma.
John A. Fox, commissioner at large
Pittsburg, Pa., In 1904. Beall asks for
the custody of his five year old son.
8uspected of Selling Dope.
W. Y. Walton, an Albuquerque
lax, the most attractive and most
hospitable home in Santa Fe, as the
setting and background for a distin-
guished throng of guests that included
the highest officials of the state, the
legislators and the social leaders oi
the capital, such is an outline charac-
terization of the brilliant reception
given by and Mrs. L.
Bradford Prince on Monday evening
from eight to eleven o'clock. Dainty
invitations had been Issued to the
state officials, the members of the
legislature and a number of out ot
town people "to meet the members of
the legislature." In the receiving line
besides the host and hostess, wpre
Governor and Mrs. McDonald, Lieuten-
ant Governor E. C. de Baca nnd
Speaker R. L. Baca of the House. The
50 HEDGETHORN PUNCTURE-PROO- F 1 Utal band accompanied the popularsenator to the depot and with every
expression of affection and respect a
large number of Santa Feans wished
him a good Jovrncy.
(m
(10 4!SELF-HEALIN- G TIRES ItHSSUSSdruggist has been cited to appear
In
district court on Information filed by
the district attorney to testify as to
whether iie has been selling morphine,
cocaine nnd olher narcotics without
The regular retail trice of these tires ft
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac BartD
on Hillside Avenue since Monday.
Mrs. Charles W. Fairfield and lit-
tle daughter will go to Albuquerque
Sunday to spend a month with Mrs.
Fairfield's sister, krs. David Clark-so-
Mr. Kenneth Chapman of the School
of American Archaeology will leave
the first of the month for New York
City where he will study art for the
next six months.
a
The Fifteen Club met yesterday af-
ternoon at the residence of Mrs. Hap
roun with Mrs. Walter in the chair.
XY..W per pair, put to tutroaucs we will
8ATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1912.
Mr. and Mrs. Doran's Danes,
It is always a treat to dance at the
teltyouasamplepair tor$4,60cash with order$4.55),
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES
NAILS, Turk a or CIiibb will not lnt thlr outa Sixty thousand pairs sold Innt year.Over two hundred thousand pairs now in use.
Palace Hotel nnd the dance given by guests came early and slaved late, re- DEEORIPTIOMt Mudeinnll size. It U livelyHid iHsy i idiiif.veiydinnlilcnnd lined iiiniilc with
special duality of rubber, which never become;Mr. and Mrs. Paul Doran Inst Tues-- . luctant to leave so intereatlng and anl- -
allow. Ill . -porous and which closes ud stun II punctures withoutday evening proved no exception to mated a gathering amidst such attrac- - in iunoB uie cnitiK runner trnx
the formality of a prescription.
Bold Robbery at Albuquerque One
of the boldest robberlea ever commit-
ted in Albuquerque, and one which
took place In broad daylight, was that
shortly after 6 o'clock laBt. evening,
when the safe ln the feed store of
Otto Berger, 114 West Copper avenue,
wns broken into and a sum of money
ranging from $110 to S0 taken. Sev-
eral checks for small amounts ln the
Inner drawer of the safe were discard
lnglhevirtocrtcniw. We have hundred of letlcr from satis.The program consisted of Quotations,the rule. It was given In honor of Mr. tive surroundings. More than five fiedciistonierBBtfttiiifrtliRt their tircMhoveotily been pumped
liponeeortwieeliia wholeaennon. They weiull no more limnand Mrs. John R. Fox of San Diego hundred persons passed the receiving the tt and "D," alao rim strip "IIto prevent rlmiuttlntf. Thistire will outlast any other
mnka-NOF- T, ULANTIO mud
an ordinary fire, puncture rcufBtitiqiialltieabeinKgiveB
by several layers or thin, speclntly prepared fabric on tlif
trend. The regular price of theoe tires in per pair, but fur
a story entitled: "A Little Baby,'' by
Mrs. Boyle, and Current Events. The
next meeting will take place at (he
residence of Mm, Laughlin with Mrs.
Wellmer to preside.
Mr, Gerald Cassldy has Just finished
who have been guests at the Palace line to mingle also with tbe men who
for the past two weeks. A merry make the laws and execute them
crowd enjoyed Mr. and Mra. Doran's and to discuss with them informally
hospitality and danced until it was 'many a topic of public Interest. The
"early" to the fascinating Spanish! decorations of the house were In keep- - ed by the burglars, these being found
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F,
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inW
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 76 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
music of the Ramirez orchestra. The ins: with Its snaclousness and unlnue a striking water color or A uoe
politicians wandered in from the lobby arrangement. In the drawing room . Chela,' olherwlse known as Juan I'lno,
the rider of only $4.80 per pair. All orders shipped same dnjr letter Is received. We ship C. O. TV 0H1
approval. Yoti do not pay acent uiitll yon have examined and found them strictly as repreaented..We will allow a ran 11 discount of 3 per cent (thereby maklnR the price 4.5ft per pair) if you
end FU1,L JAM 1 WITH OKDKlt and enclose thli advertisement. You run no risk fa
ending us an order as the tires may be returned at Oil It expense if for any reason they arai
tiotsatSsfaciory on examltiuLlou, We are perfectly reliable and money sent to ua is as safe as in ft,bat.k. If you order a pair of these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faater.l
wear better, last longer and look finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We.know that you will be so well p leaned tliat when you wnnt a bicycle you will give us your ortUt,!We want you to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable (Ire offer,fit tLitren TfOrC ot,lt kuyauy kind at any price until yousend for a pair of,ir WMJU WttmMLMM f fflJCO Hedge thorn Puncture-Proo- f tires on approval and trial atthe special introductory price quoted above; or write for our biff Tire and Hundry Catalogue whicadescrllessud quotes all makes and kinds of tlreaat about half the usual prices.
and were an Interested audience. In were the perfectly modeled, white
fact the politicians were In great de-- roses of Killarney. The mantel piece
mand for that was the evening before was draped with garlands of smllax,
the election, you remember, and which also hung ln graceful fronds
every one was talking politics and over window curtains, as well as from
guessing who would be elected tho the arches which formed the entrance
next day. Those invited by Mr. and to the drawing room, library and
on the floor under the safe.
MONDAY, APRIL 1, 1912.
Alexander GiiBdorf of Taos rs regis-
tered at the Palace.
J. W. Collier, the mounted police-
man, lias returned to Stinta Fe.
MIbb W. Murtln, the stenographer
of Albuq.ierque, returned to her home
Saturday.
Mrs. Cosme Horpera, wife of the
present Governor of Tesuque. This
was made for exhibition at the annual
spring exhibition of the American
Water Color Society to be held ln New
York City next month. The picture Is
now hanging In the gallery at the
Palace of the Governors, where It will
remain another week before it is sent
mg mgT MAfAtT but write us a postal totiay. mi nui think of huyinh a hfryciQV3 nUi wrlff or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new aud wonderful
;J. L MEAD CYCLE COMPANY. CHICAGO, ILLjMrs. Doran were Mr. and Mrs. John museum, and from the chandeliers. InFox, Colonel D. C. Collier and Joffer- - the museum, a room of magnificent to New York. Mr. Cassldy recently
r
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BROOKES BELIEVES
Politics and Politicians
INTERVENTION INEVITABLE.
But Thus Far e Mexico National
Guard Has Received no Orders
From Washington.
X CARL8BAD GOES DRY.
At the Prohibition primary S
The report that the New Mexico
National Guard was being Inspected
as a preliminary to service on the
Mexican border was denied today by
Adjutant General Brookes. When
asked about the Associated Press re
do, but political expediency called for
the withdrawal of both Mr. Andrews
and Judge Mills from the race and
like good and loyal Republicans the
yielded to the requirements of the
case Socorro Chieftain.
held by the Democrats at
port that the Colorado National Guard
.
.
: 'ti J
:'-
V-
-
Carlsbad on Friday, the town
X went dry by a two to one vote
X In a total vote of 225. X
SSXXSXXXSXXXX
a
Candidate for City Clerk.
The Republican! of East Las Vegas
' x : $
'A r 4i '
I was being held in readiness tor ser--
Clty Ticket at Tucumcari. j vice on th holder be said:
At a mass meeting of representative1 ,"? ,have re&i varlou' dispatches
citizens, held at the court house n'withln the laBt weeks of Ilk import,
Tucumcari, an independent city ticket but do not thlnK tnat dlrect order orhave substituted J. B. Floyd for Chas
Tumrae as candidate for city clerk.
Clovli Has Citizens' Ticket
At a citizens' meeting at Clovls, C
was placed in the field for the elec- - lmPleu Possibility of such orders
Hon AJrll 2. W. B. Rector, a Tucum-- ' hava emlnated from the War Depart-ca- rl
business man, was named for me"t. The Inspection which has Just
mayor by acclamation, as was also Deen finished Is an annual one, but
S. C. Compton for city clerk. Herman coming Just at this time it has causedP. Downing was nominated for city
clerk, and Joseph Sellers, E. W. Mears Gerhardt was nominated for city
mucn comment.
treusurer. Four aldermen were named "I have contended for some time
as follows: First ward. C. C. Chap- - tiat intervention is coming and I feeland G. W. Singleton for aldermen.9
Solomon Luna is the only example
that It Is looming up on the horizon
larger and larger."
Speaking of the annual Joint en-
campment General Brookes said: "The
possibility of an encampment grows
man; second ward, J. B. Taylor; third
ward, Jnmes Conwell; fourth ward,
W. H. RobertB.
A Good Selection.
New Mexico may now be said to
iff ' known In history of a man who re-fused a toga seriously and not In aRooseveltlan ' sens. Sierra Free!
Press.
be a full fledged state of the Union,
by being fully organized, with State
officials, a state legislature in session,
two members in the House of Repre- -
smaller as the time approaches. Gen-
eral Potts Informs me that the only
regulars available for work with the
militia of this state are at El Paso
and that If the situation does not
greatly improve they cannot be de- -
tached for any purpose."
Portales Prohibitionists.
The Prohibitionists t Portales
have nominated the following ticket:
I
(
I 0. W. Carr, mayor; G. V. Johnson,' sentatives and two Benators. Hons.Isaac Corn, A. B. Austin and Graham Albert B. Fall and Thomas B. Catron
Bryant, town trustees. I who were elected at a Joint session of
i
SENATOR CHARLES J. LAUGHREN,Who Represents Luna, Grant, Sierra and Socorro Counties
' ' Mexico Legislature.
In the New ROBERT F. LOVE,Who Represents Eddy County in Legislature.
Indicating a letter of recent date
from the war department General
Brookes continued: "By this letter
you see that men from the United
States army will not be detached for
the national rifle match, a contest is
Pyramid County Again.
John T. McCabe started for Santa
Fe as soon as the senators were elec-
ted, to look the ground over, and see XSXXSXXXXnSXXXS , where he attended public school andSXXStXXXXXXXSXXX ness with greater courage or clearer what the prospects were for new Age 41 years.X Age 51 years.
the House and Senate at Santa Fe
Wednesday; these two senators are
both well versed in the conditions in
New Mexico and will prove to be very
efficient and valuable not only to the
Republican party by whom they were
elected but to the people of our state.
Now that New Mexico has attained
equal rights with her sister states of
the Union, we shall be able with the
efforts of our four able Represent a- -(Ivaa In thu fnn twar,a nl
X vision than does the senator from the countiea with this leeislature. West- X worked for a living at the same time.X From 1890 to 1896 he worked as cow--
boy on the Texas-Ne- Mexico bonmi.
X thirteenth district. He has always em Liberal.X been a man of large affairs and even
X small things In his hands grow to People's Ticket at Artesia.X large proportions. His faith in the A People's ticket was placed inV possibilities of the Mimbres vallev and the field at Artesia with J. D. H. Heed
quite an event In army circles and is
looked forward to and prepared for
with greatest Interest and care.
"The sending of arms into Mexico
from this government for use of
Americans will place this country in
a position where only Intervention Is
possible In case of a clash. Undoubt-
edly, the Americans in Mexico City
will be more apt to resent Insult or
Injury if they have arms and this at-
titude of Americans will not have
a tendency to preserve the peace."
ary and also engaged In the cattle
business for himself. The latter yearhe moved to Stanton, Texas, where
he took as wife, Miss Tlllie Glass-
cock, daughter of Judge and Mrs.
Glasscock of Stanton, Texas.
Love was hide and animal insDeo
X Born in Canada.
X Educated at Cleveland, Ohio.
X In business in Michigan.
X Mining In Colorado.
X Located in Silver City in
X 1900.
X
,
Located at Deming In 1909.
X In real estate business.
X Married. Has one daughter.
X Represents the largest dis- -
X trict In Legislature.
their early development and his seal tor town treasurer and William Wise, gta(e8 t0 0Dtaln many much deslredX
X better- -i,. , . p.i. ..j rw vipi. . ,t appropriations for the public
Born near Palo Pinto, Texas.
Attended public school earn-
ing his own way at the same
time.
Worked as cowboy for six
years on Texas-Ne- Mexico
line.
In cattle business.
Hide and cattle Inspector
and deputy sheriff in Martin
County, Texas.
Deputy Assessor, Deputy
Sheriff In Eddy county.
Mercantile business at
Mason, Odd Fellow.
Married. Has five children.
X smallest county in New Mexico one trustees. I " ",,,, commercially. I TSI and welfare of its c tizens.TrlhunnHis enthusiasm, which is contagious, Democrats Saved Fly Arliona: len
X
X
fialoona. In conclusion, the General remarkedRv noaain? m
.ir.i.i.t m. I For Delegate to Baltimore.
has inspired a like zeal in his fellow
townsmen until Deming has grown
X tor of Martin County for four yearn.
Xjln 1900, he moved back to New Mex-X-iico bringing his cattle with him. He
X became deputy assessor under John
X O. McKeen, serving for four years,
X and for two years under John Emer--
Bon. He was deputy sheriff for
years under Sheriff Cicero Staw.
from a quiet little hamlet to a thriv the Democratic state legislature of i Eddy county Democrats will present ,hat
tnB Snvernroent Indicated in its
Arizona, kept fifty saloons from going the name of M. C. Stewart to the statu communications and orders that It ex--
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Hon. Charles J. Laughren, represent-
ing Luna, Grant, Sierra and Socorro
Counties in the first senate of the
State of New Mexico, was born at
River Beaudette, Canada, November
13, 1860. He was educated at Cleve-
land, Ohio, having come to the United
out of business at Renson and Tnr, convention at Clovls as one of the ikiuui auu mat me New
son which would have had to close un- - delegates from New Mexico to the na- -
ing and prosperous city. It is Just
such men as Senator Charles J.
Laughren who are making New Mex-
ico worthy of statehood.
Mr. Laughren was married to Ella
Mexico militia could do no less than
prepare for the coming crisis and
await the issue.
der the law prohibiting saloons within . tional convention at Baltimore.
six miles of railroad construction
XXXXXXXXXXXXSX
j Robert F. Love was born near the
I town of Palo Pinto, Texas, in 1870,
l and two years later his parents took
I him with them to Stephens county,
art and James Christopher. In 190J,he engaged In the mercantile business
at Lovington. Mr. Love is a Mason
and an Odd Fellow. He has five
children. '
States with his parents when a small camps. Beewarel
child. Mr. Laughren began his career A' AM"8 ' Atkinson, Michigan on
in northern Michigan in isss in M,-- September 25, 1894. The union has Proeresslve! what a bird nf a wordTwo Tickets at Las Cruces. thou art! under thy nestlesstate he lived until 1894, when he loca- - been ble8t wlth one ch"d- - 4 aa"Bhter,
i-
-j j . ... KathllHne- - Their hnmA la nnn nt thfl At Las Cruces, a Citizens' ticket the hasbeens and cant bees and would- -ieo m uoiorauo ana engagea in min- - : , , - mm nosed of n M. Adair, W. B. bees of all parties. Take heed to thy- -ing with marked success. In 1900 Mr. "appiesi ana most enjoyaoie in a com- - ,,,.. t - . : i NOT A DAY WITHOUTSUNSHINE IN MARCH.
INDUSTRIAL STOCK 8 STRONG
ON WALL STREET.
FORMER NEW MEXICO
PUBLISHER IS DEAD.
Robert Forrester Hardy, former
owner of the New Mexico Stockgrower
and a Denver merchant, died at his
home at 1025 East Eighteenth avenue,
Denver, after a brief illness of Brlght's
disease. He was 94 years old. Hary
went to Denver In 1895 from Las Ve- -
, self, for thou mayest get stung.Laughren came to Silver City, New "unit, of homes. Mr. Laughren has May Thdo7Rouaul 'and
Vincent
Jse Gon
B.
Mexico, where he pursued the same never bee" acv Politically hereto- - ttaion nange,but lale " the field as well as a Dem-fore, we prophecy that the value
' "u ucveiuijcu a large in- - . .7. . . . tleVot rnmM..J nf P I. 8hould be Settled This Week.
It is hoped that the legislature willdustry
In that prosperous community. 01 ws service oe recognized Dy " " and W.w ta.In 1907 he began to dispose of his d that draughts ryD....V,, a . w 1 be made UDon his time and abill- - "' onman. Will Jacoby, H. Pax-- i ouieklv comDlete its work of selecting Ka, N. M, and established the Co-o-
ton, M. H. Navares and E. Chaves, for , united States Senators for New Mex- - eratlve Mercantile company at 1621
Greatest Range In Temperature Leu Railroads Also Made Moderate 8how-Tha- n
30 Degrees Wind Aver- - ing and Reading Went Up
aged Less Than 9 Miles. to 164.
' New York, April 1. A resumption
March was colder and wetter than of activity in the Industrials strengtn-th- e
average. It was also one of the ened the entire list today on the stock
cloudiest months on record in San'a market. Before noon, Amalgamated
Fe. There were only three days with Copper, Union Pacific and Reading
100 per cent of Bunshine. On the oth- - were selling at best prices of the
er hand, there was not a day that did movement.
town trustees. Ico. Most any of the men named Wazee street. He was for Beveral
would fill the position with credit, years the owner of the official
Larrazolo. Catron. Luna growers' masazlne In New Upi inn
unuiufi luicicniD in Oliver ttuu tu
Invest in real estate In and about the tles throughout the coming years,
village of Deming in Luna County, to Postmasters Commissioned,
which thriving city he removed in Announcement Is made In the post
1909, since which time he has been office bulletin of the appointment o'.
one of the most Influential factors in Mary Crawford as postmaster at Ms-it- s
new birth and development. No fcilla Park and of l.ovck P, Taffinder
Andrews.
mere are many w no mougnc ana or Mi, wiu ,j0- - The Important thing became ill less than a week ago. Hebum think that Mr. Andrews could do i, to elect two and to have done with was thought to have almost entirely
man In New Mexico engages in busi-- at Texaco.
... p.u.uui.uu ul ui. iuwr It men get aown to worn ana try recovered Saturday and died after be-- "ol n8Y Bl leRt len P" cent 01 un- - Tne movement in the coppers em
rests of New Mexico in the senate and give a dollar's worth of service of ing seriously 111 but a few minutes. He ,hin8, The averase for the month braced Utah, Anaconda and Tennesthan any other of the candidates could a dollar in pay. Santa Rosa Sun. Is survived by his widow. v.aB 58 per cent, which is higher than see Coppers, all of which were up 1
in soma of the sunniest months on the to 2 points, with a gain of 2 inEXPERIMENTING WITH CASSAVA installed and Is already on the ground.
ROOTS IN MIMBRES VALLEY. Porcher screen will be used. The
.pump will be operated by a 35 h. p.
sea coast, but for Santa Fe it is far American Smelting. St. Paul was
below the average. There were 14 conspicuously strong, while American
days that had at least .01 of an Inch Sugar rose 1 Bonds were steady,
of precipitation, although the total The railroad stocks made only a
for the month was leBs than two moderate showing in the advance In
Ely & Dymond Get Contract for Drill.
Ing Water Works Well In
Windmill City.
general electric motor. This plant
will be completed within the next two
months.
J. H. Crosby and family, of Anthony,
Inches, or to be exact 1.85 Inches, the prices today. Speculative interest
total snowfall being six Inches. Since converged on the copper issues. Amal- -
New Year, the accumulated excess of gamated Copper showed a gain of
Deming, N. M March 30. W. T.
Manghum has received from his old
home in Mississippi some cassava
N. M., have moved to Deming and
are now occupying the Pennington
place a mile northwest of town. Mr. precipitation
has been .09 of an Inch; three points. Coal stocks reflected Ut--
for March the excess was 1.12 inches, tie uneasiness over the suspension ofCrosby hag purchased 480 acres of land
since his arrival here, and several cltv There were five cloudy days; 19 part-
- work In the bard coal region.
ly cloudy days and seven clear days. The market closed firm. Reading
The greatest precipitation for any 21 spurted up to 164, and other stocks
roots which he proposes to experiment
with in the Mim.bres valley. Mr. Man-
ghum states that he Is satisfied that
this magnificent root crop will do
well in this valley. The cassava grows
lots. The acreage property which hej
purchased lies In Lewis Flat.
Miss Gladys Slnkum has resigned '
consecutive hours was .65 of an inch, stiffened somewhat. Selling orders
The mean atmospheric pressure was then made their appearance andluxuriantly in the south. It Is a
shrub or plant and 29.89; the highest 30.21 on March 24; prices gave way, but the decline was
grows to a height of five or six feet, the lowest 29.49 on March 13. The checked before It made much head-bighe-
temperature was 58 degrees way.
her position with the Palace Drug;
Store on account of the illness of her
mother. They have gone to EL Paso.
Miss Laura Hon Is now filling the po- -
sltion which Miss Slnkum resigned.
J. G. Cooper, a banker of Water
The leaves are palmately divided and
are of a color. The on March 18; the lowest 20 degrees
on March 22: the greatest dally range
was 29 degrees on March 18 and theValley, Texas, Is in Deming with a
stalk and branches contain a pith and
externally have nodes, or eyes, from
which the next crop of plants are
raised. They are kept housed or
view tn lnrntlnir least range 9 degrees on March 19.Since New Year, there has been a deE. F. DuCbarmes oi El Paso, Is here ficiency In temperature of 96 deon business. grees
For rheumatism you will find noth-
ing better than Chamberlain's Lini-
ment. Try it and see how quickly ft
gives relief. For sale by all dealers.
DIXON AND OSBORNE
KEEP STIFF UPPER LIP.
New York, April 1. Senator Joseph
M. Dixon, head of the Roosevelt na-
tional committee, reached New York
John McCabe, of Lordsburg, was In The prevailing direction of the wind
as from the southwest with a total
burled through the winter months. In
the spring the stalks are cut into
pieces about four inches long, and
then are planted, one or two In a hill,
four feet apart, like corn or potatoes.!
The severest and most thorough!
Deming on business yesterday after-
noon. He left last night for Santa Fe,
N. M. movement of 6,481 miles; an averagehourly velocity of 8.7 miles and aHerb McGrath, sheriff of Grant coun maximum of forty miles an hour from
.V. anhn,A(,t nn Ua,.h 11 1?VA
today on his way to Vermont and Is-thunderstorms were noted during thei sued a statement claiming the state
tests have been made from time to
time In various places and compara-
tive ways, and it has been proven that
cassava-fe- pork can be made for
about one cent per pound from the
pig to the packing house, and beef at
month. The mean relative humidity
was 50 per cent, at 6 a. m. The mean
maximum temperature 47.5 degrees
ty, and deputies returned today from
Santa Fe and Las Vegas where they
went to take prisoners to the peniten-- j
tlary and insane asylum.
Mrs. M. C. Smith, of New Orleans,
La., is here visiting her husband, who
Is improving land In this vicinity. As
Boon as the children are through
school In May, Mrs. Smith and family
will become permanent residents of
Deming.
and the mean minimum 27.8 degreesone and one-hal- f cents per pound,
for Roosevelt.
Osborne Still With Roosevelt.
New York, April 1. The Roosevelt
city committee today received a tele-
gram from Governor Osborne of Mich-
igan, In which the governor denied re-
ports that he had deserted Colonel
Roosevelt,
from the calf to the slaughter pen.
Chickens, ducks and turkeys when fat-
tened on cassava, gain as much In
OTHER WESTERN 8TATES
FILE RAILROAD BRIEFS.
three weeks as If fed on corn four
C. L. Parsons, Sec'y. and Treas. ofGOOD NEW8.
Join Governor Harmon In Insisting on
Right to Regulate Passenger
Rates.
Washington, D. C, April 1. Briefs,
the C. H. Ward Drug Co., Pasadena,
Calif., writes: "We have Bold and
recommended Foley's Honey and Tar
weeks. The reason is that cassava,
being so nearly predlgested, 1b assimi-
lated and goes into the fattening pro-
cess at once, while it takes corn,
wheat or oats longer to change Into fat.
The root, which Is the part used for
food, grows out from the stalk and
spreads near the surface of the
ground. These roots attain a size of
similar to that presented by Governor
Compound for years. We believe ItHarmon were filed by permission 01
Many Santa Fs Readers Hava Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
"Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of bad hactc sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad to learn that
prompt relief Is within their reach.
the court by the attorney generals of to be one of the most efficient expec-Sout- h
Dakota, North Dakota, Iowa, torants on the market. Containing
Kansas, Alabama, and Oklahoma, and no opiates or narcotics it can be given
hv th railroad immllon In Ne. freely to children. Enough of thisfrom one to three Inches In diameter,
and from one to three feet long, one
hill when matured weighing from ten braska, Iowa, Kansas,
South and remedy can be taken to relieve a cold
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Missouri as it has no nauseating results and
and Texas. Each state will be affect does not interfere with digestion.'
ed by the decision. For hy all druggists.
to thirty pounds. One acre of cassava
is equal to four acres of corn for fat
ARTHUR 8. GOODELL,
Who Represents Grant County In the House.
Many a lame, weak and aching back
is bad no more, thanks to Doan's
Kidney pills. Our citizens are tell-
ing the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy, Here
Is an example worth reading:
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The Bplen-di- d
results I obtained from the use
of Doan's Kidney Pills several years
ago has been permanent and for that
reason, my confidence In them has
Increased. ! suffered from a dull.
hrvy ache In the small of my back
XXXXXXXXSXJSS tional Bank. Mr. Goodell Is a stal
wart Republican, and that be was
sent to the legislature from a lmo
tening purposes, and the same ratio
applies to the manufacture of starch,
as compared to corn or potatoes.
M. L. McBride has Just received a
forty horse power gasoline engine
which he will use In operating a pump-
ing plant on his desert claim six
miles Bouth of Deming.
Messrs. Ely & Dymond have been
awarded a contract for Installing the
new water works well. They have sub-
let the contract for the boring of the
well to Messrs. Sldey and Childs, who
began the same this morning. The
HAPPY THO MARRIED?
There are unhappy married lives, but a large percentage of these unhappy
homes are due to the iilnew of the wife, mothor or daughter. The feelings of
nervousness, the befogged mind, the the pale and wrinkled face, hallow
and circled eyes, result most often from those disorders peculiar to women. For
the woman to be happy and g she must naturally have good health,
bragging-dow- n feelings, hysteria, or constantly returning pains end
chet are too great a drain upon a woman's vitality and strength. Dr. Pierce s
Favorite Prescription restores weak and sick women to sound health by regu-
lating and correcting the looal disorders which are generally responsible for tho
above distressing symptoms.
cratlc county, speaks volumes for his
popularity, reputation and character.
He served as sheriff of Grant county
from 1901 to 1903; was treasurer ofand was subject to headaches and x
dizzy spells. I always felt tired, had
Age, 64 years. X
Born In New Hampshire. X
Publlo schools end Thodford X
Hill Academy. X
Engaged In farming. X
Came to New Mexico 28 X
years ago. x
Located In Grant county. X
Stock raiser, livery business, X
wholesale hay and grain house; X
banker. x
Sheriff, treasurer and collec- - X
tor, mayor of Sliver City. X
Mason, Shrluer, Elk, x
Married, X
no ambition and was in poor health
when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills.
ico. He was born February 14, 1S6,',
at Lyme, Grafton county, New Hamp-shlre-
the son of John and Ma'ia
(Covell) Goodell. He was educated
In tho district schools of Qrnftoil
county and at Thedford Hill Academy
at Thedford Hill, Vermont. He work-
ed on a farm until he left for New
Mexico where he arrived in June
1883, locating In Grant county where
he went into the cattle business, lo-
cating on a ranch on the Gila river.
In 1K91 he established a livery static
at Silver City which he conducted suc-
cessfully until 1905. He Invested In
a wholesale hay and grain establish-
ment which he still owns. In 183i: he
married Miss May Caddis, a native of
Louisiana, a teacher In the public
t.n.1 H.nl t O. J. ..I
Grant county from 1905 to 1907;
mayor of Silver City from 1900 to
1907. He is a Mnson, Shrlner and au
Elk. In Santa Fe, he has made nwny
friendB, and In the House Is serving
on many important committees.
well la to be 24 Inches in diameter II did not take them long to cure
through the first stratum, 22 Inches me, and from that day to this, I hava
through the second and 20 inches willingly confirmed ihe public state- - C2fthrough the third. It Is proposed that ment I gave In January, 1907. tell'Doan'sIng of my experience with
"I lufforcd swattr for ft number of yours and ror the part three
yenm was ao bad that life wai a misery to me," writea Mrs. B. F.
at Utlcn. Ohio, Route 4. "The doctora told me I would hayo to
iro to a hoapltal before I would vur be bettor. A yoar airo this winter
and slirliiK 1 was worio thnn ever before. At each period Buffered lilio
one In torment, i am the mothor of alx children. I waa ao bad for
Ave monihs that I know aomethinir mint be done, eo I wrote to Dr. K. v.
Pierce, tolling- him aa nearly aa 1 could how I aurtorod. He outlined a
counie of treatment which I followed to the letter. I took two bottles
of 'Favorite Prescription' and oneof Golden Medical Dlacovory and a,
fifty-ce- bottle of Smart-- Wwd,' and have never aulfered much alnca.
1 wlah I could every autferlns; woman the world over what a boon
Pr. I'lerco a medlclnet aro. There Is no uae wasting tlma and money
doctoritiff with anything olaa or any one elae.
Tho Medical Adviser by R.V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo,
N. Y.i answers hosts of delicate questions about which
"My little son had a very severe
cold. I was recommended to try
this well Bhall furnish enough water
for a city of twenty thousand people,
and the pumping machinery to be In-
stalled will be able to take care of
this amount of water. Since the water
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price B0
j cental FosteMilburn Co., Buffnlo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and be-
fore a small bottle was finished he
was as well as ever," wrlteB Mrs. H.
Silks, 29 Dowling Street, Sydney,
Australia. This remedy is for sale
SC3CXXXKXX(
Representative Arthur S. Ooodcllhas to be lifted at times to the top of states.
rjr' every women, single or marnea ougm to Know, ocm iretbp standplpe, a American Remember the nam Doan's and comes from the New England states,Well Works Turbine pump Is to be take no other, hut Is also an old timer In New Mux- - dent and director of the American Na-- by all dealers, Has. DicxovKi, on receipt ot i stamps to pay lor wrapping ana msuio, oniy.
THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1912.PACE EIGHT CULLEN'S COLORADO GROWN USEESThoroughly locllmatod tothe West and high altitudesA Permanent Cure ForChronic Constipation First olni-- stock. BurMed or Grafted. WILL BI FRESH DUB..AppIeK lUc, Cherries 1110, Plums 15c, Peaches So, Concord Grapoa$2.R0 Ter 100. We pay frelnlit on $10.00 orders of Nursery Stock,Kninll Vt'llita. Roam Plants. Hlirilha. Vlnrs. Htilha SUin.lo Twa, a,.VEGETABLE QIPC'IAC: 1'HUM LAbT SUMMEB'3 CHOPa n ii p i i j w tL rf wtkwj h IH AND FULLVilli ti I HLUU FiimmmTho bast lettuce on earth. Crisp, tender aud
una nun. loruiKu quuniy trees ami tweila. Our catalog (rives dosorfptions and itifltrtictions for
m J- - CULLER w.7.' MUCHf
salts or waters, but operates gently,
without griping and without shock to
the system. It contains tonic proper-tic- s
that strengthen the stomach and
bowel muscles so that In time med-
icines of all kinds can be dispensed
with and nature is again solely relied
on. Among the legions who testify
to these facts are Mr. Jas. A, Lush-ma-
Logan, Utah; and Josephine
Bailey, Sheridan, Wyo.; and they al-
ways have a bottle of It In the house,
for It is a reliable laxative (or all the
family from Infancy to old age.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist at fifty
Cents of one dollar a large bottle
(family size) can have a sample Cot-
tle sent to the home free of charge
by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Cald-
well, 405 Washington St., Montlcelfb,
111. Your name and address on a pos-
tal card will do.
w as taken for five minutes and cau-
cuses were held. The House being
again called to order the election of
the Speaker was helu wiili the follow-
ing results:
A. A. Romero, Jr., 9 votes, W. F.
Heed, five votes; Mr. Hubbell having
withdrawn In favor of Mr. Romero.
A committee of three was appointed
The Speaker addressed the assembly,
expressing hlmse.f eloquently and
thanking the members ot the third
House for tne high honor conferred
upon him by them,
Mr. V. Ullbarri, of Rio Arriba oun-t-
was by the unanimous vote ot the
Houbo elected chief clerk for the per-
iod of two weeks.
The following committee were then
appointed by the Chair: A Tempor-
ary Committee to see about a meet-
ing place for the future meetings for
the House, a committee on rules,
committee on ways and means and a
committee on socials.
E. C. LuJan was by a unanimous
standing vote elected to the office of
Chaplain of the Third Legislative
House of New Mexico. ""'
Gllberto MIrabal, of Valencia coun-t- v
was by unanimous consent made
an honorary member of this House
and was escorted to the Speaker's
side. Mr. MIrabal addressed tho
House.
The House then adfourned until
Monday evening at 7:30 p. m.
"''
MONDAY, APRIL I, 1912.
Found Guilty of Larceny. -. '
Jose Maria Salazar was found guil-
ty of larceny in district court at Al
Although those may dispute It who
have not tried It, yet thousands of
others, who speak from personal ex-
perience, assert that there Is a per-
manent cure for chronic constipation.
Some testify they were cured for as
little as fifty cents, years ago, and
that the trouble never came back on
them, while others admit they took
several bottle before a steady cure
was brought about. '
The" remedy referred to Is Dr. Cald-
well's Syrup Pepsin. It has been on
the market for over a quarter of cen-
tury and has been popularized on its
merits, by one person telling another.
The fact that its strongest supporters
are women an delderly people the
ones most persistently constipated
makes It certain that the claims re-
garding It as a permanent cire for
constipation have not been exaggerat-
ed.
It is not violent like cathartic pills.
With her bible open In front of her,
91 years old 'Mrs. Hester Ann Ellis,
committed suicide at Boulder, Colo-
rado, by severing an artery in her
wrist. She had laid newspapers all
around her so that the blood might
not soil anything, and even washed
off the scissors with which she had
severed the artery.
District Court at Clovls.
Judge E. C. Abbott sentenced Isaac
Holmes of Melrose, a sixteen year old
lad, to two years In the reform school
at Springer and then suspended sen-
tence. Holmes was found guilty of
stealing a revolver which he after-
wards returned. A divorce case be-
tween Arthur Green and Mra. Green
developed such filthy details that
Judge Abbott excluded spectators
from the court room. In the alleged
fraud suit of Judge J. S. Fltzhugh of
Clovls against Rev. C. E. Lukens ot
Albuquerque, the Jury was hung,
standing seven for Filhugh and five
for Luitens.
No Shoot at Camp Perry,
The New Mexico National Guard
will not oniy lose participation m me
maneuvers in California, but also in
the trophy shoot at tamp Ferry, two
events to which they had looked for- -
wara witn eager anticipation, ine si- -
tuation along the Mexican border Is
to blame. s
Weary of Life.
Having born twenty-thre- children
and unwilling to become a mother
again, Mrs. Agnes Racilta, aged 48
years, at jersey City, erected an altar,
knelt down in prayer and drained a
bottle of turpentine. The agonizing
pain caused her to scream and thuB
brought to her aid a police surgeon
who Baved her life.
b..u. . n.-.- o
.v. h,mi,Umb.J J Stultz of Kl Pasn haa sued the
Western Union Telegraph Company
tor iJ,600 damages. J. lotto Mc- -
Clammv of Ml Paan h nln .nerl the
Western Union for damages F. E.
Wayside
THURSDAY, MARCH 1& 1P1J.
Died of Appendicitis Operation.
Owen D. Wood, 27 years of age,
passed uway at St, Mary's Hospital,
Hoswell, after on operation for appen-
dicitis.
Boy Breaks Hii Nose,
Ernest Bowen, the eldest son of W.
E. Bowen, of Hagerman, Chaves coun-
ty, sustained a broken nose while
playing.
Body Dynamited.
The body of a man drowned In Salt
Creek near the stockyards bridge at
Hoswell, while swimming, was dyna-
mited out of the bed and floated to the
lop not far from the hole he drowned
iu. The dynamiting was done at the
expense of the county commissioners
by James Walker. The body was in
such condition that it was burled with-
out bringing It to Roswell.
Ar.n Li Ittad of Horse Stealing.
portmo uoraova was SrraiBueu at.
Las Vegas on the charge ho
stealing, tat was
duced a bill of sa
. fpXTothThe complaint was filed
and Cordova Vas forced to turn me,
miIitiaIs over to Mr. Roth. The case
will be pursued and the arrest of the
nan from whom Cordova says he pur
chased the animals wlll undoubted
follow soon.
Goke-Sen-
Rev. Father Adrian Rabeyrolle at
Las Vegas Joined in holy wedlock Miss
Amelia Sena and Christopher A. Coke.
Mrs. Goke iB" the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. A. Sena, and Mr. Goke Is the
son of Mrs. Gumecinda Goke, widow
of the late Henry Goke. Mrs. Goke
was Kiven In marriage by her father.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Larrarolo were best
man and matron on honor. A nuptial
mass was sung by the choir of the
church, led by Miss Mary Tipton.
Joseph Raycroft Dead.
. Joseph A. Raycraft died at the Wat-rou- s
ranch. Though Mr. Raycraft came
to New Mexico for his health he ap-
peared In good health and his death
came as a shock to his friends. He
was 33 years of age and was a native
of Illinois. He came to Las Vegas
three years ago from his home in
Kerrick, 111. Ten months ago he leas-
ed the Watrous ranch at Watrous and
with Ed Organ has lived there since.
He is survived by Ave brothers and a
sister .all of whom live in Illinois. The
body will be sent to Bloomington, III.
Boy Bitten by Bull Dog.
The son of Rev. and
Mrs. M. C. Hughes at Roswell, was at
tacked by a vicious bull dog and waB
severely bitten. It was first thought
that the lad would lose the sight of
one eye, but after the physicians had
repaired damages with four stitches
in the gash under the eye, and about an
inch, and three more in the scalp, they
announced that unless complications
set in the youngster would pull
through all right.
Thieves at Roswell.
Thieves have been at work In Ros-
well lately. While he and his wife
were away from their home Harry
White lost a S1T5 diamond. A young
man, not known, stole nts norse ana
buggy and the same night some one
stole a $75 saddle from the A. H. Buh-ol-
harness shop. A fine saddle was
taken from the home of Tom Ingram
Or LIFE
Nonesuch T,flttiif SENT FtlEE
iweet. For twenty-Bi- yea w the name "CULLKN "
repairing. t The highway has been lev-
eled and dragged from the welcome
arch at the head ot Moulton avenue
to the state line, and Is In prime con-
dition for the summer automobile tour.
istB who" will soon begin to wend their
way westward along the route of tho
old Santa Fe trail. The "transconti-
nental highway" has also been dragged
and placed ln splendid condition
south from Raton as far as Red River
and the county commissioner and his
crew left yesterday to continue the
work southward until the county line
Is reached.
FRICK COAL COMPANY
RAISES WAGE8 VOLUNTARILY.
Independent Companies Will Follow
- Example and 80.000 Men Are
;f Gainers.
' Uniontown, Pa., April 1. When It
became known today that tne H. C.
Frick Coke Company, subsidiary of
the United States Steel Corporation,
had increased the wages of its em-
ployes 1 per cent, the announce-
ment was immediately made by many
independent coke companies that they
would take the same course. The new
scaie is enective toaay ana notices
were posted throughout the coke re-
gion. Approximately 80,600 men ars
affected.
MAJORITY OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEE IS FOR TAFT,
Washington, D. C, April 2. C. D.
Hille8, secretary to the President
today issued a statement declaring
that a majority of the Republican na-
tional committee, is aligned with Pres-
ident Taft.
WHY HE WAS LATE.
"What made you so late?" '.
"I met Smlthson." '
"Well, that is no reason why you
should be an hour late getting home
to supper." . '
"I know, but I asked him how he.
!waa feeling and he insisted on telling
me about his stomach trouble."
"Did you tell him to take Chamber-
lain's Tablets?" .
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
by all druggists.
': rKUrlUKt vUKC.
Reliable, Safe, Sure. $1 per bottle, prepaid
h External Application
, sj0 Inconvenience.
it wnrk while vnu sleen.i Send
your orders now
feR. NELSON MEDICINE CO., UTICA. N Y
1
'
1 THE :.
WHITE IS KING
The BESI d Family
Sewing Machine thai can be pro
duced. Made in both ROTARY and
VIBRATOR styles.
The rotary makes both LOCK
and CHAIN stitch. The latest up
to the minute steel attachments
with each machine. Sold on easy
payments. Send name and ad
dress for our beautiful H. T. cata
loue free. -
White -- Sewiflf Machine Co
1460 Market Street,
San Francisco, California
Write for it at onoo.
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Milne Superintendent,
By unanimous vote the board of ed-
ucation ot the city of Albuquerque re-
elected John Milne as superintendent
ol city schools for another year,
Mrs. Cruzlta Olguln.
MrB. Cruzlta Olfluln, aged 25 years,
residing at Albuquerque, died last
night after a lingering Illness, due to
cancer. She is survived by two child-
ren, a son aud a daughter. ,
Article by the Governor.
"The Making of a New State," Is the
subject of an article on New Mexico
and her resources from the pen of Gov-
ernor W. C, McDonald in the March
number of the Magft-slne- "
published ln Denver.
' Minister Charged With Bribery.
The Rev, Jacob R. Rader of Den-
ver,, was arrested on a charge of
election bribery at Evans, near Gree-
ley, Colorado. Jnraos Franklin de-
clared tbe' minister offered him $2 to
vote for the "drys' In today's local
option fight. The minister says the
whole thing is a frame-up- .
Big Area for Homeaeekers.
' Entire southwestern Colorado and
northwestern New Mexico, have be-
come excited over the official an-
nouncement received from the depart-
ment of the Interior In Washington
that on April 11, 136,000 acres of
land on what Is known' as the Fort
Lewis Mesa near Durango will be
thrown open for settlement.
Hurt Himself Instead of Snakes.
J. Kealey, while attempting to dis-
lodge some, rattlesnakes from under
the floor of the camp house at the Cin-
cinnati mine ln the Tres Hermanas
mountains, Luna county, accidentally
exploded aome dynamite, tearing up
the house, blowing gravel into his face
and bursting the drum of his right
ear. It seems that the snake was out
of reach of his stick, and Mr. Kealey
fired, a revolver at him, and the ball
exploded dynamite which the rats, per
haps had carried under the floor, It
happened that Dr. S. Swope was at '
a neighboring mine at the time, so the
Injured man received early medical
attention, '.v,':
' Family Tragedy at Albuquerque.
v Death is but a question of time for
Jtian Zamora, a young baker at Al-- J
buquerque, who Jumped from the high-- 1
est point on the coal avenue viaduct
after he had stabbed his wife, moth- -
and himself. Zamora'B rashj
conduct was brought about, it is said.
as tne result oi lamuy irouoies. no,
has"- - trouble some days ago with his
wife, and with his mother-in-law- , Mrs.
Juliana Hernandez. Going; over the
Coal avenue viaduct Zamora, his wife
and her mother came face to face. Za-'- .
mora attempted, it is said, to Induce:
hla wife to return to him. His over.,
tureg failed and the tragedy resulted, i
"' ' Pope Opposes Dueling.
The Pope has accepted the resigna-
tion of Count Peccl, nephew of the
late Pope Leo XIII., who recently .
Francis Altieri to a duel, from
command of the Palatine Guard of
Honor.: The count will at the same
time remit his rank of lieutenant ln
the Noble Guards. Therefore, his con
nection with the Holy See will be en
tirely severed. By a special conces-- 1
sion of the Pope the count is granted
pension. The Pope, in alluding to
the dueling scandal with which the
count waB connected, hinted that he
intends shortly to make a public man-
ifesto against dueling. "Dueling," he
said, "Is an anachronism. It survives
because modern laws do not sufficient- -
ly protect individual honor; they only
safeguard property.' Energetic legis-
lation is necessary to protect the hon
or and reputation of the people, espe
cially as most cases of injury or in
sult nowadays are often a political
weapon."
Washout on Scenic Highway.
During the past week about fifty
feet of the scenic highway at the 8- -
mile hill above Raton was washed out,
compelling considerable work on the
part of Commissioner Woodhouse and
his gang of workmen before the wash-
out could be repaired. The break oc-
curred on the steep declivity where
the road is graded along the side of
lght-mil- e hill and built up on a rock
foundation ranging from ten to thirty
feet In height, A large quantity of
rock was washed from the roadbed,
making the work doubly difficult in
Jottings.)
delinquency of a number of small
girls. His case was set for trial on
April 2. It Is alleged that Daggett hai
been living with the wife of another
man.
"Clippere" Attack Girl.
Chicago, March 29 A pair of
made an attack on Irnia
Mert, 14, In Garfield boulevard last
night. As the girl passed an alley the
clippers, each of whom was about ID
years old, sprang out and while one
held her, the other drew a pair of
scissors from bis pocket and cut off
her long braidB. The two men disap-
peared Into the alley and escaped.
Flood Damage In Colfax County.
After several days of hard work,
the Santa Fe and Eastern line was
opened to the Sugarlte camp and the
damage to the line's new track and
three bridges in that neighborhood by
high water in the Sugarlte temporarily
repaired. The Rocky Mountain phi
ldrivw wa8 pre.8ed lnt0 ,ervce the
,aBt of and wiU engaged
durlng the remainder of this week
driving piles tor the three bridges
,mnrrilv reolaced
by cribbing. Several thousand dollars'
worth of damage resulted to the rail
road company as a consequence of tho
unusual rise in the Sug irite stream
last week. Raton Range.
Charged with Horse Stealing.
Porflrlo Cordova, who was arrignfd
at Las Vegas several days ago charged
with horse stealing but was released
on producing a bill of sale, Iras been
rearrested and will be held In the
county jail until the case is investi-
gated further. Cordova claimed that,
he purchased horses which Pete Roth
charged had been stolen from him,
from Jose Gomes of Loma Parda. A
warrant was Issued for him and
Deputy Sheriff F. R. Guerin was sent
to make the arrest He found Gomes
to be a blind and feeble man, seeming
ly incapable of committing the offense
charged. Guerin investigated the case
further, visited Justice ot the Peace
Manuel Montoya, by whom the bill of
sale was signed and who, it la said.
denied having signed the paper and
stated that it was a forgery. On his
return to Las Vegas, Deputy Guerin
met Cordova and placed him under
arrest.
Boy Pulls Open Throttle.
A youth by the name of Freddie
Pacheco is said to have been respon-
sible for a smash up on the Santa Fe
and Eastern Sunday afternoon about
4:30 o'clock that resulted in the smash-
ing Into kindling wood of a caboose
and the placing out of commission of
the road's smaller engine. The engi-- i
neer was busy at work on the larger
engine at the time when the boy
climbed Into the cab of the second en-
gine, threw wide open the throttle and
backed for a distance of about 200
yards until striking the small caboose
standing on the siding opposite the en
trance to the baseball park. The boy
did not abandon the engine until after
it struck and was not injured in the
smash-u- which came when the en
gine had gained a speed of 25 or 30
miles an hour. The Injured engine i.
wno apparently nas a mania for "see
ing the wheels go round." is being
now in the Santa Fe back-sho- hos
pital undergoing repairs, and the boy,
glven an opportunity , ent his in
Raton Range.
diamond cross and dresses, the last
named valued at $6,150.
Killed By Accident.
Ben Robinson, a homesteader, at
Kenna, Chaves county, was run over
by a train and killed at San Angelo.
Ranch Sale.
E. F. Bloodgood of Kingston, 8ierra
county, has purchased the John D.
Thompson ranches eight miles south
of Lake Valley, Sierra county.
Threw Shoe at Boy.
Because ten year old Luis Torres
would not cease making a racket in
front of his store, In El Paso, Severo
Salas threw a Bhoe at him and was
arrested, charged with assault.
Indicted for Perjury,
Salvador Armijo, Mariano Sena,
Adolfo Gonzales and Carlos Chaves,
four Albuquerque youths, have been
Indicted for perjury being accused of
giving fasle testimony In the probat-
ing of the will of Jose Francisco
Canavan Goes to Jail.
Steven Canavan, the well known
Gallup coal operator, rather than pay
his former wife, $19,000 alimony and
attorney's fees of $1,500, has gone to
the county Jail to serve a two years'
sentence. .
Joint Raided at Roswell.
The Roswell police have raided a
house at Roswell for violating the
Prohibition ordinance. Charles Mont
gomery and Richard Vaughn were ar
rested and a barrel of beer and forty
pints of whiskey confiscated.
Never Felt Better,
Mrs. Ruth Buchanan, a student of
the Teachers' College at Greeley, Col-
orado, met a friend at the library and
exclaimed: "I never felt better In my
life," and then dropped unconscious
from a stroke ot apoplexy.
Another Murder at El Paso. '
John RoblnBon was shot dead In
a fight at El Paso. After he had fal-
len he was beaten over the head with
he butt of a revolver by a woman.
Marshall Jackson and bis wife Ida
have been arrested pending an Inves-
tigation.
Good Road Via Pankey's Ranch.
George W. Hlckox, the jeweler for-
merly of Santa Fe, made an auto trip a
from Encino on the Rock Island in
Torrance county, to Santa Fe, via the a
Eaton grant and Lamy, declaring the
road to be one of the best in the
slate for auto travel.
Where Is My Girl Tonight?
In an automobile accident in El
Paso Sunday night, two young men
and two young ladles were seriously
injured. Soon after the accident, one
hundred and thirty mothers tele-
phoned to the police station asking
the same question, "if one of the vic-
tims was her daughter.''
Committed Suicide Reading Bible.
aawaras or ei raso suea tne Hi raso perfect health to Senators Catron and
Electric Railwa Company tor $5,000 Fall, and God bless New Mexico!
damages. J Thrd House Organizes.
Catholics In the United States. ' The third House of Representa-Kendey'-s
'Official Catholic Directory tives of the State of New Mexico was
says that the Catholic population of called to order by J. F. Hubbell, chalr-th- e
United States is 15, 015, 609 afld man of the joint committee on organ- -seisj..!--,,- -. , , j...,and Harry Thome was roDuea oi aof double harness. A young man mis
sed his pocket book which contained a
few dollars.
Brought Back on Serious Charge.
Charging that Clarence Morrison, a
dry claimer, who had been paying at-
tention to his daughter,
Aflcn Ina, onil loft with VlPf ffir
2S9 orphanages with 47,111 orphans.
New York is the most Catholic State
in the Union with 2,778,076 and
Pennsylvania is second with 1,610,920
Catholics. Colorado out of a million
inhabitants has only 105,000 Catholics.
Many Murder Cases.
at Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, I
has three murder cases to wrestle'
with. In one, Ambroslo Anaya of
Cuervo, is the defendant; In the sec- -
ond, William B. Terry defends. The
third is the famous McNabb case re-
manded by the Supreme Court. As
some of the Important witnesses are
said to have left the state, the out-
come is rather doubtful. Some fifty
cases will be presented to the grand
jury. Judge David J. Leahy will pre-
side.
Toast of Judge McDougal.
The following is the toast of Judge
McDougal delivered at the banquet
given by Senators Catron and Fall on
Thursday evening at the Palace hotel:
Mr. Toastmaster For the unexpect- -
ed honor which has been conferred un- -
nn im .nflpcnnniiv Kv hiHtT. iha
Btranger ,,uhin your gate8 (0 thl8 feg.
iM board a8 we aB for tne , h
bmor your leglsature hag Just con.l
em,d ,pon tne gtate of my adoptlon
by sending to the United States Sen- -
atfi one f her rarely gifted natlva
sons, I here and now return my own
grateful thanks and those of the grand
old state of Missouri:
Around this splendid banquet board
tonight, we are all Republicans, all
Democrats. Yet aB an Interested look- -
er-o- in Vienna, as a stalwart mis- -
sul'l Republican, 1 cannot now refrain
I,om saying: mat tne memuers or iae.
flr8t legislature of this young, growing!
auu s,ur,uus BlttLe ua'IK '"" '6a"j,
nonorea memseives ana tneir state Dy
hnnnr nor two Riieh snnerh rtnzpnn fit"
New Mexico as vour first reuresenta-
tlves ln tne Senate of the Unlted
state3-t- he two straight Republicansi..n , . ,1 . r, i.nluc iiiiK,icv;iurti Kimiia, AIUC1, X3. tttl
and Thomas B. Catron, Long life and
ization. in the Senate Chamber at 8
o'clock p. m., Friday the 29th ot
March 1912.
By unanimous vote W. F. Reed was
elected temporary clrk of said
House. ,)ph
." Election of officers was the next or-
der
a
of business. J. F. Hubbell, An
dres A. Romero, Jr., and W, F. Reed
were nominated as candidates for the
speakership of the House. Recess
News
"CURES
OLD
SORES Las
To every person suffering
with an old sore or chronic
ulcer, the very best news in this
paper is contained in the present Las
article. It is' eood news because
by
to
a
arm.
born
and
irritate the place and nature causes by
ulcer. When S. S. S. has cleansed a
by
the
stny,
the
last
time
above
charge for the book or advice. g0od
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Arkansas, claiming to get married hadTxas
of New Mexico 140,573. There are
17,491 Cathoiic priests in the United
States and 13,9119 Catholic churches.
There are 14 archbishops, two titular
archbishops, 97 bishops, two arch ab-
bots, and 15 abbotts. There are 83
seminaries with 6,006 students prepar
ing for the priesthood; 229 colleges
for boys and 701 academies for girls.
There.are 5,119 parochial schools with
an attendance of 1,333,786 pupils and
ood
buquerque. ;
Good Place for Wife Beater.
Domenik Bruno has been thrown
Into Jail at Albuquerque for beating
his wife.
Fire at Tucumcarl.
The residence ot A. A. Harvey at
Tucumcari, Quay county, was par-
tially destroyed by fire.
Supreme Lodge K. of P.
Denver has been Beiected as the
meeting place August 6 io 15 of the
Supreme Lodge of the Knights of
Pythias.
Convicted of Forgery.
M. L, Gresh wes sentenced at El
Paso to two years In the penitentiary
for forgery.
Raised Telephone Rates.
The Pecos Valley Mutual Telephone
AHSOciation has raised telephone rates
ttom 50 centB t0 j125 a month,
Fought 0vep cty Eection,
Policeman Daniel Kirkpatrick and
l. B. Craig pleaded guilty at Roswell
to fighting over the city election and
were fined. ''
Carrlzozo Store Robbed.
The hardware store of N. B. Taylor
at' Carrlzozo was robbed of $15 taken
lrom the cash register.
Albuquerque Gets the Convention
The State Federation of Women's
Clubs at Roswell selected Albuquer- -
que for the convention city next year;
Xaxing Themselves for Schools,
Tne tax payers of Carrlzozo by a
vote of 25 to 13, again added an ex-
tra five milla t0 the tax levv tor
,8cn0' Purposes.
Killed Under Car.
Jose Quellar feu under a car at El
"80, on wnlt.h he WaS 8tealinz a ride
The boy was only fourteen years old
First Snake Story of Season.
A. H. Morley killed a diamond rattle
snake near Dexter, Chaves county. It
measured seven feet and three inches
and had fourteen rattles.
Indicted for Murder,
Francisco and Damacio Esalin were
arrested at El Paso under an indict-
ment charging them with murder.
The victim was Jose Duran.
Boys Stole Auto.
Fred Humphrey, Stewart Lepfer,
and B. Friend, each aged 15 years,
were arrested at El Paso for stealing
ride in the auto of Dr. W. C. Klutz.
They took the automobile as far as
CanutUlo and there abandoned it.
Gathered From the Faithful,
The estate of Mrs. Mary Baker G.
Eddy has been appraised at $2,266,-36- 0
and Includes a diamond crown, a
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Seized Four Cases of Whiskey.
In a raid on a joint at Roswell,
Charles Thompson was arrested and
four cases of whiskey were seized.
Newspaper Purchase,
C. W. Battle of Atlanta, Georgia, has
purchased f interest in the s
Herald and will take editorial
charge of the paper.
Marriage License.
A marriage license was issued at
Vegas to Franclsquita Esqulbel,
aged 19 and Juan Martinez, aged 24.
Both are residents of Rociada.
Division Moreman Resigns.
T. H. Ogden has resigned his posi-
tion as Santa Fe division foreman at
Vegas. Mr. Ogden has been suc-
ceeded by H, L. Turton of Dodge City,
Kansas.
Eclipse of Sun This Month.,
An eclipse' of the sun will occur on
April 17, early in the morning. The
path of totality begins In Venezuela,
crosses the Atlantic and ends In Si-
beria. Here the eclipse will be only
partial.
remarkable Vitality.
Remarkable vitality is being shown
Mrs. Albertlna LeBperance, al-
though 95 years of age, Is reported
be recovering from the effects of i
painful accident, in which she suffer-
ed the fracture of both limbs and one
Mrs. Lesperance resides in the
country, fourteen allies northeast of
Wagon Mound.
' Returns to the World.
Miss Mamie Keefe, society girl,
and nurtured in a home of wealth
luxury, who startled her friends
renouncing the world for a cloister
month ago, has startled them again
returning to Boclety, Denver and
world. She says she is back to
and that she no longer entertains
least desire to be a nun.
Grant Bought In for Taxes.
Juan A. Valdez and Martin Montoya
Monday bought of the county the
Arroyo Hondo grant. This grant some
ago whs offered for sale by tho
county for taxes but no buyers ap-
peared and the county bid it in. The
gentlemen believing it was a
investment came to town and
purchased the property.-Ta- os Valley
ffl sw im ii
K Is true; it tells of a way to get rid of these plague spots which so
often sap the strength and vitality, and best of all, this permanent euro
is in reach of every one.
It is an absolutely true statement to say that every old sore or
chronic ulcer exists solely because of bad blood. Outside contamina-
tions or influences may increase the local inflammation, but such
things have nothing to do with keeping the place open. It is the in-
fected blood discharging its impurities through a weak spot on the
flesh that does this, and the sore will continue, gradually growing
worse, until the blood is purified of the exciting cause.
"unlawfully and feloniously taken pos
session of the girl for evil purposes,
O. Burden ot Roswell Intercepted the
couple at Amarlllo, through the ser-
vices of the sheriff of that city.
Deputy Sheriff Jim Johnson of Roswell
went to Clovls where he met the sher
iff of Amarlllo who had brought the
couple that far. Johnson returned
with them to Roswell. Morrison put up
no fight and said he would come with-
out the requisition papers. Morrison
was arraigned Immediately, pleading
not guilty.
Cordova Bound Over.
Porflrlo Cordova, when arraigned
at Las Vegas on the charge of horse
stealing, waived examination and was
bound over to the spring term of
court on $500 bond.
Committed Suicide.
Washington, March 29. Phillip S.
Hichborn, a young lawyer and son of
the late Admiral Hichborn, killed him-
self tonight in despondency and hu-
miliation over the elopement over a
year ago of his wife, Eleanore Hoyt
Hichborn, with Horace L. Wylie, a
prominent Washington attorney.
Pope Taxed In Milwaukee.
Milwaukee, March 28. Pope Tlus
X. will have to pay $20 inheritance
tax under the laws of Wisconsin on a
$500 bequest left him by Johanna
Brand, Milwaukee, who died January
27, 1911, according to a ruling made
here today.
Gila Is Still High.
The melting of the snows in the
mountains has kept the Gila In Grant
county very high, and following the
high water of a few days ago and the
consequent effect on the quicksands,
crossing with a loaded wagon is still
impossible. One of W. A. Tenuey's
big outfits, driven by Archie Straight,
attempted to cross and two horses
were drowned before the outfit could
be gotten out.
Neighborhood Row.
A good size neighborhood row has
resulted in District S2 over the action
ot the school board in moving the
school building from Its original site to
a new location several miles distant,
new location several miles distant.
The building was moved Saturday
with R, K. Odell'B traction engine.
Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
Accused by Girls.
Alexander Daggett, an employe in
the agricultural department of the
United .States government was ar-
raigned In juvenile court at Denver,
on a charge p contributing to - Jhe
I Colonist Fares
TO
See how nature ootnts to the cause through the svmntnms. The
IInflammation, discharge, discolored flesh, and the fact that external
applications never have any curative effect on the sore, show that
Alberta, Brituh Columbia. California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon and Washington Pointsdeep down m tne circulation there is a morbid cause which prevents
the place from healing. But more convincing proof that bad blood is
responsible for old sores, is furnished by the fact that even removing
every visible trace of the ,ulcer by surgical operation does not cure;
FROM
mc sore always returns.
S. S. S. heals old sores because it is the greatest of all blood
purmers; u goes into tne circulation and removes the cause from the
blood. When the blood has been Durified there is no longer anv in
flammatory or infectious matter to
natural and certain healing of the
All Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
ON SALE DAILY
March 1st to April 15th
LIBERAL
;'" STOPOVERS.
- For information as to rate, reservations, etc., call on
or yrite your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico,
tne circulation and the place is well, it is not a surface cure, not simply
smoothing over of the outward evidence, but it is a perfect and per-
manent cure, because every vestige of the old cause has been driven
out. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, cleansing and
invigorating in their nature, and of great tonic value. It is a medicine
adapted to persons of any age, and is just as effective with,the old as
with the young or middle aged. Under the purifyingand toniceffects
of S. S. S. the system is greatly strengthened and benefited. To hear
of S. S. S. has been good news to thousands, it is good news for you.
If you wish any special advice about an old sore or ulcer write
for our free book, and ask our medical deoartment to instruc
tionsyou may feel the need of. No
5. S. 5. is SOld at drug Stores.
THE SWIFT
